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YUKON RIVER RESTORATION AND ENHANCMENT FUND
2011 CONCEPTUAL PROPOSAL

NUMBER: URE-01N-11

PROJECT TITLE: Characterizing under-ice and ice-out juvenile salmon
migration in the Upper Yukon River at Eagle, Alaska

PROJECT PROPONENT: Andrew C. Seitz – School of Fisheries and Ocean Sciences, University of
Alaska Fairbanks

CONTACT: Andrew C. Seitz – School of Fisheries and Ocean Sciences, University of Alaska Fairbanks,
P.O. Box 757220, Fairbanks, AK 99775-7220, (907) 474-5254, aseitz@sfos.uaf.edu

POTENTIAL PROJECT PARTNERS/ADDITIONAL PARTICIPANTS: Mr. Parker Bradley (270)
839-1924, ptbradley@alaska.edu and Mr. Aaron Dupuis, a.dupuis@sfos.uaf.edu

PROJECT LOCATION: Yukon River at Eagle, Alaska

PROJECT OBJECTIVES:
Habitat Monitoring, Restoration and Enhancement:

 Fill temporal gaps in a study characterizing juvenile salmon outmigration in the Yukon River
conducted in June through September 2010 by characterizing juvenile salmon outmigration under
the ice and during ice-out in 2011, while simultaneously collecting baseline habitat data such as
discharge, water velocity and depth.

PROJECT SUMMARY:
Fish sampling will be conducted in two phases. In the first phase, under- ice sampling will be conducted for
one week in mid-March and for one week in mid-April. To accomplish this, 4’x4’ fyke nets without leads
will be placed in open water areas in the river. Sampling sites will depend on the availability and locations
of open water areas in the river. In the second phase, 4’x4’ fyke nets with two 30’ leads will be placed in
the river immediately at the end of break-up, as the drifting river ice allows. Sampling sites will be the
same locations sampled in a similar study conducted in 2010 (see abstract below).

Captured fish will be identified to the lowest taxonomic level, measured for fork length and released alive.
In addition to capturing fishes, a suite of environmental data, including air and water temperature, water
velocity, debris, substrate type, river discharge and water depth will recorded at each location for each set.

The time series data will be combined with similar data collected in June through September 2010 and
analyzed using multivariate time series analyses. Specifically, catch-per-unit-effort will be correlated to the
suite of environmental time series.

LIFE OF PROJECT: Field sampling will be conducted mid-March through May of 2011, while data
analyses and reporting will be conducted from May 2011 to May 2012 as part of Mr. Bradley’s master’s
thesis at the University of Alaska Fairbanks.
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ESTIMATED BUDGET:
We are requesting funds for the field sampling portion of the project as data analyses and reporting by
Mr. Bradley will be funded by other sources.
Project Budget Amount $
Capital 34,680
Operation and maintenance 0
Admin/indirect/overhead 10,277
Personnel 33,833
Total request $78,790

ABSTRACT OR PROJECT SUMMARY:
Species Composition and Migration Patterns of Juvenile Fish in the Upper Yukon River at Eagle, Alaska

Parker Bradley, Mark Evans, Aaron Dupuis and Andy Seitz
UAF Graduate Student
P.O. Box 751301
Fairbanks, AK 99775
270-839-1924
ptbradley@alaska.edu

Migration and distribution patterns of juvenile fish in the upper Yukon River in Alaska are poorly
understood. To characterize the juvenile fish community as part of a broader study assessing the impacts
of a hydrokinetic turbine on down-migrating juvenile fishes, we used fyke nets to capture fishes in five
near-shore locations of the Yukon River at Eagle, AK from June to September 2010. All captured fish
were identified to the lowest taxonomic level, measured for fork length and released alive. In addition to
capturing fishes, air and water temperature, water velocity, amount of surface debris and debris captured
in the fyke net were recorded at each location for each set. River discharge data were obtained from the
US Geological Survey gauging station in Eagle and correlated with catch rates. As of mid-September, a
total of 6,235 fishes were captured which included 337 chum salmon (Oncorhynchus keta), 127 Chinook
salmon (Oncorhynchus tshawytscha), 2,496 longnose suckers (Catostomus catostomus), 74 lamprey
(Lamptera spp.), 1,161 whitefish spp. (Prosopium spp. and Coregonus spp.), 1,902 arctic grayling
(Thymallus arcticus), 83 lake chub (Couesius plumbeus), 28 burbot (Lota lota), 5 slimy sculpin (Cottus
cognatus) and 22 inconnu (Stenodus leucichthys). Catch rates of chum salmon smolts had two peaks, one
in early June and one in early July while Chinook salmon fry catch rates were relatively small, but
consistent, through June and July. Catch rates of whitefish larvae peaked in late July and early August
while juvenile arctic grayling catch peaked in early to mid-August. Preliminary analysis indicates that
peaks in catch rates may be more strongly correlated with high river discharge events than species-
specific timing in downriver migrations.
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YUKON RIVER RESTORATION AND ENHANCMENT FUND
2011 CONCEPTUAL PROPOSAL

NUMBER: URE-02N-11

PROJECT TITLE: Predation mortality of juvenile Chinook salmon

PROJECT PROPONENT: Dr. Mark Wipfli

CONTACT: Dr. Mark Wipfli, Alaska Cooperative Fish and Wildlife Research Unit, Institute of Arctic
Biology, University of Alaska Fairbanks, Fairbanks, AK 99775; phone 907-474-6654;
mwipfli@alaska.edu

POTENTIAL PROJECT PARTNERS/ADDITIONAL PARTICIPANTS:
Co-PI: Dr. Lara Dehn, UAF, phone 907-474-7724, dehn@sfos.uaf.edu
Co-PI: Dr. Megan McPhee, UAF, 907-796-5464, mvmcphee@alaska.edu
Partners: Aaron Martin, USFWS, 907-456-418, Aaron_E_Martin@fws.gov

Carl Pfisterer/Jody Lozori, ADF&G, 907-459-7323, carl.pfisterer@alaska.gov
Paige Drobny, TCC, 907-452-8251, paige.drobny@tananachiefs.org
Al von Finster, DFO-Canada, 867-393-6721, Al.vonFinster@dfo-mpo.gc.ca
Stan Zuray, Tanana, 907-366-7114, stanzuray@gmail.com
Andy Bassich, Eagle, 907547-2390

PROJECT LOCATION: Multiple locations throughout the Yukon River Drainage - Pilot Station, Holy
Cross, Fort Yukon, Tanana/Rampart Rapids, Eagle, Whitehorse, and Andreafsky, Chandalar, and Chena
rivers.

PROJECT OBJECTIVES:
Objective 1 - Determine the key predators that prey on juvenile Chinook salmon, and how predation may
vary over time and across habitats.
Objective 2 - Determine how size, condition (energy density), and origin (local versus immigrant) of
juvenile Chinook salmon affect their susceptibility to predation.

These objectives tie in strongly with the Yukon River Panel’s “Budget Priority Framework 2006”, the
“US and Canada Yukon River Salmon Committee Joint Technical Committee Plan”, and the “Panel’s
R&E Budget Priorities for 2011 & Near Term Priorities” through community education, stewardship, and
capacity building; salmon habitat monitoring; understanding biological characteristics of salmon rearing
habitats, including possible effects of climate change on habitat features (i.e., predator populations); and
specifically understanding the relationships between Chinook salmon and other organisms (predator-prey
relationships).

PROJECT SUMMARY: Little is known about the predators of and predation mortality on juvenile
Chinook salmon, particularly in the Yukon River drainage. Through discussions with Department of
Fisheries and Oceans (DFO)-Canada, Alaska Department of Fish and Game (ADF&G), US Fish and
Wildlife Service (USFWS), Tanana Chiefs Conference (TCC), and other groups working on or otherwise
familiar with Yukon River salmon, in addition to information gathered on recent Yukon River projects, it
has become clear that predators are likely an important cause of juvenile Chinook salmon mortality in the
Yukon drainage. Further indications suggest changes in habitat and climate patterns may be favoring
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predatory species, potentially allowing them to increase their range and abundance. Yet, little is known
about key predators, where and when they may be important, or how much mortality predation may be
causing. This project aims to determine the key predators as well as where and when predation is
occurring. Additionally, we aim to learn what habitats and which physiological states (e.g., body
condition) make juvenile Chinook most vulnerable to predation. Data will be gathered via field
observations of avian predators (especially mergansers), piscivorous predator collections (especially pike)
and their diet analyses, and genetic and energy density analysis of freshly predated juvenile Chinook
salmon.

This study will use two approaches for assessing potential predators of juvenile Chinook salmon: 1)
Opportunistic predator collections along the Yukon River & 2) Focused field studies on the Chena River.
Opportunistic predator collections will involve working with subsistence communities and agencies that
have current fisheries projects or related activities and infrastructure in place at several locations
throughout the Yukon River drainage, to take advantage of and bolster on-going fish sampling efforts and
collaborations: ADF&G (Pilot Station Sonar Test Fishery, Jody Lozori/Carl Pfisterer co-operators);
USFWS (Chandalar and Andreafsky Rivers, Aaron Martin co-operator); TCC (Holy Cross up through
Fort Yukon, Paige Drobny co-operator); subsistence fishers (Tanana/Rampart Rapids, Stan Zuray co-
operator; Eagle, Andy Bassich co-operator); and DFO-Canada (Whitehorse, Al von Finster co-operator).
At these sites, local partners will oversee and conduct predator collections from which the predator
stomach contents will be collected. Samples will be shipped to UAF for analyses. Anticipated collections
include pike, and occasional sheefish and grayling. Focused field studies on the Chena River will involve
establishing several sub-reaches throughout river km 80-160, sampling both avian (merganser) and
piscivorous (pike) predators, and measuring traits of juvenile Chinook salmon that may be susceptible to
predation. We will estimate per capita predation per unit time that will provide information on the
predation potential of these predators, over ranges of predator densities.

For the Chena River component of objective 1 we will collect the avian and piscivorous predators and
inspect their stomachs for juvenile Chinook salmon and their partially digested remains. We will sacrifice 4
birds within each of 4 stream reaches 3 times during each year = 48 mergansers for each of 3 successive
years. Pike will be captured in mainsteam and off-channel habitats where these fish occur. We will capture
up to 5 individuals of each species within each of 2 stream reaches and associated off-channel sloughs 3
times during each year = up to 60 fish per species for each of 3 successive years. For the Yukon River
component of objective 1 we will collect piscivorous predators (pike, sheefish, grayling) from the
previously-described regions along the Yukon River and inspect their stomachs for juvenile Chinook
salmon and their partially digested remains. Up to 5 fish per species per month (May-Sept) will be taken
from weirs and via hook and line per each of the 5 sites = 500 fish/year. Per capita predation per unit time
will be determined from both stomach contents collected from the field and digestion and evacuation rates
obtained for each predator species from the literature. Objective 2 will be addressed on the Chena River.
Ingested but intact Chinook salmon will be collected and analyzed for body condition, including lipid
content, and genetic origin, and compared against wild-caught Chinook (via minnow traps from the same
habitats from which predators were collected). Responses will be compared via T-tests between the two
prey groups (predated vs. unpredated).

All three PIs have extensive experience in salmon research, including within the Yukon River drainage –
Wipfli with juvenile salmon ecology and predator-prey interactions, Dehn with proximate analysis, energy
density, and juvenile condition, and McPhee with salmon biology and genetics. Partners are all highly
experienced with the fisheries on the Yukon Drainage, and are located in study areas throughout the
drainage. Fieldwork will take place June-Sept each of the three seasons, and analyses/publishing in winter.

LIFE OF PROJECT: 3 years; May 2011-April 2014.
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ESTIMATED BUDGET:
Project Budget

Amount $ (yr1) Amount $ (yr 2) Amount $ (yr 3)
Capital 13,980 2,500 1,500
Operation & Maintenance 34,500 31,500 29,500
Admin/Indirect/Overhead 21,923 18,597 18,150
Personnel 39,212 40,388 41,600
Total Request 109,615 92,985 90,750

Total In-kind/other 0 0 0
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YUKON RIVER RESTORATION AND ENHANCMENT FUND
2011 CONCEPTUAL PROPOSAL

NUMBER: URE-08-11

PROJECT TITLE: Technical Assistance, Development, and Support to the Yukon River Fish Wheel
Salmon Monitoring Project at Rampart Rapids using Remote Video Technology

PROJECT PROPONENT: U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Fairbanks FWFO

CONTACT: David Daum, 101 12th Ave, Rm 110, Fairbanks, AK 99701. (907) 456-0290.
david_daum@fws.gov

POTENTIAL PROJECT PARTNERS/ADDITIONAL PARTICIPANTS: Stan Zuray, P.O. Box 172,
Tanana, AK 99777. (907) 366-7114. stanzuray@gmail.com

PROJECT LOCATION: Project is located on the main-stem Yukon River, 1,176 km upstream from
the Yukon River mouth and 58 km above the confluence of the Tanana River. The village of Tanana is
located 60 km downriver from the site.

PROJECT OBJECTIVES: Video systems (originally developed by USFWS in 2000) are now an
integral part of many fish wheel related projects throughout the Yukon River drainage. Video projects
include catch monitoring projects on the Yukon and Tanana rivers, totalling over $100,000 in annual
project costs. The advantages of utilizing the video monitoring system over traditional fish wheels with
live-boxes are reduced handling and holding time for captured fish; improved counting accuracy;
unattended operation; and lower labor costs. The video enumeration project at Rampart Rapids began in
2000 and targets main-stem Yukon River salmon, primarily Canadian-origin Chinook and fall chum
salmon. The site has been used throughout the years for development and testing of new video
components. This project is a great success story, building local biological capacity within a rural
community. Because of the technical nature of video technology and the data analysis required, there is a
continued need for technical assistance and support throughout the annual video enumeration project.
This proposal would provide funding for this support. Also, as old equipment becomes outdated, new
equipment needs to be tested and incorporated into the video system.

Project objectives include:
 provide technical assistance during the summer/fall field season to the Rampart Rapids video

monitoring project;
 support remote website development; and
 assist in post-season data analysis and annual report review for the Rampart Rapids video

monitoring project.

The proposal meets specific objectives identified in the Yukon River Panel’s Budget Priority Framework
2006, the U.S. and Canada Yukon River Salmon Joint Technical Committee Plan, and the Panel’s R&E
Fund Priorities for 2011. Specifically:
Yukon River Panel’s Budget Priority Framework 2006 - improve in-season run-size assessment
methodology; analysis of spatial and temporal aspects of salmon migration; develop and test non-
invasive, non-lethal methods of sampling and handling fish; involve and educate users and non-users in
communities to increase their desire to maintain and protect salmon stocks and habitat; support technical
capacity building in communities; and manage data storage, retrieval capabilities and data sharing.
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US/Canada Joint Technical Committee Plan - estimate or index escapement, 1.1.1; estimate
characteristics of run timing, 1.2.3; investigate new technology, methods and models, 1.4.3; utilize
capabilities of communities, 3.2.1; and increase capabilities of communities, 3.2.3. Panel’s R&E Fund
Priorities for 2011 – enable more effective community participation in the management of Yukon River
salmon stocks and habitats; and increase salmon users and non-users desire to maintain and protect
salmon stocks and habitat.

PROJECT SUMMARY: This project will involve the following steps:
 in-season (June – September) assistance in video system troubleshooting, repair, and operations

for the Rampart Rapids video monitoring project;
 integrate additional information into the on-site remote website; and
 post-season data analysis, data checking, annual report editing, and proposal development for the

Rampart Rapids video monitoring project.

David Daum, USFWS, developed the video system for fish wheels and has provided support for the
project since its inception in 2000. The operator, Stan Zuray, has fished the site for over 25 years and has
operated the video system since 2000.

LIFE OF PROJECT: This project is ongoing and has been funded by various sources since 2000.

ESTIMATED BUDGET: (US dollars)
Project Budget

Amount $
Capital 600
Operation & Maintenance 800
Admin/Indirect/Overhead 1000
Personnel 3150
Total Request 5550

Total In-kind/other 1000

ON-GOING PROJECTS: This project supported the Rampart Rapids video monitoring project URE-
09-09, therefore, an additional formal report with abstract was not submitted in 2009. A 3-page summary
of work accomplishments was submitted to the Yukon River Panel, Executive Secretary, and is available
upon request. The current year’s data, 2010, are presently being analyzed with the 2010 report for the
Rampart Rapids video monitoring project, URE-09-10, due in Dec., 2010.
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YUKON RIVER SALMON RESTORATION & ENHANCEMENT FUND
2011 Conceptual Proposal

NUMBER: URE-09-11

PROJECT TITLE: Rampart Rapids All Season Video Monitoring, 2011.
PROJECT PROPONENT/CONTACT: Stan Zuray, Box 172, Tanana, Alaska, 99777,
Telephone – 907 366 7114, Email – stanzuray@gmail.com,

PROJECT PARTNERS / ADDITIONAL PARTICIPANTS: Dave Daum, U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service Fairbanks Field Office, david_daum@fws.gov, 907 456 0290,
Kathleen Peters Zuray, Tanana Tribal Council, kpzuray@yahoo.com, 907 366-7170

PROJECT LOCATION: Rampart Rapids, Yukon River mile 731.

PROJECT OBJECTIVES:
1. To provide daily fish wheel/video catch-per-unit-effort (CPUE) data on Chinook, summer chum, and
fall chum salmon, and migratory whitefish.
2. To continue improving fish-friendly fish wheel capture techniques and equipment.
3. To continue developing our present methods for adjusting raw catch data that takes into account factors
such as river discharge, fish wheel catch efficiency and small versus large size Chinook yearly variations.

Yukon River Panel 2006 Budget Priorities:
Improve information on biological composition of run;
Involve and educate users and non-users in communities to increase their desire to maintain and protect
salmon stocks and habitat. Short-term goal of community education and hands-on projects, with emphasis
on youth-oriented projects (youth up to 18 years).

YR JTC Plan Goals and Objectives:
Estimate or index escapements – 1.1.1;
Investigate new technology, methods and models – 1.4.3

Budget Priorities for 2011 & Near Term Priorities:
3. Determine the quality of stock escapement
4. Community Education and Stewardship

PROJECT SUMMARY: Long-term monitoring of major salmon stocks is a necessary component of
successful fisheries management on the Yukon River. This project provides the only U.S. main stem Yukon
River assessment database of run strength and relative abundance of Chinook and chum salmon in 1000 miles
of river. Many of these stocks are bound for spawning grounds in Canada and contribute to international
treaty obligations. Since 2000, the Rapids video fish wheel project has provided daily catch data of salmon
and migratory whitefish species to fisheries managers throughout the Yukon drainage. The project’s fish
wheel design and construction incorporates features that reduce injury to fish. The installed video system
allows fish to be immediately released back into the water, eliminating stress from live box holding and
handling. Fish wheel operation and location is maintained in a consistent manner from year to year using a list
of standards, so more meaningful comparisons and interpretations can be made. The video technology allows
precise and reliable collection of catch-per-unit-effort data as demonstrated by the successful R&E Fund pilot
project in 1999 and operational projects from 2000 to 2010. Daily in-season project CPUE numbers are sent
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to ADF&G for distribution. Project proponent, Stan Zuray, has been running fish wheels under USFWS
contract or with R&E funding since 1996.

LIFE OF PROJECT: This is an ongoing project.

ESTIMATED BUDGET:

SUMMARY: The Rapids video monitoring project was designed to collect run timing and assessment
information for salmon and other migratory fish species through the use of a video capture system that
meets the project objectives and minimizes the handling stress to the fish sampled. The video camera
capture system was developed for application in the remote field site at the Rampart Rapids fish camp and
collects run timing, and CPUE data on Chinook (Oncorhynchus tshawytscha) and chum salmon (O. keta),
sheefish (Stenodus leucichthys), humpback whitefish (Coregonus pidschian), broad whitefish (C. nasus),
and cisco spp (C. laurettae and C. sardinella). In 2010, the project started counting on June 16 and
continued to the declining days of the last major chum pulse, on Sept. 20. The 2010 cumulative CPUE of
793 Chinook was the lowest compared to past 2000 to 2009 projects. Video sizing showed a relatively
small average Chinook size over other monitored years (2004 to 2009) which was backed up by the more
accurate AYK SSI data collection project run in the Rampart Rapids area. 2010 fall chum passage
numbers (discharge adjusted) were the third lowest since 1996 at this site.

P ro je c t B u d g e t
A m o u n t $

C a p it a l
O p e ra t io n & M a in te n a n c e 2 1 ,9 5 0
A d m in / In d ir e c t /O v e rh e a d
P e rs o n n e l 2 4 ,1 5 0
T o ta l R e q u e s t 4 6 ,1 0 0

T o ta l In -k in d /o th e r ~ 1 0 ,0 0 0
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YUKON RIVER RESTORATION AND ENHANCMENT FUND
2011 CONCEPTUAL PROPOSAL

NUMBER: URE-16-11

PROJECT TITLE: Yukon River Border Sonar Operations

PROJECT PROPONENT: Alaska Dept. of Fish and Game – Commercial Fisheries Division

CONTACT: Bruce McIntosh - ADF&G
1300 College Rd., Fairbanks, AK 99701
(907) 459-7286 bruce.mcintosh@alaska.gov

POTENTIAL PROJECT PARTNERS/ADDITIONAL PARTICIPANTS: DFO, YRDFA

PROJECT LOCATION: Yukon River Mainstem; vicinity of Eagle, AK

PROJECT OBJECTIVES: ADF&G and DFO actively manage Chinook and chum salmon fisheries in
the Yukon River drainage, and the Canadian contribution to these stocks is an area of concern for both
countries. In 2007 ADF&G and DFO began sharing joint responsibility for funding the day to day
operations, which includes employment of DFO technicians during the field portion of the project. The
primary objectives of this project going forward are to:

1. Provide fishery managers with inseason daily estimates of Canadian-origin Chinook and chum
salmon passage using riverine sonar.

2. To estimate age, sex, and length composition of Canadian bound Chinook and chum salmon at
the Eagle Sonar test fishery.

3. Increase bi-lateral confidence in, and agreement upon, the annual contribution of Canadian-origin
salmon stocks.

Budget Priority Framework 2006: Continue in-season border passage estimates; improve information on
stock ID and biological composition of run, and analysis of spatial and temporal aspects of salmon
migration. Improve information on biological composition of run and long-term priority of completing
run reconstruction for management/conservation units and constructing brood year tables.

US and Canada Yukon River Salmon Committee Joint Technical Committee Plan: 1.2.1 Estimate or
index abundance.
1.1.2 Estimate the stock biological or other composition of escapements.

2011 Near Term Priorities:
3 - Determine the quality of stock escapement; collect ASL data for Chinook salmon.
7 - JTC Research Priorities.

PROJECT SUMMARY: This project employs split-beam and imaging sonar equipment on the Yukon
River to generate timely, inseason passage estimates of Chinook and chum salmon bound for Canadian
waters. The project is located approximately 19 miles downstream from the U.S. – Canada Border and is
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scheduled to operate continuously from approximately July 5 through October 6. As a part of routine
project operations, drift gillnetting is conducted daily to monitor species composition and to collect ASL
data and other biological samples representative of the Chinook and chum salmon runs. Additional test
fishing, funded as a separate R&E proposal in 2008 and 2009, has been conducted at Eagle in conjunction
with the originally established fishing schedule. This has been to assure adequate sample sizes were
obtained to characterize the Chinook run. Recognizing that additional testfishing will continue to be a
necessary component of project operations, in 2010 a single proposal encompassing both operations and
additional ASL sampling was submitted. Once again, for 2011, a single proposal is being submitted.

LIFE OF PROJECT: Ongoing

ESTIMATED BUDGET:

Project Budget
Amount $

Capital 0.0

Operation & Maintenance 32,200

Admin/Indirect/Overhead 16,700

Personnel* 87,200

Total Request 136,100

Total In-kind/other 149,800
*assumes funding for 2 DFO technicians

ON-GOING PROJECTS:

ABSTRACT:
Dual-Frequency Identification Sonar (DIDSON™) and split-beam sonar equipment were used to estimate
Chinook salmon Oncorhynchus tshawytscha and fall chum salmon O. keta passage in the Yukon River
near Eagle, Alaska from July 3 to October 6, 2011. A total of 35,653 Chinook were estimated to have
passed the sonar site between July 3 and August 19. As of this date, the count of chum salmon is not
complete. A drift gillnet test fishery was conducted to collect age, sex, length (ASL), genetic information,
and to help determine when the Chinook run ended and the fall chum run began. Both sonar systems
functioned well with minimal interruptions to operation. Range of ensonification was considered adequate
for most fish that migrated upstream. A continued long-term hydroacoustic enumeration project for
Chinook and chum salmon near the border will help fishery managers meet conservation and management
commitments made by the U.S. and Canada under the Yukon River Salmon Agreement.
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YUKON RIVER RESTORATION AND ENHANCMENT FUND
2011 CONCEPTUAL PROPOSAL

NUMBER: URE-22-11

PROJECT TITLE: Mountain Village Cooperative Chinook Salmon Drift Test Fishery Project

PROJECT PROPONENT: Yukon Delta Fisheries Development Association (YDFDA)

CONTACT: Gene J. Sandone, G.Sandone Consulting, LLC, 4950 W. Clayton Ave., Wasilla, AK
99654. 907-631-6033, gjsandone@gci.net

POTENTIAL PROJECT PARTNERS/ADDITIONAL PARTICIPANTS: Asacarsarmiut Tribal
Council (ATC): Katherine Moses, (907) 591-2814 atcyouth@gci.net; and Alaska Department of Fish and
Game (ADF&G), Steve Hayes, (907) 267-2383, steve.hayes@alaska.gov

PROJECT LOCATION:
Nearest Community: Mountain Village
Watershed: Mainstem Yukon River at approximately River Mile 87

PROJECT OBJECTIVES: The specific objectives of this project are to:
1) estimate the relative abundance and run timing of the Yukon River Chinook salmon run at

Mountain Village (test net CPUE);
2) describe the ASL composition of the Chinook salmon caught in test drift nets;
3) provide additional genetic samples of the Chinook salmon for inseason analysis; and
4) provide a conservation and stewardship experience for rural local residents and/or local students.

PROJECT SUMMARY: YDFDA in cooperation with ATC and ADF&G will conduct a test fishery
project near the community of Mountain Village on the mainstem Yukon River. The project will
commence in early June and continue through mid-July. Specific test fishery sites will be established
based upon knowledgeable local fishermen. Test fishing will be conducted twice each day with 7.5 inch
stretch mesh gillnets. Two drifts will be conducted during each daily drift period for a total of 4 drifts per
day.

Although project emphasis will be on Chinook salmon, catch data from all species caught will be
recorded for each drift. Additionally, the fishing time for each drift will be noted and recorded so that
catch-per-unit-effort (CPUE) statistics can be determined. Three scale samples will be collected from
each Chinook salmon for subsequent age determination. Sex will be determined and recorded based on
internal characteristics. Length (mid-eye to fork of tail) of each Chinook salmon caught will be measured
(nearest mm) and recorded. A genetic tissue sample will be collected from all Chinook salmon captured
to bolster the sample numbers taken at the Pilot Station sonar site. All fish caught will be euthanized,
transported to the community, and distributed to residents for subsistence uses. All recorded test fishery
data and the number of fish released and harvested by species will be reported to the ADF&G Emmonak
office on a daily basis.
This project is strategically located between two ADF&G assessment projects that are separated by over
100 river miles and 3 fish travel days. Data from this project, in conjunction with the Lower River test
fishery CPUE and the Pilot Station sonar counts, will allow a comparative assessment of Chinook salmon
run strength and run timing among these three projects. This project will also provide additional insight
into the expected Chinook salmon run strength at the Pilot Station sonar site.
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Budget Priority Framework 2007:
Level 1 Conservation – Stocks – Management Needs: Run Assessment, Improve information on
biological composition of run (ranked 1);

Level 1 Stewardship Management Needs: Stewardship, Involve and educate users and non-users in
communities to increase their desire to maintain and protect salmon stocks and habitat (ranked 1).

US and Canada Yukon River Salmon Committee Joint Technical Committee Plan:
Estimate the stock biological or other composition of escapements – 1.1.2;

Build and maintain community capacity – 3.2.3.

Budget Priorities for 2010 & Near Term Priorities:
2. Stock Identification and In-Season Management

5. Community Education and Stewardship

LIFE OF PROJECT: Ongoing.

ESTIMATED BUDGET:

Project Budget
Amount $

Capital 1700
Operation & Maintenance 0
Admin/Indirect/Overhead 3,000
Personnel 12,000
Total Request 16,700

Total In-kind/other 11,340

ABSTRACT OR PROJECT SUMMARY:
A test fishery was conducted in the vicinity of Mountain Village from June 1 through July 17, 2010.
Local fishermen used 7.5” drift gillnets to capture Chinook salmon. Two drifts were conducted in the
morning and two drifts were conducted in the evening in pre established fishing sites. A total of 476
Chinook salmon, 185 summer chum salmon; and 6 shee fish were captured and retained during test
fishing activities. An additional 8 Chinook salmon were observed dropping out as the net was being
retrieved. These 8 Chinook salmon were included in the calculation of test fish CPUE. Forty nine chum
salmon and 3 pink salmon were also caught and released. After fishing was completed, all fish were
counted by species; All retained Chinook salmon were sampled for age, sex and size information. A
genetic sample was collected from each Chinook salmon caught. All retained fish were distributed to the
community for subsistence. Female Chinook salmon comprised 40.3% of the sample. The average
length (MEFT) of Chinook salmon sampled for length was 782mm (30.8 inches). Average length of male
salmon was 756mm (29.7 inches); average length of female salmon was 822mm (32.4 inches). Chinook
salmon greater than 900mm comprised 3.2% of the sample.
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YUKON RIVER RESTORATION AND ENHANCMENT FUND
2011 CONCEPTUAL PROPOSAL

NUMBER: URE-25-11

PROJECT TITLE: Temperature monitoring of Canadian and Alaskan Yukon Tributaries

PROJECT PROPONENT: Heather Leba

CONTACT: Heather Leba, Alaska Department of Fish and Game, Commercial Fisheries Division, 333
Raspberry Road, Anchorage, AK 99518; 907-267-2385; heather.leba@alaska.gov

POTENTIAL PROJECT PARTNERS/ADDITIONAL PARTICIPANTS:
Aaron Martin, US Fish and Wildlife Service, 101 12th Avenue, Room 110, Fairbanks, AK 99701; 907-
456-0418; aaron_e_martin@fws.gov
Jeremy Mears, US Fish and Wildlife Service, 101 12th Avenue, Room 110, Fairbanks, AK 99701; 907-
456-0390; jeremy_mears@fws.gov
Al von Finster, Whitehorse, YT, Canada; al.von.finster@gmail.com
Rosa Brown, Ta’an Kwach’an Council, Fish and Wildlife Program Coordinator, Suite 100-204 Black
Street, Whitehorse, YT, Canada Y1A 2M9; 867-668-3444; rbrown@taan.ca

PROJECT LOCATION: Yukon River Basin

PROJECT OBJECTIVES:
1) Identify priority tributaries for temperature monitoring within the US and Canada, either

migration corridors or spawning locations
2) Continue to utilize standardized protocols for installation of loggers at each site (i.e., type of

equipment, placement in river, method of anchoring, ancillary data collection)
3) Deploy temperature data loggers in priority tributaries
4) Network with Federal, State and local tribal agencies as well as non-government organizations to

investigate future monitoring sites
5) Continue to update and improve the database created during 2010 with the intent of establishing a

long-term data set for monitoring water temperature variation in the Yukon River Basin

Budget Priority Framework 2006:
Environmental monitoring, particularly of key index streams, ranked 2
Provide salmon and salmon habitat information to integrated resource management processes, ranked 3
Joint Technical Committee Plan:
2.1.1 Identify important features of habitat
Budget Priorities for 2011 & Near Term Priorities:
5. Habitat monitoring, restoration and enhancement: collect baseline data such as temperature, discharge
and other spawning and rearing habitat characteristics.
7. JTC Research Priorities

PROJECT SUMMARY: This project aims to build from work conducted in 2010 supported by the R&E
Fund. Initial review of information collected in 2010 suggests that there has been minimal uniform water
temperature data collected in the past across the Yukon River Basin (Basin) and that limited data is
collected at established projects throughout the year. Furthermore, several ideal locations to monitor
water temperature were identified in Canadian Yukon River tributaries, yet priority areas within the
Alaskan portion of the Basin, with or without an existing assessment project, remain to be identified.
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Loggers need to be installed in these areas to establish long-term (+5 years) water quality monitoring
sites.
To improve water temperature monitoring efficiency and comparability the present arrangement of
monitored streams needs to expand. This will be accomplished by purchasing and installing more data
loggers and assessing various protocols to standardize monitoring methods in prioritized watersheds.
By partnering with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, interagency cooperation should enable the
proponents to visit more watersheds and project locations within the drainage. All partners aim to ensure
standardization of protocols for data logger installation, data collection and recording, and site
descriptions. All data will be entered into the publicly accessible database that was constructed in 2010,
with the potential to use any observed temperature data in future analyses for Yukon salmon management.

LIFE OF PROJECT: Multiple years, with the first year of funding being the most substantial.

ESTIMATED BUDGET:
Project Budget Year 1 Year 2 Year 3

Amount $ Amount $ Amount $
Capital 4000
Operation & Maintenance 8000 8000 8000
Admin/Indirect/Overhead 2500 2000 2000
Personnel 5000 5000 5000
Total Request 19500 15000 15000

Total In-kind/other 10000 10000 10000

ABSTRACT OR PROJECT SUMMARY: Temperature monitoring on select Yukon River
Tributaries, URE-25N-10
Field work for the 2010 project was completed by August 1. At the beginning of June data loggers were
sent to the Mountain Village Test Fishery project and Emmonak for deployment, one at each site; two
more were replaced and deployed at the Pilot Station camp. Travel to Whitehorse and Dawson City,
Yukon Territory, Canada and Eagle, AK was planned for the last week of July, however, the visit to Eagle
was cancelled due to high water and road closures. In collaboration with Al von Finster, numerous
Chinook salmon spawning streams were investigated within the Pelly, Stewart, Teslin, White and
Klondike River drainages. These locations included important spawning tributaries such as the Takini
River, Kluane River, Teslin River, Nisutlin River, Nordenskiold River, McClintock River, Tatchun Creek
and Blind Creek. In addition, project operations were observed at the Division of Fisheries and Oceans
Blind Creek weir and appropriate data logger deployment sites were located upstream of the weir. Due to
the time intensive nature of identifying these priority locations, no data loggers were deployed at these
newly selected sites. Data loggers were, however, exchanged at the existing Nordenskiold River station
and a new anchoring method was employed. Rosa Brown of the Ta’an Kwach’an Council met with us to
discuss the TKC’s water monitoring efforts within their territory, including the Takini River and upstream
of Lake Laberge. At the culmination of the trip six priority locations were established: Teslin River, Pelly
River, 30 Mile River, Blind Creek, Little Salmon River, and McQuesten River. Criteria for site selection
included the lack of local groundwater input, appropriate stream bank topography, road accessibility, and
average number of Chinook spawning at each location. These tributaries are not currently being
monitored for temperature and are important Chinook spawning habitats or migration corridors thus
should be the first suite of locations where temperature data loggers are deployed if additional funding
was secured. Database construction and organization is ongoing and will incorporate all available
temperature data from U.S. and Canadian tributaries.
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YUKON RIVER RESTORATION AND ENHANCMENT FUND
2011 CONCEPTUAL PROPOSAL

NUMBER: URE-26N-11

PROJECT TITLE: Marshall Cooperative Chinook Salmon Drift Test Fishery Project

PROJECT PROPONENT: Yukon Delta Fisheries Development Association (YDFDA)

CONTACT: Gene J. Sandone, G.Sandone Consulting, LLC, 4950 W. Clayton Ave., Wasilla, AK
99654. 907-631-6033, gjsandone@gci.net

POTENTIAL PROJECT PARTNERS/ADDITIONAL PARTICIPANTS: Ohogamuit Tribal Council
(OTC): Nick Andrew, (907) 679-6517 nandrew@gci.net

PROJECT LOCATION:
Nearest Community: Marshall Village
Watershed: Mainstem Yukon River at approximately River Mile 161

PROJECT OBJECTIVES: The specific objectives of this project are to:
1) estimate the relative abundance and run timing of the Yukon River Chinook salmon run at

Marshall (test net CPUE);
2) describe the ASL composition of the Chinook salmon caught in test drift nets;
3) provide additional genetic samples of the Chinook salmon for inseason analysis; and
4) provide a conservation and stewardship experience for rural local residents and/or local students.

PROJECT SUMMARY: YDFDA in cooperation with Ohogamuit Tradional Council ATC and ADF&G
will conduct a test fishery project near the community of Marshall on the mainstem Yukon River. The
project will commence in early June and continue through mid-July. Specific test fishery sites will be
established based upon knowledgeable local fishermen. Test fishing will be conducted twice each day
with 7.5 inch stretch mesh gillnets. Two drifts will be conducted during each daily drift period for a total
of 4 drifts per day.

Although project emphasis will be on Chinook salmon, catch data from all species caught will be
recorded for each drift. Additionally, the fishing time for each drift will be noted and recorded so that
catch-per-unit-effort (CPUE) statistics can be determined. Three scale samples will be collected from
each Chinook salmon for subsequent age determination. Sex will be determined and recorded based on
internal characteristics. Length (mid-eye to fork of tail) of each Chinook salmon caught will be measured
(nearest mm) and recorded. A genetic tissue sample will be collected from all Chinook salmon captured
to bolster the sample numbers taken at the Pilot Station sonar site. All fish caught will be euthanized,
transported to the community, and distributed to residents for subsistence uses. All recorded test fishery
data and the number of fish released and harvested by species will be reported to the ADF&G Emmonak
office on a daily basis.
This project is strategically located above two ADF&G assessment projects that are separated by over 100
river miles and 3 fish travel days. Data from this project, in conjunction with the Lower River test fishery
CPUE and the Pilot Station sonar counts, will allow a comparative assessment of Chinook salmon run
strength and run timing among these three projects. This project will also provide additional insight into
the Chinook salmon run strength at the Pilot Station sonar site.

Budget Priority Framework 2007:
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Level 1 Conservation – Stocks – Management Needs: Run Assessment, Improve information on
biological composition of run (ranked 1);
Level 1 Stewardship Management Needs: Stewardship, Involve and educate users and non-users in
communities to increase their desire to maintain and protect salmon stocks and habitat (ranked 1).

US and Canada Yukon River Salmon Committee Joint Technical Committee Plan:
Estimate the stock biological or other composition of escapements – 1.1.2;
Build and maintain community capacity – 3.2.3.

Budget Priorities for 2010 & Near Term Priorities:
2. Stock Identification and In-Season Management
5. Community Education and Stewardship

LIFE OF PROJECT: Ongoing .
ESTIMATED BUDGET:

Operation & Maintenance 0
Admin/Indirect/Overhead 3,000
Personnel 12,000
Total Request 20,100

Total In-kind/other 11,340

Total Project cost 31,440
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YUKON RIVER RESTORATION AND ENHANCMENT FUND
2011 CONCEPTUAL PROPOSAL

NUMBER: CRE-01N-11

PROJECT TITLE: Mainstem Teslin River sonar project

PROJECT PROPONENT: B. Mercer & Associates Ltd.

CONTACT: Brian Mercer. Box 20046, Whitehorse Yukon, Y1A 7A2. bmercer@northwestel.net

POTENTIAL PROJECT PARTNERS/ADDITIONAL PARTICIPANTS: Possible additional
participants include those First Nations with traditional territories where the proposed project is located.

PROJECT LOCATION: Mainstem Teslin River approximately 8 km upstream from Hootalinqua

PROJECT OBJECTIVES: 1. Enumerate the total Chinook salmon escapement entering the Teslin
River watershed in 2011 using a DIDSON sonar. 2. Conduct a carcass pitch to obtain biological
information (ASL and DNA tissue samples) on the mainstem Teslin River Chinook population.
These objectives are compatible with the 2011 specific R&E priorities including:
1. Stock Escapement Monitoring of the Canadian tributaries
2. Stock Identification through collection of DNA tissue samples
3. Determine the quality of stock escapement by collecting Age, Sex, Length (ASL) data.

PROJECT SUMMARY: Radio telemetry studies conducted on Yukon River Chinook from 2002
through 2004 indicated that the Teslin River system received 15%, 18%, and 20% of the total Canadian
origin Chinook in the Yukon River watershed. Based on the radio telemetry data, approximately 80% of
the radio tagged fish entering the Teslin River watershed were located in the mainstem Teslin River. The
Chinook stock proportions represented by these telemetry results have since been corroborated by
subsequent sonar enumeration projects on the Klondike and Big Salmon rivers. Radio telemetry passage
information indicates that the mainstem Teslin River Chinook are a later run component of the upper
Yukon River Chinook stocks. Experience by the project proponent indicates that due to the concentrated
Chinook spawning population and the physical river characteristics, the mainstem Teslin River is capable
of yielding a relatively large number of moribund and dead Chinook for biological sampling.

Preliminary examination of the lower mainstem Teslin River by the project proponent in July 2010
identified three potential sonar sites within the lower 10 km of the mainstem Teslin River. Further
detailed examination and the choosing of a sonar site will be conducted in late May 20111. Necessary
permits and authorizations will be obtained at that time. It is proposed to conduct a sonar enumeration
project on the lower mainstem Teslin River during the period July 20 through August 30, 2011. The
carcass pitch component of the project would continue approximately seven more days till September 7th.

It is anticipated the proposed 2011 mainstem Teslin River sonar project will be conducted in a similar
manner as other remote sonar projects the proponent has successfully completed on the upper Yukon
River watershed. Due to the width of the river at the proposed site(s) it is anticipated that two sonar units
will be deployed for at least the main segment of the run. It is expected that partial weir structures

1 It is anticipated obtaining a land use permit will require 4-6 weeks. It is anticipated that a navigable waterways
obstruction permit will not be required as no obstacles to navigation are proposed for this project.
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requiring permits will not be required. The use of high resolution sonar to successfully enumerate salmon
escapements has been amply demonstrated over the past several years in a wide range of applications and
river systems worldwide. While a feasibility study for this project would be considered by the proponent,
it is felt that due to the remote location of the project and attendant costs of doing a thorough feasibility
study a fully operational project the first year would yield positive results at this location and would
ultimately be more cost effective than conducting a preliminary study.

Biologists and senior technicians associated with the Big Salmon River sonar project from 2005 through
2010 and the 2009 and 2010 Klondike project would again be involved with the initial deployment and
ongoing operation of the sonar project.

LIFE OF PROJECT: This proposed project is for one year with the anticipation that it will be ongoing
on an annual basis.

ESTIMATED BUDGET:
Operation & Maintenance 38,000.00
Admin/Indirect/Overhead 7,250.00
Personnel 37,500.00
GST 4,237.50
Total Request 88,987.50

Total In-kind/other
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YUKON RIVER RESTORATION AND ENHANCMENT FUND
2010 CONCEPTUAL PROPOSAL

NUMBER: CRE-02N-11

PROJECT TITLE: Nisutlin River (Teslin River Watershed) Juvenile Chinook Index Pilot Program

PROJECT PROPONENT: Teslin Tlingit Council

CONTACT: Tracy Boyes (867) 390-2532 ext. 428 tracy.boyes@ttc-teslin.com

POTENTIAL PROJECT PARTNERS/ADDITIONAL PARTICIPANTS:
EDI Environmental Dynamics Inc., Ben Schonewille, (867) 393-4882
Fisheries & Oceans Canada, Trix Tanner, (867) 393-6720

PROJECT LOCATION: Project activities will focus on road accessible tributaries to the Nisutlin
River.

PROJECT OBJECTIVES:

Project Objective R&E Budget
Priorities Framework

JTC Plan R&E 2010 Near
Term Priorities

Help improve forecasting ability by
developing in-river juvenile abundance

index.

Conservation
Stocks
Run Assessment
Research

1.4.5. Improve
management and
research capability

8. JTC Research
Priorities

Collect baseline habitat data (including
temperature); locate and document

productive rearing habitat

Conservation
Stocks
Run Assessment

Research

2.1.1 Identify
important features of

habitat

5. Habitat Monitoring
Restoration and
Enhancement

(*Chinook salmon)

Use index to assess conservation and/or
restoration needs.

Restoration
Stocks
Research

2.3 Identify and
implement restoration

opportunities

6. Stock Restoration &
Enhancement

Assist in increasing local capacity and
interest in conducting salmon

monitoring and research.

Stewardship
Support technical

capacity building in
communities

3.2 Build and
maintain community

capacity

4. Community
Education and
Stewardship

PROJECT SUMMARY:

Currently there are no programs in Yukon to determine the relative strength of the juvenile Chinook in a
particular year. Such information could provide Fisheries Managers with a stronger indication of year
class strength in addition to information from adult returns.

The intent of this project is to provide a juvenile Chinook salmon index for the Nisutlin River Watershed
(Teslin Area). The Nisutlin River is a tributary of the Teslin River which is a large tributary to the Upper
Yukon River and is a substantial contributor to the Yukon River Chinook salmon population. Fisheries &
Oceans Canada (DFO) has conducted long term aerial surveys for returning spawners on the Nisutlin
River since 1968. An index for juvenile Chinook would assist with forecasting and management of
salmon runs, and may assist in the planning and implementation of stock and habitat
restoration/enhancement projects within the watershed. It would also increase research capabilities for the
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area, as well as local capacity for salmon technical work in the community of Teslin. Presently, there is
no adult or juvenile index for the area, but past sampling data does exist from previous studies as there are
numerous road accessible streams where rearing juvenile Chinook have been documented. Project
planning would involve a review of the existing literature and data to assist with the standardization of
index sampling locations (i.e. data from the Teslin River Watershed Community Salmon Stewardship
Program (2003 to 2006); CRE-47. The final year (2006) of CRE-47 outlined recommendations for
streams which would be suitable for monitoring juvenile Chinook utilisation; this information will be
incorporated to the fullest extent possible. It is proposed that each stream be visited four times throughout
the year. From previous experience in the Yukon, capture rates vary throughout the open water season
(with parameters such as temperature), thus sampling is proposed for June, July, August, and September
(to cover a variety of stream conditions). Minnow trapping, in accordance with Yukon River Panel
(YRP) protocols for juvenile salmon collection, is the proposed index sampling method. Long-term
sampling locations will be established in each stream, and will be placed in a variety of habitat types
representative of the stream (e.g. main and side channels and lower parts of tributary streams). Three
field days (including travel) will be allotted for each of the four sampling events. Access to sampling
locations will be on foot, assisted primarily by a vehicle or ATV if required.

In addition to the fish sampling data, data on environmental factors will also be collected including water
temperature and stream discharge. A tidbit data logger will also be installed in each stream sampled to
provide long term water temperature data. Habitat data collected will compliment other Restoration &
Enhancement and Joint Technical Committee objectives/priorities associated with environmental
monitoring and climate change, etc. Although the proposed project is not intended to move juvenile
Chinook upstream of existing barriers, efforts will be made to document any barriers to fish passage.
This will also allow for results to be put in perspective with environmental conditions that may affect
sampling success. Experienced biologists from EDI will work with the TTC to undertake project
planning, field work, reporting. A goal of the project would include hiring and training of a local First
Nation assistant to assist with field work.

LIFE OF PROJECT: This project is proposed to be for a number of years, as is the nature of an index
project.

ESTIMATED BUDGET:

Project Budget
Amount $

Capital 1400
Operation & Maintenance 2500
Admin/Indirect/Overhead 3000
Personnel 15500
Total Request 22400

Total In-kind/other
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YUKON RIVER RESTORATION AND ENHANCMENT FUND
2011 CONCEPTUAL PROPOSAL

NUMBER: CRE-03N-11

PROJECT TITLE: Fertilization Literature Search and Prefeasibility Study

PROJECT PROPONENT: EDI Environmental Dynamics Inc.

CONTACT: Pat Tobler, 867-393-4882, ptobler@edynamics.com

POTENTIAL PROJECT PARTNERS/ADDITIONAL PARTICIPANTS:

PROJECT LOCATION: Canadian Portion of the Yukon River Watershed

PROJECT OBJECTIVES:

Project Objective R&E Budget
Priorities Framework

JTC Plan R&E 2010 Near
Term Priorities

Compile and review literature regarding
stream fertilization projects that have

been completed for the benefit of
salmon

Restoration
Stocks
Research

4.1.2 Assess the
influence of salmon
on the environment

8. JTC Research
Priorities

Determine what factors (geology,
stream type, nutrient source, etc) have
led to successful projects and how these

would be applicable to the Yukon.

Restoration
Stocks

Research

2.3 Identify and
implement restoration

opportunities

6. Stock Restoration &
Enhancement

Determine (through existing
information) which streams in the
Yukon may be suitable for such a

project

Restoration
Stocks
Research

2.3 Identify and
implement restoration

opportunities

6. Stock Restoration &
Enhancement

PROJECT SUMMARY:

Marine derived nutrients likely provide a valuable source of aquatic nutrients to ecosystems in the Yukon,
particularly ones that would otherwise be nutrient deficient. It is suspected that some Yukon salmon
bearing streams have limited nutrient inputs, thereby resulting in a situation where nutrient levels are a
limiting factor for juvenile salmon growth and survival. With declines in the total mass of adult salmon
returns over the past 100 years due to anthropogenic factors (fishing pressure, habitat disruption, etc.),
there is a concern that many streams may be suffering a nutrient deficit for which they were historically
dependent upon large inputs of marine derived nutrients deposited from large returns of spawning salmon.
Such a nutrient deficit may have had (and be currently having) significant long-term effects (cascading
effect) on the Chinook rearing capacity of certain streams in the Yukon.

A possible method to reverse this trend is by adding marine derived nutrients (i.e. salmon briquettes) to
streams. Throughout the world (including several projects in BC and Washington), there have been many
projects and studies that have used fertilization to try to rebuild salmon stocks. As such, we propose to
conduct a review of such projects and determine where and why such applications of nutrients have
worked in the past.
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A fertilization project may have considerable merit in the Yukon with identification of appropriate
conditions and locations. Factors such as likely local geology, riparian vegetation, and topography play
significant roles in determining if nutrient availability is a limiting factor for juvenile Chinook salmon.
Once these factors have been determined, efforts to find possible candidate streams will take place. This
will include background research of existing information on potential candidate streams. The research
will focus primarily on identifying nutrient poor waters resultant from bedrock geology type and
identifying growth trends through past fish sampling data (as available).

It is envisioned that this project will determine the applicability of conducting a fertilization project in the
Canadian portion of the Yukon River system, and could set the stage for such a project to take place in
future years.

LIFE OF PROJECT: This project is proposed to be one year in duration with the possibility of
expanding to a multiyear project.

ESTIMATED BUDGET:
Project Budget

Amount $
Capital 0
Operation & Maintenance 1500
Admin/Indirect/Overhead 1000
Personnel 12000
Total Request 14500

Total In-kind/other
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YUKON RIVER RESTORATION AND ENHANCMENT FUND

2011 CONCEPTUAL PROPOSAL

NUMBER: CRE-04N-11

PROJECT TITLE: Fisheries Information Summary System (FISS) Update.

PROJECT PROPONENT: EDI Environmental Dynamics Inc.

CONTACT: Pat Tobler, 3-478 Range Road, Whitehorse, YT, Y1A 3A2, (867) 393-4882,
ptobler@edynamics.com

POTENTIAL PROJECT PARTNERS/ADDITIONAL PARTICIPANTS: Fisheries and Oceans
Canada (DFO)2 - Briar Young, Area Manager OHEB, (867) 393-6722, Briar.Young@dfo-mpo.gc.ca

PROJECT LOCATION: Whitehorse, YT

PROJECT OBJECTIVES: To update the FISS database and improve its utility as a tool for salmon
fishery managers, First Nation governments, land and resource users, and the public.

Relevant Budget Priority Framework 2007 Communications
Communications Information

Management and
Access

This project will assist in updating an important
information database and ensure that data can be accessed
and applied to its maximum effect to achieve other R&E
Fund Goals, including Conservation, Restoration,
Enhancement and Stewardship.

US and Canada Yukon River Salmon Committee Joint Technical Committee Plan

Goal 2: Asses,
Conserve and
Restore Salmon
Habitats

2.1: Identify,
characterize and
catalogue
salmon habitats

This project will update FISS and add to the inventory of
salmon streams based on EDI’s experience throughout the
Yukon River Watershed. FISS can then be used to identify
research and cataloguing needs necessary to characterize
smaller streams, and increase the overall number of
research oriented projects.

YRP R&E Budget Priorities for 2011 & Near Term Priorities

Goal 5: Habitat
Monitoring,
Restoration and
Enhancement

This project will update FISS with locations of productive spawning and rearing
habitat based on EDI’s experience on salmon projects throughout the Yukon
River Watershed. With this update, FISS can be used for its intended purpose;
for planning future salmon habitat assessments, identifying restoration and
enhancement opportunities, and highlighting data gaps.

PROJECT SUMMARY:
The FISS system provides spatially referenced summary level fish data and fish habitat data for water
bodies throughout the Yukon and British Columbia. Within the Yukon, specifically the Yukon River
Watershed, FISS has the potential to be a key tool for salmon and salmon habitat managers; however, the
current system is not in a state where it provides its intended value.

2 EDI has contacted DFO and they have expressed their interest in providing support and input to the
project.
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Through our work on many Yukon salmon and fish projects, it has come to our attention that the data
currently available on-line on DFO’s webpage (http://www.pac.dfo-mpo.gc.ca/gis-sig/maps-cartes-
eng.htm and http://habitat.rhq.pac.dfo-mpo.gc.ca/fiss/dcf01.cfm) does not accurately reflect the current
state of salmon knowledge for many Yukon watercourses and water bodies. There are known
inaccuracies and the level of information present in the system is a fraction of what actually exists. In our
opinion, the FISS system is well designed and has the potential to be an essential tool for fish and fish
habitat managers, provided that some attention is devoted to updating and verifying existing information.

Over the past ten years our firm has completed many salmon projects that have involved the compilation
and mapping of fisheries information for many large areas of the Yukon (many of these projects have
been funded by the Yukon River Panel). Through this research we have reviewed an extensive amount of
past data and reports, and have mapped fish distribution. EDI has conducted intensive searches in the
Traditional Territories of the Little Salmon Carmacks First Nation, the Ta’an Kwäch’än Council, the
White River/Kluane First Nation, the Teslin Tlingit Council, as well as for the McQuesten River and the
Porcupine River watersheds. While this information is available in individual reports, no effort has been
made to incorporate the data into the FISS system.

There is significant opportunity to update FISS in a cost-effective yet comprehensive manner. Upon
project approval, EDI will begin consultation with DFO and other interested parties (i.e. Yukon
Environment) on methodology and approach. Methods will include conversion of existing data into a
consistent format to be incorporated into FISS and a review and quality check of the existing FISS data.

LIFE OF PROJECT: The proposed project is for one year with a primary focus on the watersheds
where information has been summarized in the past. It is anticipated that one additional year of work
may be required to complete the project for the remaining areas of the Yukon River Watershed.

ESTIMATED BUDGET:
Project Budget Amount $
Capital $0.00
Personnel $18,000.00
Admin/Indirect/Overhead $1,600.00

Total Request $19,600.00
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YUKON RIVER RESTORATION AND ENHANCMENT FUND
2010 CONCEPTUAL PROPOSAL

NUMBER: CRE-05N-11

PROJECT TITLE: Chinook Salmon Habitat Restoration and Enhancement Project

PROJECT PROPONENT: Teslin Tlingit Council

CONTACT: Tracy Boyes, Renewable Resource Manager
Phone (867) 390-2532 ext 428
Fax (867) 390-2116
tracy.boyes@ttc-teslin.com

POTENTIAL PROJECT PARTNERS/ADDITIONAL PARTICIPANTS:
Al von Finster
Phone (867) 667-4317
Al.von.Finster@gmail.com

PROJECT LOCATION: Nearest Community, Teslin. Streams to be worked on: Fox Creek and
Deadman Creek (Teslin River Watershed)

PROJECT OBJECTIVES:
The Teslin Tlingit First Nation is (TTFN) very interested in conserving, restoring and/or improving the
quality of Chinook spawning and rearing habitat within the TTFN Traditional Territory. Our interest has a
base in the central role that Chinook salmon have to us as a people, and in our responsibility in being
stewards of the Chinook for our children, forever. This proposal will restore degraded riparian habitats at
two tributaries to Teslin Lake. Both tributaries have year-round flow and support rearing and
overwintering juvenile Chinook salmon. Our objectives are to:
Restore riparian habitats on Fox and Deadman Creek through live staking. 2010 R&E priorities:
Habitat....Restoration; Budget Priorities Framework (BPF): Restoration-Habitat-Implementation –
Restore and/or improve quality of...rearing habitats; JTC Plan: 2.3.2 Develop, implement and evaluate
restoration plans
Test the addition of organic soil and associated mycorrhizal fungi to the staking process. BPF:
Restoration-Habitat-Research – Develop and evaluate habitat restoration techniques; JTC Plan – Develop
and evaluate restoration techniques
Build individual and community capacity in the design and conduct of live staking projects. 2010 R&E
priorities: Community Education and Stewardship – Advance...training; BPF: Stewardship – support
technical capacity building in communities; JTC Plan (recognizing that this is an opportunity for JTC
member agency staff) – 3.2.3 Increase capabilities of communities.
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PROJECT SUMMARY:
As noted in the introduction to the Objectives, riparian habitat at Deadman and Fox Creeks has been
identified as being degraded. Both creeks have extensive records of juvenile Chinook rearing utilization,
and both have winter flows. They are therefore almost certainly overwintering habitats for juveniles.
We propose to restore the degraded riparian plant communities through live staking. Our intent is to
generally follow the principles, techniques and methods developed by the Alaska Department of Fish and
Game and described in http://www.sf.adfg.state.ak.us/SARR/restoration/techniques/livestake.cfm
We are aware that some staking and associated bioengineering projects in the glaciated portions of the
Yukon have not been as successful as desired. The most successful projects have been in sites where the
soils were moist and had significant organic content. The least successful projects have been where the
soils were dry and/or composed of glaciolacustrine or glaciofluvial materials with little or no organic
content. In the absence of organic content the fungal community of these soils is likely absent or poorly
developed. The benefits of symbiotic relationships between the fungi (& particularly the vesicular-
arbuscular mycorrhizae) and the developing roots of the live stakes will be lost and the degree of
successful rooting correspondingly less. We intend to mitigate this effect by using a garden dibbler to
make a hole extending to moist soil for each stake. Organic top soil from an adjacent area will be
deposited in each hole, the live stake pushed in, and the soil tamped and puddled.
We will have two timing windows to conduct the project: spring, when the plants are leaving dormancy;
and fall, after they have left dormancy.
The final report will describe the works conducted. It will outline the feasibility of expanding the project
in the future. It will include a monitoring plan to allow the success of the staking to be determined over a
period of years.
Our intent is to hire three community members to conduct the project and benefit from the training and
work experience. One person will be the crew leader and will provide field supervision and
accountability. We hope to hire a graduate from the Yukon College Fisheries Technician Course for this
position. Our intent is to hire youth for the crew positions. Tracy Boyes (Renewable Resources Manager)
will be the Project Manager. Al von Finster, who has recently retired from the position of Restoration
Biologist with DFO will serve as technical advisor.

LIFE OF PROJECT: funding is sought for a single year.

ESTIMATED BUDGET:
Project Budget Amount
Capital $650
Operation & Maintenance $655
Admin/Indirect/Overhead $1392.75
Personnel $7980
Total Request $10677.75
Total In-kind/other $1000

ABSTRACT OR PROJECT SUMMARY:
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CONCEPTUAL PROPOSAL
YUKON RIVER RESTORATION AND ENHANCEMENT FUND

2011

NUMBER: CRE-06-11

PROJECT TITLE: Spawning and rearing access restoration

PROJECT PROPONENT Dawson District Renewable Resources Council
Contact: Linda Taylor, Executive Secretariat

PROJECT PARTNERS/ADDITIONAL PARTICIPANTS:
Tr’ondëk Hwëch’in First Nation Fish & Wildlife
Department and possibly others

PROJECT LOCATION: Dawson City, selected tributaries of Yukon River, Yukon River
North Mainstem Sub-Basin. Dawson City to Shell Creek.

PROJECT OBJECTIVES
 Restore salmon access to spawning and rearing habitat
 Involve and educate the general public on access restoration
 Encourage community stewardship
 restore habitat for wild salmon
 Establish a community monitoring program for future assessments and restoration

PROJECT SUMMARY
There are several reports of streams in the Dawson area with beaver dams that obstruct the
utilisation of juvenile Salmon to the habitat upstream of the barriers. The project will use a
soft approach in addressing the barriers. This project is about restoring this utilisation of
habitat by the following methods:

 Identify affected habitat due to non-permanent barriers such as beaver dams and log
jams

 Encourage the use of local and traditional knowledge in site identifications
 Gauge population density of juvenile salmon in study area by way of juvenile traps.
 Collect juvenile salmon below dams and relocate upstream of the dams
 Arrange for community involvement, by way of local youth, elders, and qualified

technical support (graduates of Yukon College Fisheries Technician Course).
 Evaluate and report the effects and success of restoration efforts
 Test juvenile capture and release technique as a method instead of dam removal.

ESTIMATED BUDGET
Operation & Maintenance $ 9,115
Admin/Indirect/Overhead $ 3,671
Personnel $ 18,358

Total Request $ 31,144
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YUKON RIVER RESTORATION AND ENHANCEMENT FUND
2011 CONCEPTUAL PROPOSAL

NUMBER: CRE-07 -11

PROJECT TITLE: Tr’ondëk Hwëch’in First Fish Culture Camp

PROJECT PROPONENT: Tr’ondëk Hwëch’in

CONTACT:
Roberta Joseph Tel: 867.993.7113
Fish and Wildlife Coordinator Fax: 867.993.6553
Fish and Wildlife Branch E: roberta.joseph@gov.trondek.com
Tr’ondëk Hwëch’in
Box 599
Dawson City, YT Y0B 1G0

PROJECT LOCATION: The Town of Dawson City, Yukon: Yukon north mainstem watershed

PROJECT OBJECTIVES: This project seeks to access the conservation and stewardship envelopes of the
Yukon River Panel’s Budget Priorities Framework. Through the conservation envelope, we will impart to local
youth the principles of conservation by expounding on the value (both cultural and biological) of salmon and
their habitat. Through the stewardship envelope, we will help to educate both users and non-users (as the case
may be) on the importance of maintaining healthy salmon stocks now and into the future. It is our expectation
that these principles will be carried forward for, as the youth grow into young adults, they will carry with them
an appreciation for salmon.

PROJECT SUMMARY: Tr’ondëk Hwëch’in has been providing this fish camp to local youth for many years
now. Over the years, we’ve observed the knowledge that the youth have gained and we continue to feel the
need to provide opportunities for youth to learn more about conservation and stewardship of salmon. Through
this project, local children have grown to know the value of salmon and the importance of their habitat and
conservation. By continuing to educate as many youth as possible, we believe we are helping to in still within
them the value of stewardship and are thereby helping to ensure the future health of our salmon resources.

Early in July, camp personnel will be identified and all workshops will be coordinated with the respective
participants. The camp is a joint effort of the various TH governmental departments (Heritage and Culture,
Youth Enhancement), with much valued input from TH elders, who provide not only traditional handling
methods but also oral history and Hän language. This intergenerational approach is one way by which we are
able to maintain a link to past practice while crafting modern means of salmon harvesting. In this way, we are
able to help frame our children’s understanding of our social world according to the beliefs passed down to us.

LIFE OF PROJECT: Ongoing
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ESTIMATED BUDGET:

Project Budget
Amount $

Capital
Operation & Maintenance 10000
Admin/Indirect/Overhead
Personnel
Total Request 10000

Total In-kind/other 13,000

ON-GOING PROJECTS: (Introduction from the Detailed Project Proposal of CRE-07-11) In the
management of our salmon resources, rarely do we manage fish; rather we manage their harvest. By
teaching our youth the importance of salmon and the habitats on which they depend, we instill within
them conservation and stewardship ethics. By imparting these ethics, the next generation will work to
ensure the future health of our salmon resources.

In the summer of 2000, 2002, 2003, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009 and again in 2010, very successful fish
camps geared towards salmon conservation and stewardship were hosted by Tr’ondëk Hwëch’in for local
Dawson City youth. During this time, children were exposed to many issues and practices, such as: First
Nation and commercial fishing values; First Nation and commercial fishing methods, which included
cleaning, smoking and drying methods; educational talks and field trips on life histories, fry habitat,
habitat management, stock assessment, conservation and protection techniques; and, boat/river safety
techniques. The youth then participated in a very large public gathering where they, customarily and
respectfully, gave their first fish away to Elders. The children left the camp having learned a great deal of
respect for the river and all the salmon it affords our community. It is our intent that the youth, now
young adults, will look to the river and the salmon with the same affinity as we do and as did our
ancestors.
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YUKON RIVER RESTORATION AND ENHANCMENT FUND
2011 CONCEPTUAL PROPOSAL

NUMBER: CRE-08N-11

PROJECT TITLE: Fox Creek Stream Channel Restoration Project

PROJECT PROPONENT:
Northern Research Institute (NRI), Box 2799, Whitehorse, YT Y1A 5K4 Ph.867-668-8772
nri@yukoncollege.yk.ca

CONTACT:
David Blakeburn, 867.633.4228, dblakeburn@gmail.com
Daniel Jolkowski, 867.668.6414, daniel.jolkowski@gmail.com
Administration: Clint Sawicki, NRI, 867.668.8772, csawicki@yukoncollege.yk.ca

POTENTIAL PROJECT PARTNERS/ADDITIONAL PARTICIPANTS:
Al von Finster, 867.667.4317, al.von.finster@gmail.com
Ta’an Kwach’an Council (TKC), Rosa Brown, 867.668.3444, rbrown@taan.ca

PROJECT LOCATION:
Fox Creek, in the Yukon River Upper Lakes Watershed, and near Whitehorse.

PROJECT OBJECTIVES:
The extirpated Fox Creek Chinook salmon run is being restored through releases of artificially propagated
fry. Three major areas of erosion have contributed in excess of an estimated 5,000 cubic meters of fine-
grained (silts and sands) sediment to the creek. The sediment is expected to have a wide range of
negative effects to the creek. In each erosion area, the stream has cut into high banks around the ends of
abandoned beaver dams. Our objectives are to:

 Reduce the supply of fine grained sediment to Fox Creek by restoring the creek to its original
channel in the three identified areas; (2011 R&E Specific Priorities #5: Habitat Monitoring, R &
E —Chinook habitat being the priority; #6 Stock R&E - …support…restoration projects that are
underway. JTC Research Plan #2.3.2 Develop, implement and evaluate restoration plans; Budget
Priority Framework (BPF): Habitat- Restoration-Implementation: Restore and improve
quality…of habitats; -Research: develop…restoration techniques)

 Increase the capacity of Yukon College students to design and conduct a stream restoration
project that will be relevant to the restoration of Chinook Salmon habitat and stocks in Fox Creek
and elsewhere. (2011 R&E Specific Priorities #4: Community Education and Stewardship; JTC
Research Plan #3.2.3 Increase capabilities of communities; BPF: Stewardship: support technical
capacity building in communities)

 Increase the capacity of TKC staff by engaging them both in the project and in developing a
protocol to monitor the effects of this project. (2011 R&E Specific Priorities #4: Community
education and stewardship; JTC Research Plan #3.2.3 Increase capabilities of communities; BPF:
Stewardship: support technical capacity building in communities.
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PROJECT SUMMARY:
The first Chinook salmon release by TKC to Fox Creek was in 2009, and the first returns may be in 2012.
The creek presently carries a heavy bedload. The primary sources of the bedload are the three erosion
areas described in the introduction to the Objectives. We will return Fox Creek to the original channels
and away from the erosion areas. All works will be conducted by hand. The remains of the beaver dams
at the original channels will be removed. The stubs of original channel downstream of the remains of the
beaver dam may require widening. The channels leading to the erosion sites will be blocked with local
materials. The blocks will be designed to mimic debris accumulations, to trap sediment, and to develop
into vegetated stream banks. Field work will be conducted during summer low water. . Channel
measurements and stream discharge will be conducted prior to and following restoration undertakings. A
monitoring protocol will be developed, as will a guidance sheet for this type of channel restoration. Both
will be appended to the final report and distributed to others with stream restoration interests. The project
will be designed, coordinated and overseen by David Blackburn and Daniel Jolkowski. Both are
graduating students from Yukon College. NRI will apply to Y2C2 for a crew to provide field workers. Al
von Finster is an expert in Yukon River salmon and their habitats and will serve as the Senior Advisor.
All field plans and activities will be communicated to TKC, and any assistance from the Council will be
welcomed. Y2C2 staffs are University and high school students.

LIFE OF PROJECT:
June to August, 2011.

ESTIMATED BUDGET:.
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YUKON RIVER RESTORATION AND ENHANCMENT FUND
2011 CONCEPTUAL PROPOSAL

NUMBER: CRE-09-11

PROJECT TITLE: Tr’ondëk Hwëch’in Student Steward

PROJECT PROPONENT: Tr’ondëk Hwëch’in

CONTACT:
Roberta Joseph Tel: 867.993.7107
Coordinator Fax: 867.993.6553
Fish and Wildlife Branch E: roberta.joseph@gov.trondek.com
Tr’ondëk Hwëch’in
Box 599
Dawson City, YT Y0B 1G0

PROJECT LOCATION: The Town of Dawson City, Yukon: Yukon north mainstem watershed

PROJECT OBJECTIVES: This project seeks to access the stewardship envelope of the Yukon River Panel
Budget Priorities Framework. Through the stewardship envelope, this project will involve and educate a local
youth to increase his or her desire to maintain and protect salmon stocks and habitat. Moreover, the incumbent
will be expected to participate in existing restoration and enhancement projects and, gradually and where
appropriate, lead such projects in the future.

PROJECT SUMMARY: A local youth will be hired for an 8 week period during the peak salmon season for
an estimated employment rate of $12/hour to work on specific restoration and enhancement projects. This
would entail helping to carry out the First Fish camp and the TH program Fisheries and contributing to similar
projects undertaken by the Dawson District Renewable Resources Council (DDRRC). It is planned that this
position would observe other fishery projects in TH traditional territory, not limiting to the DDRRC project,
sonar projects, etc. This position will also be privileged to a leadership training opportunities and
environmental workshops should they arise.

LIFE OF PROJECT: Ongoing

ESTIMATED BUDGET:

Project Budget
Amount $

Capital
Operation & Maintenance
Admin/Indirect/Overhead 690
Personnel 4,600
Total Request 5290

Total In-kind/other

ON-GOING PROJECTS: (Abstract from CRE-09-08 Final Report) Tr’ondëk Hwëch’in (TH)
believes that our children are our future, that we must address the needs of our citizens, that we must
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devise ways and means to improve opportunities, capacities and skills of our youth, and that we must help
to empower our people. To that end, the CRE-09-08 Student Steward project was designed to involve a
local youth by familiarizing him or her with the activities of the TH Fish and Wildlife branch and
encouraging him or her towards a career in renewable resources (stewardship).

Over the course of the summer of 2010, beginning on June 9 and ending August 8, 2010, the incumbents,
Waylon Nagano and Marshall Jonas, worked with Fish and Wildlife personnel on a daily basis. The
objective was to provide them with experience in working in our field, which included their participation
in other restoration and enhancement projects, while encouraging their interest in pursuing an
education/career with renewable resources. As a result, they were exposed to a variety of other existing
Yukon River Panel Restoration and Enhancement projects presently underway in the Dawson City region.
This was done in a collaborative fashion, working with the TH Heritage Department on First Fish, and the
TH Fish and Wildlife branch on TH Health and Social program requirements.
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YUKON RIVER RESTORATION AND ENHANCMENT FUND
2011 CONCEPTUAL PROPOSAL

NUMBER: CRE-10N-11

PROJECT TITLE: CAFN Community Salmon Plan - Yukon Basin

PROJECT PROPONENT: Champagne & Aishihik First Nation

CONTACT: Linaya Workman, Renewable Resources Manager
Champagne & Aishihik First Nations
Box 5310
Haines Junction, Yukon, Y0B 1L0
Phone : (867) 634-4211
Fax: (867) 634- 2108
Email: LWorkman@cafn.ca

POTENTIAL PROJECT PARTNERS/ADDITIONAL PARTICIPANTS:
Al von Finster

PROJECT LOCATION: Plan will be developed in the communities of Haines Junction, Canyon,
Takhini and Whitehorse. The geographical planning area will include all salmon bearing Yukon River
tributaries within CAFN Traditional Territory, with a focus on the Takhini River and its tributaries
upstream of Flat Creek, and the upper Nordenskiold/Hutshi River.

PROJECT OBJECTIVES:

 Increase community awareness of and participation in the management and conservation of YR
salmon and their habitats;

o 2011& Short Term Priorities (STP) – 4. Advance information, education...traditional
knowledge.

o Budget Priorities Framework (BPF) – Stewardship: involve and educate.communities to
increase their desire to maintain and protect salmon stocks and habitats; support
community development of.watershed plans; gather historical and traditional
knowledge/data. Viable fisheries: maintain viable (aboriginal) salmon fisheries

o JTC plan: “Agencies” as used in S.3 of the JTC plan refer to member agencies, and are
not applicable to the CAFN

 Develop community stewardship activities that will support monitoring, conservation and
restoration of YR salmon and their habitats. Depending on the wishes of the community, these
may relate to:

o STP - 1. Stock escapement monitoring; 2. Stock identification; 3. Quality of Chinook
escapement; 4. Community Education and Stewardship; 5. Habitat monitoring,
restoration and Enhancement; 5. Stock Restoration and Enhancement.

o BPF – as per STP above, but including or contributing to Habitat Restoration,
Enhancement and Conservation Research;

o JTC Plan: 2.3 Identify and implement restoration opportunities: 2.3.2 Develop,
implement and evaluate restoration plans & 2.3.3 Develop and evaluate restoration
techniques.

 Establish goals and objectives that will guide CAFN participation in YR salmon management
across First Nation and international boundaries.
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o STP – 4 Community Education and Stewardship – Priority project #4: projects that foster
cross-boundary partnerships and relations focussed on Yukon River Salmon.

o BPF - Viable fisheries: maintain viable (aboriginal) salmon fisheries
o JTC - JTC plan: “Agencies” as used in S.3 of the JTC plan refer to member agencies,

and are not applicable to the CAFN

PROJECT SUMMARY: Champagne & Aishihik First Nations traditional territory includes the upper
Nordenskiold (Hutchi) watershed and the majority of the Takhini River watershed. Our citizens live in
Haines Junction and Whitehorse and in a number of small communities and land holdings between.
Many live in the Takhini River valley. We have an increasing interest in once again utilizing the Chinook
salmon that return to the Takhini. The valley is also under pressure from human development,
particularly conversion to agricultural land with the related issues of consumptive uses of water. The
Hutchi River is under pressure from direct and indirect effects of climate change.

We propose to develop and implement a community- based salmon management plan. The process to be
used would be to first acquire and summarize relevant existing salmon, salmon habitat and related
hydrological information for the geographical area of interest. The summarized information would then
be presented to citizens at community meetings. Supplementary traditional and local knowledge would
be sought from the attendees. Concepts for Chinook salmon and habitat conservation, restoration and
enhancement would be introduced. This would include the management of the salmon fisheries in the
Takhini River to ensure that the stock is sustained and the fishery remains viable.

Direction will be sought from the community as to the types of conservation, restoration and enhancement
activities they would support in future CAFN projects. Depending on the outcome of this, CAFN staff
could lead or participate in a wide range of activities including: stock escapement monitoring; collection
of genetic samples; collection of ASL and other data; the development of individual and community
capacity (technical, managerial, and scientific); and habitat monitoring, restoration and enhancement.
The latter could be done in partnership with agencies which are on the JTC. They could also participate
in relevant scientific research conducted in the area.

We recognise the complexity of the administrative environment of the Yukon River basin, the various
aboriginal peoples and the state, territorial, and federal governments, and in the challenges in maintaining
viable fisheries for us all. As part of our planning process, we will seek direction from our people on the
goals and objectives for CAFN participation in Yukon River salmon management.

LIFE OF PROJECT: The Plan will be completed in the 2011 funding year. It will guide future
salmon-related activities by the CAFN and will be updated as appropriate.

ESTIMATED BUDGET:

Project Budget
Amount $

Capital 0
Operation & Maintenance 2000
Admin/Indirect/Overhead 1950
Personnel 11000
Total Request 14950

Total In-kind/other 4000

ABSTRACT OR PROJECT SUMMARY: N/A
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YUKON RIVER RESTORATION AND ENHANCEMENT FUND
2011 CONCEPTUAL PROPOSAL

COMMUNITY BASED STREAM STEWARDSHIP PROJECTS

NUMBER: CRE-11N-11

PROJECT TITLE: Chinook Salmon Incubation Facility – Feasibility Study

PROJECT PROPONENT: First Nation of Nacho Nyak Dun (NND)

CONTACT:

Dawna Hope
First Nation of Nacho Nyak Dun
Box 220, Mayo, Yukon
Canada Y0B 1M0
Ph: 867 996 2265
Email: landspolicy@nndfn.com

Nicholas de Graff
Can-nic-a-nick Environmental Sciences
Box 10106, Whitehorse, Yukon
Canada Y1A 7A1
Ph: 867 668 4682
Email: trout@northwestel.net

POTENTIAL PROJECT PARTNERS/ADDITIONAL PARTICIPANTS: Whitehorse Rapids Fish
Hatchery and DFO.

PROJECT LOCATION: Mayo River, tributary to Stewart River. All field sites are located near Mayo,
Yukon, Canada and within the Yukon River Watershed

PROJECT OBJECTIVES: The primary objective is to look at the feasibility of establishing a salmon
incubation facility that will artificially propagate Chinook fry for release into the Mayo River. The Mayo
River is currently used for hydroelectric generation (Mayo A) and a large project is underway to expand
the current hydroelectric facilities to ultimately increase electrical generation capacity (Mayo B). The
original project (Mayo A), which was constructed in the 1950s, did not provide fish passage facilities and
prevented the natural upstream movement of anadromous Chinook salmon to spawning locations at the
outlet of Mayo Lake. The current hydroelectric expansion of infrastructure will result in changes to the
flow patterns in the lower Mayo River. This poses some additional risk to remnant wild Chinook
populations that currently use the lower Mayo River for spawning, incubation and rearing. Project
objectives include:

 Assess the biophysical health of the upper Mayo River to determine if the habitat can sustain
plantings of juvenile Chinook salmon;

 Literature review to determine the expected mortality associated with entrainment of Chinook fry
through existing (Mayo A) and proposed (Mayo B) hydroelectric facilities; Estimate the capital
and maintenance costs of a constructed incubation facility to supplement and ultimately enhance
current Chinook populations in the lower Mayo River;

 Increasing NND capacity in the management, maintenance and enhancement of salmon
populations and their habitat through training of NND staff and communication of results to FN
citizens and other interested parties.

PROJECT SUMMARY: This project will focus on the Mayo River, a salmon spawning stream of
regional importance. The Mayo River watershed encompasses an area of approximately 2,668 km2. It is a
tributary to the Stewart River, a major tributary to the Yukon River basin. The entire Mayo River
watershed lies within the Traditional Territory of the First Nation of Nacho Nyak Dun (NND). In the
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early 1950’s, the Northern Canada Power Commission (NCPC) built hydro electrical facilities on the
Mayo River. This included the construction of the Wareham Dam, approximately 12 km upstream from
the mouth of the Mayo River and a powerhouse approximately 600 m downstream of the dam. The
Wareham Dam does not contain fish passage facilities and since the 1950’s has prevented any upstream
movement of Chinook salmon. The project will investigate the feasibility of enhancing Chinook salmon
populations in the Mayo River. Included will be the feasibility of planting juvenile salmon fry upstream
of the Wareham Dam to re-establish their presence in the upper Mayo River. Fieldwork will include the
characterization of the health of aquatic habitat in the upper Mayo River. The upper Mayo River has been
a conduit for placer mining discharges and the current health of aquatic habitat is unknown. Fieldwork to
determine the relative health of the upper Mayo River will be conducted during July or August of 2011.
The Canadian Aquatic Biomonitoring Network (CABIN) assessment protocols will be used to determine
relative health of each assessed site. The protocol includes the documentation of substrate, basic water
quality, stream morphology and utilizes web based analytical tools to compare to established reference
sites throughout the Yukon River basin. Cost estimates of the incubation facility and a literature review
of the expected entrainment mortality associated with the current and proposed hydroelectric
facilities/turbines will be web based. Nick de Graff of CAN-NIC-A-NICK Environmental Sciences will
be the primary investigator and will work with NND staff and/or students.

Budget Priority Framework 2007:
Conservation: Stocks: Research: Document factors affecting survival, health and mortality (rated 2);
Conservation: Habitat: Assessment: Locate and document spawning and rearing habitat (rated 1) Provide
salmon and salmon habitat information to integrated resource management processes (rated 3);
Restoration: Stocks: Implementation: Identify depleted stocks (rated1) Assess feasibility of and prepare
plan for restoring depleted stocks (rated 2) Restore depleted stocks (rated 3);
Restoration: Stocks: Research: Develop and test stock restoration techniques (rated 1);
Restoration: Habitat: Restore fish access… (rated 1)
Enhancement: Enhancement: Research and investigate range extension…(rated 1) Assess feasibility
(rated 2)
Stewardship: involve and educate users and non users…(rated 1) Support technical capacity building in
communities (rated 2)

US and Canada Yukon River Salmon Committee Joint Technical Committee Plan:
2.1.1 Identify important features of habitat;
2.1.2 Develop protocols to assess habitat;
2.1.3 Define boundaries of use over time;
2.3.1 Identify negatively affected habitats;
2.3.2 Develop and evaluate restoration techniques;
3.2.1 Utilize capabilities of communities
3.2.2 Identify capabilities and needs of communities
3.2.3 Increase capabilities of communities

Budget Priorities for 2011 & Near Term Priorities:
4. Community Education and Stewardship
5. Habitat Monitoring, Restoration and Enhancement (Chinook habitat being the priority)
6. Stock Restoration and Enhancement

LIFE OF PROJECT: Multi-year project and ongoing.
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ESTIMATED BUDGET:

Project Budget
Amount $

Capital 1700
Operation & Maintenance 11750
Admin/Indirect/Overhead 4000
Personnel 15300
Total Request 32750

Total In-kind/other

ON-GOING PROJECTS:
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YUKON RIVER RESTORATION AND ENHANCMENT FUND
2011 CONCEPTUAL PROPOSAL

NUMBER: CRE-12N-11

PROJECT TITLE: Yukon First Nations Salmon Stewards Summit

PROJECT PROPONENT: Council of Yukon First Nations

CONTACT: Brian Bell Email: brian.bell@cyfn.net
Coordinator / YESAA First Nations Liaison Telephone: (867) 393-9223
Natural Resources and Environment Fax: (867) 668-6577
Council of Yukon First Nations
2166 - 2nd Avenue
Whitehorse, Yukon Y1A 4P1

POTENTIAL PROJECT PARTNERS/ADDITIONAL PARTICIPANTS: All Yukon First Nations
are invited to attend this Salmon Stewards Summit. Support for this summit has been collectively
approved by the Council of Yukon First Nations (CYFN) members by way of a resolution at the 2010
CYFN General Assembly (see attached). Additional support has been received from Ta’an Kwach’an
Council, Teslin Tlingit Council, Champagne & Aishihik First Nation, Vuntut Gwitch’in First Nation,
Tr’ondek Hwech’in First Nation, and the Salmon Sub-Committee at the time of this CP submission.

PROJECT LOCATION: This conference will be held in Whitehorse, Yukon near the headwaters of the
Yukon River.

PROJECT OBJECTIVES: The goals of the proposed Salmon Stewards Summit deal with the Yukon
River Panel Restoration & Enhancement Fund Budget Priorities Framework 2006’s general categories of
stewardship, conservation, education, communication towards restoration of natural salmon stocks, and
maintaining viable fisheries for all Yukon River Salmon users.

Goals of the Salmon Stewards Summit that relate to the more specific priorities of the Yukon River
Panel’s R&E Budget Priorities for 2011 & Near Term Priorities include:

1. To have a facilitated summit of Yukon First Nation salmon users to discuss issues, possible
solutions, and work towards realistic action plans ~ this relates to priority 4 “Community
Education and Stewardship.”

2. To educate and inform participants on current management strategies and how they can be more
involved in areas such as improved communication and technical information gathering (which
also meet the goals of the JTC) ~ this also relates to priority 4.

3. To share issues related to Yukon salmon users and work towards possible solutions through
stewardship and/or other methods. ~ this relates to priority 4 more specifically 4.b) to “increase
salmon users and non-users desire to maintain and protect salmon stocks and habitat.”

4. To bring in technical experts (from DFO, Salmon Sub-committee, fishery consultants, etc) to
discuss with, inform, and educate the group on the affects of various fishing techniques and net
mess sizes and how this relates to the salmon runs and escapement. ~ this relates to the priority 3
of “(Improving) understanding of the effects of fishing techniques and gear selectivity on the
quality of Chinook escapement…”

5. To bring together First Nation elders and youth together to exchange traditional knowledge and
share in the understanding of the importance and connection of salmon to their culture and
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lifestyles. ~ this relates to priority 4 of “Advance information, education and training – including
traditional knowledge”

6. To inform and educate participants about the various management organizations and
communication networks available - such as the weekly teleconference and to work towards
creating a communication strategy that would be effective: i) between salmon users in the Yukon
and Alaska, ii) between salmon users and the salmon management organizations iii) between
salmon users and the larger community of non-users, who may indirectly affect and/or be affected
by depleted salmon stocks and habitat). ~ this also relates to priority 4 and more specifically to,

“a) enable more effective community participation in the management of Yukon River salmon
stocks and habitats; and, b) increase salmon users and non-users desire to maintain and
protect salmon stocks and habitat.”

7. To discuss and potentially make plans to coordinate a future YT ~ AK exchange of Yukon River
salmon users to foster better understanding and communication of the various challenges and
opportunities each community faces. ~ this relates to priority 4.d) “Projects that foster cross-
boundary community partnerships and relations focused on Yukon River salmon.”

The objectives and outcome of this summit may lead to more involvement also relate to the objectives of
the US and Canada Yukon River Salmon Committee Joint Technical Committee Plan

Other topic items of the Salmon Stewards Summit relating to goals of the US and Canada Yukon River
Salmon Committee Joint Technical Committee Plan include: Goal 3.1.1 – to “promote the understanding
and participation in the development of management plans, methods and strategies;” Goal 3.3.2 – to
“participate in planning initiatives;” Goal 3.3.3 to “recognize and promote responsible use of the
resources;’ and Goal 3.4.2 – to “document cultural values of salmon resources by community.” The
summit will provide participants with the opportunity to discuss ways to achieve these goals.

Note: A conference call between all Yukon First Nations will occur to further identify the most
important topic ideas, issues, and achievable goals. This conference call will occur after the deadline of
this CP funding application and before the deadline for detailed project proposals, if approved to proceed
to this stage. As this summit is planned for next spring there will be a more refined agenda created after
further communication with the interested First Nations.

PROJECT SUMMARY: A facilitator will be hired for this Salmon Stewarts Summit to keep the group
of attendees productive and focused on finding solutions to the areas of greatest concern and to create
action workplans. The groups goals will include: increasing education and communication between
salmon users throughout the Yukon River Watershed (both YT/AK) by creating a strategy, work towards
developing a strategic plan that promotes stewardship of the salmon stocks and habitat at the community
level with a larger collective goal. Elders and youth will be called upon to gather, educate, exchange, and
apply cultural values and traditional knowledge to improve stewardship. Technical experts will be invited
to inform, educate, and assist in creating action plans.

LIFE OF PROJECT: The proposed project is a onetime event with possibility of forming working
groups to carry out action items in the future.
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ESTIMATED BUDGET:
Operation & Maintenance (room rental, catering, equipment rental) $1,225
Admin/Indirect/Overhead $2,735
Personnel (facilitator, speakers) $17,000
Total Request 20,960$

Total In-kind/other (First Nation travel, Coordination) $30,000

ABSTRACT OR PROJECT SUMMARY: Not Applicable as this is a onetime Salmon Stewards
Summit.

SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS: see attached documents of: 1) CYFN’s General Assembly’s resolution
2) Support emails from some Yukon First Nations (more will be available at the next stage if required) as
well as the Yukon Salmon Sub-Committee.

RESOLUTION 12: FIRST NATIONS SUMMIT ON YUKON RIVER SALMON
WHEREAS CYFN’s member First Nations:

(A) support the Teslin Tlingit Council;
(B) recognize the drastic turn of events (i.e. declining stocks of salmon);
(C) recognize the importance of salmon to First Nations citizens’ diet and health;
(D) recognize the need to make users of salmon down river (Alaska region) aware of the

significance of the decline of the salmon on the health, diet and lifestyle of users up river in
Alaska and Canada.

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED THAT the CYFN and other related First Nations take the initiative to
develop/administer a proposal to the Yukon River Panel Restoration and Enhancement Fund for a
substantial amount of funds to host a Yukon River Salmon Summit for Yukon First Nations:

 make all stakeholders aware of the significance of depletion
 share information
 collectively discuss/promote a rebuilding initiative for future generations

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED THAT CYFN support the Teslin Tlingit Council in hosting the
summit and bringing forward the matter to the Assembly of First Nations.

MOVED BY: Chief Peter Johnston
SECONDED BY: Chief Diane Strand
RESOLUTION WENT TO A VOTE – 8 in favour, 2 abstained
MOTION CARRIED BY MAJORITY

Emails showing support from Yukon First Nations

From: Brian Bell
Sent: Wednesday, October 06, 2010 11:31 AM
To: 'Rosa Brown'; 'efairclough@taan.ca'; 'cjohns@taan.ca'; (Blanche.Warrington@ttc-
teslin.com); Bill Barrett (bill.barrett@ctfn.ca); Bill Kendrick (bill.kendrick@gov.trondek.com);
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bslater@whtvcable.com; ccharlie@vgfn.net; Connie Jules; Dean Gill (gilld@selkirkfn.com);
Dennis Buyck (landsmanager@nndfn.com); Drew Milton (drew@woodwardandcompany.com);
Geraldine Pope (geraldine.pope@kfn.ca); Glenn Stephen; Jennifer lee;
jocylyn.mcdowell@kwanlindun.com; Karl Blattmann; Kevin Mernickle; Mardy Semmler; Mary
Majae (rrdyesaa@northwestel.net); Mike Vance (mike.vance@LSCFN.ca); Nagwan, Lance;
rbrown@cafn.ca; Robert Moar (robert.moar@lscfn.ca); Simon Lapointe; tom.cove@gmail.com;
Tracy Boyse (Tracy.Boyes@ttc-teslin.com)
Cc: Gail Barnaby
Subject: URGENT: Request for topic ideas/support for a YUKON SALMON SUMMIT

Hello Everyone,

We (CYFN) are following through on the 2010 GA resolution #12 regarding having a First
Nations Summit on Yukon River Salmon (see attached). We are currently applying for
funding through the Yukon River Panel’s Restoration and Enhancement Fund. The conceptual
project proposal is DUE THIS FRIDAY, OCT. 8th.

The recent low Chinook Salmon run and declining stocks is of great concern to many Yukon
First Nations (YFN). There is a desire by some YFNs to get together; share information;
increase awareness of the significance of the declining salmon stocks; discuss / promote a
rebuilding initiative for future generations; increase awareness amongst downstream users of
the significance that the salmon decline has on the health, diet, and lifestyle of the people
upstream; and promote Stewardship with all Yukon salmon users.

I would like to include a description of possible discussion topics in our proposal. I have been
discussing some topic ideas with a few Yukon First Nations and I would like to hear from all
of the First Nations on your topic ideas that relate to Yukon River Salmon. A few
topic ideas that have already been raised are:

Please respond by Thursday, Oct. 7th, with your topic ideas. Thanks for your
assistance on this proposal.
Also an email from your First Nation, would show support for this proposal

Respectfully yours,
Brian Bell
Coordinator / YESAA First Nations Liaison
Natural Resources and Environment
Council of Yukon First Nations
2166 - 2nd Avenue
Whitehorse, Yukon Y1A 4P1
Email: brian.bell@cyfn.net
Telephone: (867) 393-9223
Fax: (867) 668-6577
From Champagne & Aishihik First Nation:

From: Linaya Workman [mailto:LWorkman@cafn.ca]
Sent: Thursday, October 07, 2010 11:46 AM
To: Brian Bell
Subject: RE: URGENT: Request for topic ideas/support for a YUKON SALMON SUMMIT
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“Hi Brian

Most of CAFN's concerns are a result of us being part of the headwaters of the Yukon River
system.

Parts of the Nordinskiold/Hutchi/Mendehall etc and the Takhini/Kusawa systems are part of
CAFN Traditional Territory. Over the years we have seen less fish reaching the upper reaches of
the Yukon River system. The Hutchi River for example has not had any spawning activity for
several years now. We have not looked in the last few because of that.

Additionally we have concerns with what we see as virtually unregulated waster use for
agricultural developments coming out of the Takhini River and other tributaries. There is no
way to determine the impacts of this because there does not seem to be a way to determine
the cumulative impacts associated with the withdrawal of quite a bit of water for irrigation
purposes. Land use is another concern. The Ibex and Takhini areas are becoming developed
and there seems to be very little protection for the creeks that support juvenile Chinook.

An example would be Stony Creek. This creek used to be a valuable rearing creek for Chinook
and there is no longer any Chinook in the creek.

Those are the main concerns

cheers

L.”

From Vuntut Gwitch’in First Nation:

From: Nagwan, Lance [mailto:nrd@vgfn.net]
Sent: Thursday, October 07, 2010 10:07 AM
To: Brian Bell
Cc: Mahoney, Dick
Subject: RE: URGENT: Request for topic ideas/support for a YUKON SALMON SUMMIT

“Hello Brian
I have included Dick Mahoney VGG Fish and Wildlife Coordinator to the email and would
appreciate him added to the Fish and wildlife Distribution list. Dick may also have something to
add to the topic ideas but is out of town at the moment.
I only have one topic idea: Explore the possible health effects of mercury accumulating in the
top species (ex, Bears, Eagles, Humans) through ingestion of Pacific Ocean Salmon.”

Lance Nagwan
Acting Director, Natural Resources
Vuntut Gwitchin Government
Box 94, Old Crow, YT
Y0B 1N0
(867) 966-3261 ext.237
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From Ta’an Kwach’an Council:

From: Cora Lee Johns [mailto:CJohns@taan.ca]
Sent: Wednesday, October 06, 2010 2:13 PM
To: Brian Bell
Subject: RE: URGENT: Request for topic ideas/support for a YUKON SALMON SUMMIT

“Hey Brian, Glad to hear from you,

I would love to see the proposal for a Yukon River Salmon Summit follow through as do have
many issues and concerns arising everyday!

 Subsistence needs not being met,
 Alaskan’s needing to be better educated on the Chinook Salmon Run, The full Yukon River

mainstem, and the headwaters of the Chinook spawning grounds.
 Escapement goal – YR Treaty
 Pollock Industries
 What Commercial Fishing is really doing!
 Proper usage of the Chinook salmon captured i.e. Do not catch Chinook if feeding it to your dogs

(Alaskan)
I think that’s it from me for now

Thanks again Brian!

Coarlee”

From Tr’ondek Hwech’in First Nation:

-----Original Message-----
From: Bill Kendrick [mailto:Bill.Kendrick@gov.trondek.com]
Sent: Wednesday, October 06, 2010 12:50 PM
To: Darren Taylor; Roberta Joseph; Ryan Peterson
Cc: Brian Bell
Subject: FW: URGENT: Request for topic ideas/support for a YUKON SALMON SUMMIT

Hi,
Please have a look at the emails below and send your ideas to me to pass on, or send them directly to
Brian Bell. I will ask him to add an F & W name to any emails concerning salmon if you would like...
normally this email list and Brian's work is concerning the CYFN YESAA Caucus and the 5-Yr Review.
Brian: Obvious agenda item to add to what is probably already a long list: Yukon Queen II
Bill

From: Roberta Joseph [mailto:roberta.joseph@gov.trondek.com]
Sent: Monday, August 09, 2010 2:58 PM
To: Gail Barnaby
Cc: dsembsmoen@kdfn.yk.ca; landspolicy@nndfn.com; dmahoney@vgfn.net;
greenf@selkirkfn.com; Glenn Stephen; rrdyesaa@northwestel.net; geraldine.pope@kfn.ca;
mike.vance@LSCFN.ca; Linaya Workman; efairclough@taan.ca; tracy.boyes@ttc-teslin.com;
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landsmanager@nndfn.com; Glen Lamerton
Subject: RE: YFN's Lands and Resources Meeting Chinook Salmon YFN Strategy

Hi Gail,

Some YFN’s have been in discussions with DFO regarding the 2010 Chinook Salmon Run. There
was a recommendation for YFN’s to get together and strategize on responding to a number of
Chinook salmon management groups.

These groups are Yukon River Panel, Alaska Fish and Game, DFO, Governor of Alaska and
Minister of DFO regarding Pacific Salmon Regulation Changes.

Would you be able to coordinate a teleconference for sometime in September to see whether or
not we need to move forward with a meeting on these issues?

Thank you,

Roberta

From Yukon Salmon Sub-Committee:

From: Tara Christie [mailto:taramchristie@gmail.com]
Sent: Friday, October 08, 2010 1:16 PM
To: Gail Barnaby
Cc: Pauline Frost; 'Yukon Salmon Sub-Committee'
Subject: RE: draft application

“Hi Gail,

The Salmon Sub-committee supports the Salmon Summit proposed by CYFN. This event will
provide an important venue for Yukon First Nations to discuss issues related to salmon in the
Yukon and for the Salmon Sub-Committee; this will be an important venue for us to listen to
the concerns and ideas of First Nations and communities.

We look forward to working the CYFN to develop and implement this Summit.

The Salmon Sub-Committee will be discussing this proposal at our meeting October 19-20 and
we would welcome a CYFN representative to attend to discuss this Summit with committee
members.

Sincerely,

Tara M. Christie, M.A.Sc., P.Eng.
Chair, Yukon Salmon Sub-Committee
P. 867 993 4480
F. 867 993 4481”
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YUKON RIVER RESTORATION AND ENHANCEMENT FUND
2011 CONCEPTUAL PROPOSAL,

NUMBER: CRE-13N-11

PROJECT TITLE: Yukon River Chinook Salmon Spawning Location Identification and Genetic
Verification

PROJECT PROPONENT: White Mountain Environmental Consulting (WMEC) in Association with
the Tr’ondek Hwech’in First Nation (THFN)

CONTACT: Paul Sparling, phone 867-399-7019, email psparling@gmail.com

POTENTIAL PROJECT PARTNERS: Several mineral exploration companies currently have active
exploration programs in place and have goals of opening a mine in the area. All companies actively
involved in the area will be canvassed for cash support for the project.

PROJECT LOCATION: Mainstem Yukon River between Coffee Creek and White River. This area is
the centre of extensive and building gold exploration projects and will likely be the location of an active
mine in the near future.

PROJECT OBJECTIVES: Primarily to document and map existing productive Chinook spawning areas
in this reach of the river prior to the initiation of mining activity and to collect spent fish as verification of
spawning and for genetic sample materials to identify the cohort. Secondly to provide experiential
opportunities that will build community education and stewardship opportunities. Meeting these
objectives will allow for the future conservation of critical habitat and wild stocks. Involving the active
mining companies at this point will encourage habitat stewardship within industry in the area

PROJECT SUMMARY: With a crew of 2 experienced WMEC technicians, an elder from the THFN
and one or more THFN trainees and a riverboat the crew will depart from Minto Landing traveling
downstream to Coffee Creek. From Coffee Creek downstream to White River the crew will conduct a
preliminary survey to locate potential redd sites using a set of identifiers that include surface flow
patterns, river morphology, the presence of adult salmon and scavengers (eagles, ravens and bears). A
side scan sonar bottom profiler will also be used at all times to monitor bottom structure. The WMEC
crew developed a technique and the ability to interpret side scan data to depict active redds in the Teslin
River during 2010. Active redds will be GPS mapped and important baseline data such as temperature,
velocities, substrates and depths will also be recorded.

After the spawn is nearing completion gillnetting downstream and adjacent to the redds will be conducted
to collect spent fish for additional confirmation of the spawning locations. Genetic samples will be taken
from all captured fish in order to supplement genetic stock identification. The genetic information may
also be of use in determining point of origin for fry in future years.

At the completion of the project the crew will continue down the Yukon River to end at Dawson City.
Evaluations of potential spawning habitats will be made and recorded at all potential locations between
Minto Landing and Dawson City.

LIFE OF PROJECT: This project has the potential to be replicated in several other areas on the
mainstem Yukon River and its tributaries that are also subject to increased human activities.
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ESTIMATED BUDGET:
Project Budget

Amount $25,000
Capitol $0
Operations and Maintenance $10,000.00
Admin/indirect/overhead $0
Personnel $15,000.00

TOTAL IN KIND/OTHER: Other supporters of this project will be sought from the active mining
companies in the area. Increased funding will be allocated to extending the duration of the investigation
and increasing the number of trainees.
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YUKON RIVER RESTORATION AND ENHANCMENT FUND
2011 CONCEPTUAL PROPOSAL

NUMBER: CRE-16-11

PROJECT TITLE: Klondike River sonar project

PROJECT PROPONENT: B. Mercer & Associates Ltd.

CONTACT: Brian Mercer. Box 20046, Whitehorse Yukon, Y1A 7A2. bmercer@northwestel.net

POTENTIAL PROJECT PARTNERS/ADDITIONAL PARTICIPANTS:
Possible Additional Participant– Tr'ondëk Hwëch'in First Nation 867-993-7145.

PROJECT LOCATION: Dawson City, Klondike River Watershed.

PROJECT OBJECTIVES: 1. Enumerate the total Chinook salmon escapement entering the Klondike
River watershed in 2011 using a DIDSON sonar. 2. Conduct a carcass pitch to obtain biological
information (ASL and DNA tissue samples) for the Klondike River Chinook population.
These objectives are compatible with the 2011 specific R&E priorities including:
4. Stock Escapement Monitoring of the Canadian tributaries
5. Stock Identification through collection of DNA tissue samples
6. Determine the quality of stock escapement by collecting Age, Sex, Length (ASL) data.

PROJECT SUMMARY: In July and August 2009 and 2010 a successful Chinook sonar enumeration
project was conducted on the Klondike River watershed. The projects were conducted from July 1
through to August 20. A site 4.5 km upstream of the mouth of the Klondike River was selected during a
feasibility study in 2008, and this site was utilized in 2009 and 2010. The location has a total wetted river
width of approximately 53 m with a maximum depth of approximately 2 meters. The cross section profile
at this location is conducive to providing complete ensonification of the water column with no acoustic
shadows or blind spots. Two short weir structures were constructed on each side of the river to reduce the
effective migration width to 38 m. For the 2010 project the weir structures were improved to allow
operation in a wider range of flow regimes. Temporary living and operation quarters were established on
the south side of the river using wall tents. Electricity to operate the sonar and related computer
equipment was supplied by the local grid and purchased from a nearby resident. The sonar was
operational from July 6 through August 20. The operation of the sonar was continuous, 24 hours per day
over the project period, with at least one person on site at all times. All the recorded DIDSON files
obtained during the project were reviewed yielding an actual count. The techniques employed were the
same as those used on the Big Salmon River Chinook enumeration project which has successfully
operated for the past 6 years. Approximately 4600 and 777 Chinook salmon were counted entering the
Klondike watershed in 2009 and 2010 respectively. A carcass pitch to obtain age, sex, and length (ASL)
information as well as DNA samples from the spawning Chinook was conducted during the 2011 project.
Due to the low 2011 escapement and high water conditions the 2011 sample size collected was smaller
than anticipated.

It is anticipated the proposed 2011 Klondike sonar project will be conducted in the same manner as the
previous projects at this site, including collection of ASL data. Given average escapements and flow
regimes in 2011 it is anticipated the sample size will be significantly larger.
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Biologists and senior technicians associated with the Big Salmon River sonar project and the 2009 and
2010 Klondike project would again be involved with the initial deployment and ongoing operation of the
sonar project.

LIFE OF PROJECT: This proposed project is for one year with the anticipation that it will be ongoing
on an annual basis. The contractor will purchase the new ARES model high resolution sonar from Sound
Metrics. Corp and rent it to the project at the current 2010 rental rates. Precluding the use and transport of
a rental unit from the only U.S. supplier will contribute to lower sonar rental costs and a lower probability
of logistical and technical issues.

ESTIMATED BUDGET:
Operation & Maintenance 31,500
Admin/Indirect/Overhead 4725
Personnel 31295
Total Request 69520

Total In-kind/other 4500
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YUKON RIVER RESTORATION AND ENHANCMENT FUND
2011 CONCEPTUAL PROPOSAL

NUMBER: CRE-27-11

PROJECT TITLE: Porcupine River Chum CPUE Index Program

PROJECT PROPONENT: Vuntut Gwitch’in Government

CONTACT:
Dick Mahoney, Fish and Wildlife Coordinator, Vuntut Gwitch’in Government

Box 94, Old Crow, YT, Y0B 1N0
Phone: (867) 966-3261, dmahoney@vgfn.net

POTENTIAL PROJECT PARTNERS/ADDITIONAL PARTICIPANTS:
Fisheries and Oceans Canada, Contact Trix Tanner, phone: (867) 393-6720, Trix.Tanner@dfo-mpo.gc.ca
EDI Environmental Dynamics Inc., Contact Ben Snow, Phone: (867) 393-4882, bsnow@edynamics.com

PROJECT LOCATION:
Old Crow, Yukon Territory, Canada. Porcupine River watershed.

PROJECT OBJECTIVES:
This table lists project objectives while relating them to applicable Panel and JTC documents.

Project Objective R&E Budget
Priorities Framework

JTC Plan 2011 R&E
Budget

Priorities

Provide in-season border passage estimates
of chum salmon in the Porcupine River

Conservation
Stocks
Run Assessment

1.2 Assess abundance
in-season n/a

Provide improved in-season management
capacity through improved estimates of

abundance and timing of chum returns to
the Porcupine River

Conservation
Stocks
Run Assessment

1.2 Assess abundance
in-season

n/a

Provide information on the proportion of
Porcupine River chum stocks spawning in

the Fishing Branch River or in other
locations, thereby contributing further to

the monitoring of stock escapement in
Canadian tributaries

Conservation
Stocks
Escapement Studies

1.1 Monitor or
project escapements

by Conservation
Management Unit

1. Stock
Escapement

Monitoring of the
Canadian

Tributaries

Ongoing development of an escapement
index using data obtained from the

mark/recapture program and the Fishing
Branch weir.

Conservation
Stocks
Escapement Studies

1.1 Monitor or
project escapements

by Conservation
Management Unit

1. Stock
Escapement

Monitoring of the
Canadian

Tributaries

Continue development of local capacity to
conduct fieldwork independently.

Stewardship
Technical capacity

building in
communities

3.2 Build and
Maintain Community

Capacity

4. Community
Education and
Stewardship
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PROJECT SUMMARY:

In 2003, the Vuntut Gwitch’in Government launched a chum/mark recapture program on the Porcupine
River, approximately 25 km downstream of the village of the Old Crow (CRE-27N-03 through CRE-27-
08). This program was designed to allow in-season estimate of returning fall Chum salmon in the upper
Porcupine River and in the vicinity of Old Crow, thereby allowing for effective local management of the
chum fishery in the area of Old Crow. Over several years of operations, gill-netting methodology suitable
to local conditions has been developed and refined. In 2009, the program was transitioned form a
mark/recapture to an index program (CRE-27-09).

As more years of netting data (over a wide variety of water levels) are collected, a more refined index will
be developed and more advanced estimates will be produced. The program will continue to provide
fisheries managers with valuable data to compliment the data collected at the Fishing Branch River
Enumeration Weir. Such data is crucial for the successful long term management of Porcupine River
chum salmon stocks.

A qualified biologist will be contracted to oversee project operations and report preparation.

This project will involve the following activities (see past reports, CRE-27-09/CRE-27-08, for more
info.):

 Two or three crew members will enumerate and tag chum salmon on the Porcupine River at a
location downstream from Old Crow:
o nets used to capture the fish will be constantly monitored, and once caught, fish will be

promptly tagged and released to minimize stress; and,
o tagging will take place 5 days per week for 5-6 weeks (weather permitting), beginning in

mid to late August.
 If operational, further recapture data will be gathered by the local Community Steward from

the Old Crow aboriginal fishery.
 Resulting estimations of chum populations will be used by local managers to ensure adequate

escapement of chum salmon.
 Chum salmon tagged in this program that pass through the Fishing Branch enumeration weir

will be counted to estimate the proportion of Porcupine stocks that return to the Fishing
Branch River, while also indicating the proportion spawning elsewhere.

 Samples for DNA analysis will be taken and provided to DFO if requested.

LIFE OF PROJECT:
This project is ongoing.

ESTIMATED BUDGET:
Project Budget

Amount $
Capital 0
Operations & Maintenance 7,470
Admin/Indirect/Overhead 5,214
Personnel 27,290
Total Request 39,974

Total In-Kind/other 8,600
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ON-GOING PROJECTS:
2010 Project Update:
The field component of the 2010 project was completed successful. The water level models developed in
2009 allowed for more adaptable in-season estimates.

Abstract (paraphrased) From 2009 Project Report:
A chum salmon (Oncorhynchus keta) CPUE index program was conducted on the Porcupine River near
the community of Old Crow, YT, during the autumn of 2009. Through the use of data collected in the
index program, an estimated 8,051 chum salmon passed Old Crow between September 1 and September
30, 2009. High water levels during the month of September complicated netting efforts; however,
analysis of data collected during these high water conditions has led to the creation of more robust index
models that will provide more reliable data in future.
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YUKON RIVER RESTORATION AND ENHANCMENT FUND
2011 CONCEPTUAL PROPOSAL

NUMBER: CRE-29-11

PROJECT TITLE: Chinook and Chum Spawning Ground Enumeration – Tatchun to Minto 2011

PROJECT PROPONENT: Selkirk District Renewable Resource Council

CONTACT:
Brenda Bosley
Selkirk Renewable Resource Council
Box 32, Pelly Crossing, Yukon
Canada Y0B 1P0
Ph: 867 537 3937
Email: selkirkrrc@northwestel.net

Jerry Kruse
Selkirk Renewable Resource Council
Box 32, Pelly Crossing, Yukon
Canada Y0B 1P0
Ph: 867 537 3937
Email: SRRC@northwestel.net

POTENTIAL PROJECT PARTNERS/ADDITIONAL PARTICIPANTS: Little Salmon Carmacks
First Nation and the Carmacks Renewable Resource Council.

PROJECT LOCATION: Pelly Crossing is the closest community but all field word will occur on the
Yukon River mid-mainstem sub-basin between Tatchun and Fort Selkirk.

PROJECT OBJECTIVES: This project is intended to compliment the stock escapement monitoring
priorities that were established with the 2010 R&E fund budget. This is one of only a few chum salmon
escapement monitoring projects on the upper Yukon River mainstem. The project occurs in the Canadian
mainstem portion of the Yukon River between the community of Carmacks and Pelly Crossing. A
rebuilding program that was established in the late 1990’s for Canadian origin chum and more recently
Chinook salmon. The objectives of this project include: 1) Estimate relative escapement strength in the
Tatchun-Minto Index area for 2010; 2) characterize spawning areas and locations that are ecologically
important to bear salmon interaction and 3) Involve and train local people and build an interest in the
community of ongoing fisheries management activities in the LSCFN and SFN Traditional Territory.

PROJECT SUMMARY: This project will involve the following steps: 1) Visual inspection of key
spawning areas during the salmon spawning season in August and October to: 1) Enumerate both
Chinook and chum salmon carcasses and spawning aggregations at geo-referenced sites between Tatchun
and Fort Selkirk; 2) Characterize and document unique avifauna and wildlife congregations at spawning
sites 4) and 3) Collection of ASL data, DNA or other data as required for DFO.

Qualifications: The executive secretary of the Selkirk Renewable Resource Council (SRRC) has been
administrating and managing this project successfully in the community since the late 1990’s. There is
unanimous support by SRRC Council members for these types of projects in the community that build
capacity and interest among youth.

Budget Priority Framework 2007:
Conservation: Stocks: Run Assessment: Improve stock ID and information
Conservation: Stocks: Escapement Studies: Scientifically-based escapement goals ( rated 1); Quality of
Escapements (rated 1), identify and monitor escapements to key spawning streams (rated 3), inventory of
spawning locations (rated 3).
Conservation: Stocks: Research: Improve stock identification and run assessment.
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Conservation: Habitat: Assessment: Locate and document productive spawning habitat (rated 1);
Conservation: Habitat: Research: Characterize habitats used by different life stages of salmon (rated 1);
Salmon’s importance in the food web (rated 4).
Stewardship: involve and educate users and non users…(rated 1) Support technical capacity building in
communities (rated 2).

US and Canada Yukon River Salmon Committee Joint Technical Committee Plan:
1.1.1 Estimate or index escapements;
1.1.2 Estimate the stock, biological or other composition of escapements;
1.2.1 Estimate or index abundance;
1.2.2 Estimate CMU composition of abundance;
1.3.4 Establish or improve harvest strategies; compile and evaluate age composition data
1.4.3 Investigate new technology, methods and models; evaluate (side scan) sonar, develop less intrusive
sampling methods
1.5.2 Estimate the stock composition, biological or other composition of harvest: Build database to
analyze genetic/ASL data and to correlate with escapement…
3.2.1 Utilize capabilities of communities
3.2.2 Identify capabilities and needs of communities
3.2.3 Increase capabilities of communities
3.3.1 Educate industries with impact potential

Budget Priorities for 2011 & Near Term Priorities:
1. Stock Escapement monitoring of the Canadian tributaries;
2. Stock Identification and In-Season Management
3. Determine the quality of stock escapement
4. Community Education and Stewardship
5. Habitat Monitoring, Restoration and Enhancement (Chinook habitat being the priority)

LIFE OF PROJECT: Multi-year project and ongoing.

ESTIMATED BUDGET: Provide the following information for the proposed fiscal year.

Project Budget
Amount $

Capital 500
Operation & Maintenance 2,500
Admin/Indirect/Overhead 2,000
Personnel 7,000
Total Request $12,000

Total In-kind/other

ON-GOING PROJECTS:

The Department of Fisheries and Oceans Canada has conducted tagging programs on migratory
Pacific salmon populations in the upper Yukon River drainage since 1982. Yearly spawning migration
estimates are used to monitor the relative long term spawning intensity and locations in the upper Yukon
River mainstem.
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YUKON RIVER RESTORATION AND ENHANCMENT FUND
2011 CONCEPTUAL PROPOSAL

NUMBER: CRE-37-11

PROJECT TITLE: Blind Creek Chinook Salmon Enumeration Weir

PROJECT PROPONENT: J. Wilson & Associates

CONTACT: Jane Wilson, 31 Donjek Road, Whitehorse, Yukon,Y1A 3P8, (867) 668-6225,
janewilson@northwestel.net

POTENTIAL PROJECT PARTNERS/ADDITIONAL PARTICIPANTS: no other
partners/participants.

PROJECT LOCATION: Nearest communities: Faro, Ross River. Pelly River Watershed.

PROJECT OBJECTIVES:
1) Install and operate a weir in Blind Creek to enumerate the Chinook salmon escapement.
2) Conduct a sampling program to obtain age-sex-length data from live Chinook salmon at the weir.

The above two objectives fall within the stated YRP budget priority Framework 2006 goals of
Conservation – Stocks – Run Assessment/Escapement studies. The R&E Fund Budget Priorities
Subcommittee recommends the following as a priority for use of the R&E Fund in 2011: "stock
escapement monitoring of the Canadian tributaries” and implementation of “stock escapement monitoring
projects for selected Canadian tributaries.” The above objectives are also concordant with the JTC
research plan for scientific research to obtain information for the management of Yukon River Chinook
stocks.

3) Promote salmon viewing and increase awareness of the weir project and the salmon resource.
4) Provide training and employment for community residents.

PROJECT SUMMARY: This project will involve the installation of a weir in Blind Creek to enumerate
the Chinook salmon escapement and obtain biological samples. The weir will be placed in the same
general location as in previous operations, approximately 1 km upstream of the creek mouth.
Construction of the weir will begin on or around July 16 using existing weir materials stored on site. The
weir will be operated over the course of the run, ending on or around August 19. Personnel will be on site
24 hours a day and the weir checked each day on an hourly basis from first light until dark. Fish will be
sampled randomly each day with the objective of sampling as many live Chinook as possible with a
minimum goal of 25% of the total run. Sampling will consist of collecting five scales per fish placed in
prescribed scale cards, recording sex and fork length as well as 50 paired FL and mid-eye fork (MEF)
lengths (to the nearest 0.5 cm). Updated copies of the salmon brochure, produced in 2005, which
describes the weir operation and pertinent information on Chinook salmon, will be made available to the
Town of Faro Interpretive Centre. The proponent (Jane Wilson) will administer, co-ordinate and oversee
operations as in all previous weir operations in Blind Creek since 2003. Training and employment
opportunities will be provided for residents of Faro and Ross River as in previous years.

LIFE OF PROJECT: Ongoing

ESTIMATED BUDGET:
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Project Budget
Amount $

Capital
Operation & Maintenance 11,728.00
Admin/Indirect/Overhead 4,363.00
Personnel 31,909.00
Total Request 48,000.00

Total In-kind/other 0

ON-GOING PROJECTS:

BLIND CREEK CHINOOK SALMON ENUMERATION WEIR, 2010
CRE-37-10

ABSTRACT

A weir was operated in Blind Creek to enumerate the 2010 Chinook salmon escapement and obtain
information on stock characteristics. This is an ongoing program funded by the Yukon River Panel,
Restoration & Enhancement Fund, since 2003. The weir site was located in the same general area as in
previous years, approximately 1 km upstream of the confluence with the Pelly River. Operation of the
weir began on July 19 and continued until August 19. The first fish passed through the weir on July 28.
In total, 270 Chinook salmon were counted. Fifty percent of the run had passed through the weir by
August 11 and 90% by August 16. Chinook spawners were sampled randomly throughout the weir
operation to obtain information on the age-sex-length structure of the run. A total of 185 Chinook salmon
(69% of the run) was sampled of which 77 (42%) were female and 108 (58%) were male. Jacks (males
with a fork length < 630 mm) comprised 12% of the males sampled. The mean fork length of females
and males sampled was 854.7 mm and 765.0 mm, respectively. Scale samples are currently undergoing
age analysis by DFO. As in the past three years, a salmon brochure containing information about the
salmon resource and weir operations was produced for distribution to visitors of the Town of Faro
Interpretive Centre. At least 75 people visited the weir over the course of operations this year.
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YUKON RIVER RESTORATION AND ENHANCMENT FUND
2011 CONCEPTUAL PROPOSAL

NUMBER: CRE-41-11

PROJECT TITLE: Sonar Enumeration of Chinook Salmon on the Big Salmon River

PROJECT PROPONENT: J. Wilson & Associates

CONTACT: Jane Wilson, 31 Donjek Road, Whitehorse, Y1A 3P8, (867) 668-6225,
janewilson@northwestel.net

POTENTIAL PROJECT PARTNERS/ADDITIONAL PARTICIPANTS: B. Mercer & Associates
Ltd., Brian Mercer, (867) 633-2795, bmercer@northwestel.net

PROJECT LOCATION: Nearest community: Little Salmon Carmacks; Big Salmon Watershed

PROJECT OBJECTIVES:
1) Operate a sonar station on the Big Salmon River to enumerate the Chinook salmon escapement.
2) Conduct spawning ground sampling for age-sex-length data from post-spawn fish.

The above objectives fall within the stated YRP budget priority Framework 2006 goals of Conservation –
Stocks – Run Assessment/Escapement studies. The R&E Fund Budget Priorities Subcommittee
recommends the following as a priority for use of the R&E Fund in 2011: "stock escapement monitoring
of the Canadian tributaries” and implementation of “stock escapement monitoring projects for selected
Canadian tributaries.” The above objectives are also concordant with the JTC research plan for scientific
research to obtain information for the management of Yukon River Chinook stocks.

PROJECT SUMMARY: This project will involve the installation and operation of a DIDSON sonar
device to enumerate Chinook salmon entering the Big Salmon River system. As demonstrated in
previous sonar operations since 2005, sonar enumeration provides a low impact, non-intrusive method of
determining the Big Salmon River Chinook escapement, run timing, and diel migration patterns. In
addition to enumeration, Chinook carcass sampling will be conducted to obtain information on the age,
length and sex structure of the population. This project will provide a Chinook escapement index on the
upper Yukon River system; increase the precision of basin wide population estimates and allow for a
more accurate post season 2011 Chinook run re-construction. The goal of the project is to provide
additional stock assessment information that will enhance the ability of the relevant salmon management
agencies to manage Yukon River Chinook salmon.

The proposed project will be administered and co-ordinated by Jane Wilson (J. Wilson & Associates).
Ms. Wilson is a fisheries biologist with extensive experience working with a variety of agencies and First
Nations in Yukon and Northern B.C. She has successfully administered and co-ordinated the Big Salmon
sonar enumeration project each year since 2005. Brian Mercer will be responsible for the set up and
operation of the sonar project. Mr. Mercer is a registered professional biologist with 28 years experience
in fisheries related projects in northern B.C. and the Yukon. He initiated the Big Salmon sonar
enumeration project in 2005 and was responsible for the set up and successful operation of the sonar
project during each year of operation. Jim Mercer will supervise daily operations at the sonar enumeration
station. Mr. Mercer is a student with extensive practical computer experience and has capably performed
field technical duties each year since the initiation of the Big Salmon sonar project in 2005.
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LIFE OF PROJECT: ongoing

ESTIMATED BUDGET:

Amount $
Capital
Operation & Maintenance 28,761.88
Admin/Indirect/Overhead 7,636.37
Personnel 47,601.75
Total Request 84,000.00

Total In-kind/other 0

ON-GOING PROJECTS:

2010 Sonar Enumeration of Chinook Salmon in the Big Salmon River System
CRE-41-10

ABSTRACT

A long range dual frequency identification sonar (DIDSON-LR) was used to enumerate the Chinook
salmon escapement to the Big Salmon River in 2010, as well as determine associated run timing, and diel
migration patterns. This was the sixth season of sonar operation at this site. The sonar site was located
on the Big Salmon River at the same location as in previous years, approximately 1.5 km upstream of the
confluence with the Yukon River. Set-up of the camp, sonar station and partial weir structures was
initiated on July 18. Continuous sonar operation began on July 21 and continued to August 26. A total of
3,784 targets identified as Chinook salmon was counted past the sonar station between July 21 and
August 26, 2010. Fifty percent of the run was counted by August 7 and 90% by August 16. A carcass
pitch was conducted over approximately 100 km of the Big Salmon River that yielded 71 Chinook
carcasses. Each carcass was sampled for age, sex and length (ASL data). Of the 71 fish sampled, 33
(46%) were female and 38 (54%) were male. The mean mid-eye fork length of females and males
sampled was 815 mm and 735 mm, respectively. Scale samples are currently undergoing analysis by
DFO.
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YUKON RIVER RESTORATION AND ENHANCMENT FUND
2011 CONCEPTUAL PROPOSAL

COMMUNITY BASED STREAM STEWARDSHIP PROJECTS

NUMBER: CRE-51-11

PROJECT TITLE: 2011 KDFN Michie Creek Salmon and Habitat Monitoring Project

PROJECT PROPONENT: Kwanlin Dun First Nation (KDFN)

CONTACT:

Dave Sembsmoen
Kwanlin Dun First Nation
35 McIntyre Drive, Whitehorse, Yukon
Canada Y1A 5A2
Ph: 867 633 7814
Email: dsembsmoen@kdfn.yk.ca

Nicholas de Graff
Can-nic-a-nick Environmental Sciences
Box 10106, Whitehorse, Yukon
Canada Y1A 7A1
Ph: 867 668 4682
Email: trout@northwestel.net

POTENTIAL PROJECT PARTNERS/ADDITIONAL PARTICIPANTS: Whitehorse Rapids Fish
Hatchery and Fishway.

PROJECT LOCATION: Michie Creek, tributary to McClintock River; Whitehorse Rapids Fishway
and Fish Hatchery. All sites are located near or in Whitehorse, Yukon, Canada and within the Yukon
River Upper Lakes Watershed

PROJECT OBJECTIVES: Project objectives are a continuation of the KDFN research and stewardship
program for Michie Creek. Michie Creek is an important opportunity as it is the sole Chinook spawning
stream in the Yukon River drainage that has a significant supplement of artificially propagated fry.
Results of the program will inform releases from the Whitehorse Rapids Fish Hatchery and possible
future hatchery operations. Project objectives include:

 Monitoring of Chinook escapement to Michie Creek, by collecting age, sex, and length (ASL)
data, hatchery/wild origin, and DNA samples if requested (2011 objective #3);

 Maintaining access by adult Chinook to spawning grounds (BPF Restoration-Habitat-
Implementation);

 Environmental monitoring of the bio-physical environment of Michie Creek(BPF Conservation-
Habitat-Research and Enhancement; JTC 2.1.1 and 4.1.1);

 Monitoring juvenile salmon, and particularly the affects of juvenile Chinook out plants from the
Whitehorse Rapids Hatchery (2011 objective #7; BPF Conservation-Habitat-Research and
Enhancement);

 Increasing KDFN capacity and interest in the management, maintenance and protection of salmon
stocks and habitat through training of KDFN staff and communication of results to FN citizens
(2011 objective #5; BPF Stewardship; JTC 3.2.1).

PROJECT SUMMARY: The project will focus on upper Michie Creek, the primary spawning location
for salmon migrating past Whitehorse. A series of site visitations will be conducted, with specific
sampling methods depending on timing. ATVs or aircraft will be used to access the site. All relevant
Yukon River Panel Protocols will be followed. The first visitation will be prior to the release of hatchery
fish. Later visitations will monitor the presence and implied densities of hatchery and wild juvenile
salmon; the condition of the upstream migration habitat, and the breaching of obstructions as required; the
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condition of escapement, including the collection of ASL and other data that the JTC may request; and a
final late season monitoring of juvenile salmon presence and implied densities. Observations will be
made of the location and densities of salmon redds. Collection and analysis of benthos will follow
previous year’s procedures. Long term collections of temperature and flow data will be continued. Pre-
release sizes of juveniles from the WRFH will be determined, and the thermal regimes of the hatchery and
the fishway during operation will be measured. The KDFN F&W Manager will administer the project.
Nick de Graff of CAN-NIC-A-NICK Environmental Sciences will be the primary investigator and will
train and mentor KDFN F&W and other staff in field techniques and salmon management.

LIFE OF PROJECT: Multi-year project and ongoing.

ESTIMATED BUDGET:

Project Budget
Amount $

Capital 1700
Operation & Maintenance 11750
Admin/Indirect/Overhead 4000
Personnel 15300
Total Request 32750

Total In-kind/other

ON-GOING PROJECTS:

The following abstract is from the 2009 report entitled “2009 Michie Creek Monitoring Project”.

Monitoring included assessment of the migratory habitat in Michie Creek to ensure that adult
salmon were not obstructed; stream flows and temperatures at Station M1, in the primary Chinook salmon
spawning area in upper Michie Creek; the collection and analysis of samples of the benthic community;
and the presence and growth of wild and artificially propagated 0+ and 1+ juvenile Chinook salmon. No
obstructions to upstream migration were observed. Flows were above average during the spring and
below average during July and early August. Flows and stream temperatures were near average
throughout the late summer and fall Chinook spawning period. Very few juvenile salmon originating
from the Whitehorse Rapids Fish Hatchery (WRFH) were captured and then only during sampling a short
time after they were planted. The bulk of the out-plants are believed to have left the stream and
commenced their downstream migration soon after release. Growth rates of wild 0+ salmon implied from
fork lengths of captured salmon were well above average until late summer and then slowed. Catches of
age 1+ juvenile salmon were greater than normal and continued to be represented in the catch until early
August.
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YUKON RIVER RESTORATION AND ENHANCMENT FUND
COMMUNITY BASED STREAM STEWARDSHIP PROJECTS

2011 CONCEPTUAL PROPOSAL

NUMBER: CRE-54-11

PROJECT TITLE: Ta’an Kwäch’än Council Community Stewardship

PROJECT PROPONENT: Ta’an Kwäch’än Council

CONTACT:
Coralee Johns, Fish and Wildlife Program Coordinator, Ta’an Kwäch’än Council
Suite 100-204 Black Street, Whitehorse, YT, Y1A 2M9
Phone: (867) 668-3444 Ext. 231
cjohns@taan.ca

POTENTIAL PROJECT PARTNERS/ADDITIONAL PARTICIPANTS:
Fisheries and Oceans Canada,

Contact Sean Collins, phone: (867) 393-6785, sean.collins@dfo-mpo.gc.ca
Northern Research Institute,

Contact Clint Sawicki, phone: (867) 668-8772, csawicki@yukoncollege.yk.ca
Yukon Electrical Company (Whitehorse Rapids Hatchery),

Contact David Petkovich: phone: (867) 668-6463, david@accessconsulting.ca
Government of Yukon, Department of Environment Y2C2 Program

Contact Youth Programs Coordinator, phone: (867) 667-3041, y2c2@gov.yk.ca
EDI Environmental Dynamics Inc.,

Contact Pat Tobler, Phone: (867) 393-4882, ptobler@edynamics.com

PROJECT LOCATION:
Project activities will be based out of Whitehorse, with works conducted on salmon bearing waters within
the TKC Traditional Territory.

PROJECT SUMMARY:
Two Stewards will be hired by TKC for a total of 26 person weeks of employment.

 Staff of the TKC Department of Lands Resources and Heritage Department (Coralee Johns, Fish
and Wildlife Program Coordinator) will oversee project operations and report preparation. This
will include supervision of the Stewards and coordination of training and mentoring
opportunities.

 Depending on individual requirements, approximately 6 person weeks of the Stewards time will
be spent receiving appropriate training and mentoring relevant to the types of work pursued
through the Stewardship program. Such training and mentoring will include, but not be limited
to, first aid, swift water rescue, ATV safety, bear safety, sampling methodology and techniques,
field procedures, and data management. The Stewards will benefit from mentoring opportunities
by working directly with staff of the TKC Lands, Resources and Heritage Department, DFO and
contract biologists in the field on relevant salmon related projects in the TKC Traditional
Territory.

 Approximately 20 person weeks will be spent on the restoration of access to salmon habitats, the
collection of biological samples and data, and increasing the knowledge of salmon distribution in
the TKC Traditional Territory.
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 A notable portion of this project focuses on the Chinook stock restoration activities and works at
Fox Creek (egg takes, fry releases and monitoring of fish and habitat and foot access). The Fox
Creek restoration project essentially relies on this program for implementation (i.e. no other
funding is being sought for it).

LIFE OF PROJECT: This project is multi-year/ongoing.

ESTIMATED BUDGET:

Project Budget
Amount $

Training 2500
Operation & Maintenance 6400
Admin/Indirect/Overhead 4500
Personnel 32600
Total Request 46000

Total In-kind/other 2500

ABSTRACT FROM PREVIOUS YEAR PROJECT
The Stewardship program undertaken by the TKC commenced in 2007 and continued through 2010. In
2010, two Stewards (both young TKC citizens) conducted a variety of monitoring works related to
Chinook salmon stocks and habitat in the TKC Traditional Territory. This included the second release of
juvenile Chinook salmon into Fox Creek as part of a multi-year restoration plan, monitoring and
assessment of several small juvenile Chinook salmon rearing streams near Whitehorse and monitoring
works related to a past habitat restoration project (CRE-53-09). The Stewards also participated in a
variety of training and mentoring opportunities relevant to their activities, this included field
training/mentoring exercises with Yukon Government, Department of Fisheries and Oceans and contract
biologists. The Stewards, along with Department of Fisheries and Oceans staff Sean Collins and Bonnie
Huebschwerlen conducted a presentation to youth at the TKC Culture Camp to build skills and
knowledge of Chinook salmon related studies on the Yukon River, the Yukon River watershed and TKC
Community Stewardship Project. The Stewards also participated in a net building workshop (Viable
Fisheries) geared towards capacity building and connection out on the land.
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YUKON RIVER RESTORATION AND ENHANCMENT FUND
2011 CONCEPTUAL PROPOSAL

NUMBER: CRE-55N-11

PROJECT TITLE: Adaptive Management Plan for Yukon River Chinook Salmon in TKC Traditional
Territory

PROJECT PROPONENT: Ta’an Kwäch’än Council (TKC) Lands, Resources and Heritage (LRH)
Department

CONTACT:
Rosa Brown, Ta’an Kwäch’än Council
Suite 100-204 Black Street, Whitehorse, YT, Y1A 2M9
Phone: (867) 668-3444 Ext. 228, rbrown@taan.ca

PROJECT LOCATION:
Project activities focus on the Yukon River mainstem (and salmon bearing tributaries) as it flows through
TKC Traditional Territory – north of Marsh Lake, through Lake Laberge to Hootalinqua, the confluence
of the Teslin and Yukon Rivers.

POTENTIAL PROJECT PARTNERS/ADDITIONAL PARTICIPANTS:
Kwanlin Dün First Nation

Contact Dave Sembsmoen, phone (867) 633-7814, dsembsmoen@kdfn.yk.ca
Champagne & Aishihik First Nations

Contact Linaya Workman, phone (867) 634-4211, lworkman@cafn.ca
Little Salmon Carmacks First Nation

Contact Mike Vance, phone (867) 863-5576, mike.vance@lscfn.ca
Teslin Tlingit Council

Contact Tracy Boyes, phone (867) 390-2532, Tracy.Boyes@ttc-teslin.com
Fisheries and Oceans Canada,

Contact Sean Collins, phone (867) 393-6785, Sean.Collins@dfo-mpo.gc.ca

PROJECT OBJECTIVES:
The goal of this project is to develop an Adaptive Management Plan for Yukon River Chinook Salmon in
TKC Traditional Territory. The key outcomes of the plan are:

1. To increase the number of TKC citizens subsistence3 fishing using selective fishing methods (viable
fishery);

2. To increase the capacity and inclusion of TKC citizens and government in the management of salmon
and salmon habitat; and,

3. To develop conservation strategies for low return years and a response plan for TKC citizens and
government when conservation measures for Chinook salmon are required.

3
In this context, “subsistence” means the use of edible fish products by a Yukon Indian Person for sustenance and

for food for traditional ceremonial purposes including potlatches.
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The development of an Adaptive Management Plan is a multi-faceted project that will result in a guiding
document for the TKC LRH Dept. in the management of Yukon River Chinook salmon and salmon
habitat.

The Adaptive Management Plan will:

1. Compile all existing information and reports that pertain to Yukon River Chinook salmon and salmon
habitat in Ta’an Traditional Territory, and determine information/knowledge gaps;

2. Identify barriers to fishing and present solutions;
3. Develop an access management plan for upstream migration of adult and juvenile Chinook salmon;
4. Describe future environmental/ socio-economic pressures (e.g. climate change) on salmon and salmon

habitat and develop adaptive strategies to address these threats;
5. Develop policy statements based on scientific and traditional knowledge that would contribute to land

management processes such as the Yukon Environmental and Socio-economic Assessment Act;
6. Investigate opportunities to coordinate with existing TKC planning initiatives and other agencies

working toward common objectives;
7. Identify priorities to guide the TKC LRH Department including a ranking of areas for restoration and

enhancement, and an evaluation of current and potential TKC YRP R&E projects as they contribute
to the goals of the management plan.

PROJECT SUMMARY:
The Adaptive Management Plan will be completed by staff of the LRH Dept. with the assistance of DFO
and consultants working on individual components where specific skills and/or expert knowledge are
required. Community meetings and workshops, communication pieces and Elder/citizen honorariums are
included in the estimated budget.

LIFE OF PROJECT: One year.

ESTIMATED BUDGET:
Project Budget

Amount $
Capital
Operation & Maintenance 18000
Admin/Indirect/Overhead 2000
Personnel 22000
Total Request 42000

Total In-kind/other 7000
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YUKON RIVER SALMON RESTORATION & ENHANCEMENT FUND
2011 CONCEPTUAL

PROJECT NUMBER: CRE-63-11

PROJECT TITLE: Whitehorse Rapids Hatchery Coded Wire Tagging and Recovery

PROJECT PROPONENT: Yukon Fish and Game Association

CONTACT: Gordon Zealand
Email Address: Gordon Zealand [yfgaexdir@klondiker.com]
Phone/Fax: (867)667-4263 Fax: (867)667-4273
Mailing Address: 509 Strickland St., Whitehorse, Yukon Y1A 2K5

PROJECT PARTNERS/ADDITIONAL PARTICIPANTS:
Yukon Energy Corporation, Whitehorse Rapids Hatchery, DFO – Stock Assessment and Habitat

PROJECT LOCTION:
Whitehorse Rapids Hatchery, Whitehorse; Yukon River and tributaries upstream of Whitehorse Rapids dam
(Mitchie Creek, McClintock Creek, possibly others), Upper Lakes/South Mainstem sub-basin.

PROJECT OBJECTIVES:
Project Objectives Panel Budgets and JTC Priorities 2011

To apply coded wire tags to all Chinook salmon fry
reared at the Whitehorse Rapids Hatchery in

Y YR 2010-2011.

Stock Restoration- Panel Priority # 6 JTC Priority 2.3- Identify
and implement restoration opportunities

To contract out clipping and tagging (CWT) of the
Chinook salmon fry (out of Territory supervisor
with significant expertise in tagging operations)

Habitat Restoration and Enhancement- Panel Priority # 5
JTC Priority 2.3 - Identify and implement restoration
opportunities

To assist in the sampling of adult Chinook salmon at
the Fishway

Quality of stock escapement- Panel Priority # 3 JTC
Priority 3.3 – Encourage Stewardship of the resources
3.4 – promote public values of the salmon resources

To continue promotion of education and stewardship
with the community of Whitehorse and with the tourist
around the world who visit the Whitehorse Rapids
Fishway each summer. (Note: the Fishway employs
Approximately 4 high school students and 2 post
secondary each summer)

Community Education and Stewardship Panel Priority - # 4
JTC Priorities:
3.1 Develop mutual understanding between agencies and

the public
3.2 Build and maintain community capacity
3.3 Encourage Stewardship of the resources
3.4 Promote public values of the salmon resources

PROJECT SUMMARY:

All Chinook salmon released in the spring of YR 2011 will be marked with the removal of the adipose fin and
tagged with coded wire tags. The fry will be released into the Upper Yukon River drainage above the Whitehorse
Rapids Dam in locations determined by Fisheries and Oceans Canada. The fry release will involve the helicopter
transport of the fry destined for Michie Creek and McClintock River and boat or helicopter transport of fry
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released in the main stem Yukon River. The proposal also involves some support of the Fishway program which
assists with brood stock collection, and the sampling of returning adult fish including the proportion of fish which
are hatchery-origin.

LIFE OF PROJECT:
Ongoing

ESTIMATED BUDGET:
Project Budget

Amount $
Capital
Operation & Maintenance 17,000.00
Admin/Indirect/Overhead 7,200.00
Personnel 25,000.00
Total Request $49,200.00

Total In-kind/other 3,000.00

Abstract-2010
Chinook salmon fry reared at the Whitehorse Rapids Hatchery were adipose fin clipped and injected with
“Agency-only” coded wire tag in the early summer of 2010. This was the third year the facility used an
“Agency-only” coded wire tag. Tricaine methane sulphonate (MS222) was used to anaesthetize the fry prior to
clipping and tagging. The 2010 release of a total of 126,274(less 49 morts) fry in four areas upstream of the
Whitehorse Rapids dam included:

 12,000 into Wolf Creek on May 30th.
 24,227 into the main stem Yukon River on June 1;
 68,915 into Michie Creek on June 1; and
 21,083 into the McClintock River on June 1.

Three fry released with “Agency-only” coded wire tags in 2007 were recovered in mid-September in the Bering
Strait during a surface trawl operation aboard a National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration research
vessel. These recoveries represent the most northerly recoveries of coded wire tagged Chinook salmon released
in Whitehorse, Yukon. These tagged fish along with the Chinook from McIntyre Creek are the only coded wire
fish in the whole of the Yukon drainage. It only makes sense that there should be some method of tracking
Yukon Chinook in the ocean.

The Whitehorse Rapids Fishway program, another program undertaken by the Yukon Fish and Game
Association, has a number of components that relate to the Whitehorse Rapids Hatchery coded wire tagging
program. In 2010, 328 of the 672 returning adult Chinook salmon counted at the fishway were of hatchery
origin. The hatchery component included 59 females and 269 males and represented 49% of the Whitehorse
Rapids Fishway count.

The 2010 season at the Whitehorse Rapids Fishway was a major jump from recent years. This year 21,736
visitor came to the Whitehorse Rapids Fishway! Last year there were 14,541 visitors. That is an increase of
7,195 visitors! While this is up from 2009 and 2008 (13, 162) it is comparable to the numbers seen in 2007
(22,141) and lower than in 2006 (28,854).
There are many visitors that speak different languages. The most common language spoken was German with
1,247 visitors.
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In 2008 on line under water cameras were installed allowing people to view the Chinook at the entrance to the
fish ladder. The software was improved on again this year. Visitors were provided opportunities to view the
returning salmon and learn about the Upper Yukon Chinook salmon resource and the coded wire tag program.
Local students employed at the Whitehorse Rapids Fishway provided information and answered the visitors’
questions. The Whitehorse Rapids Fishway staff also assisted hatchery staff in the collection of biological data
and the recovery of coded wire tags from the hatchery fish which were used for broodstock. The Fish ladder
staff deserves a huge pat on their back for an extremely successful season with very positive feedback on their
efforts.
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YUKON RIVER RESTORATION AND ENHANCMENT FUND
2011 CONCEPTUAL PROPOSAL

NUMBER: CRE-65-11

PROJECT TITLE: McIntyre Creek Salmon Incubation Project - MCSIP

PROJECT PROPONENT: Northern Research Institute, Yukon College

CONTACT: Clint Sawicki Northern Research Institute, Box 2799, Whitehorse, YT Y1A 5K4 Ph.867-
668-8772 E: csawicki@yukoncollege.yk.ca

POTENTIAL PROJECT PARTNERS/ADDITIONAL PARTICIPANTS:
Ta’an Kwach’an Council (TKC) Fox Creek Project – Rosa Brown, Ph: (867) 668-3444, E:
rbrown@taan.ca
Yukon Schools: Ken Taylor, Ph: (867) 667-8496 E: Ken.Taylor@gov.yk.ca
DFO Trix Tanner Ph: (867) 393-6703 E : tannert@dfo-mpo.gc.ca
Access Consulting Group, Yukon Energy [Whitehorse Rapids Hatchery] - David Petkovitch
Ph. (867) 668-6463 ext.240 E : david@accessconsulting.ca

PROJECT LOCATION: Whitehorse - Unnamed groundwater tributary to McIntyre Creek alongside
Mountainview Drive in road right-of-way.

PROJECT OBJECTIVES: The Macintyre Creek Salmon Incubation Facility is fed by ground water
and is managed and operated by Yukon College. It contributes to a wide range of educational and salmon
stock conservation and restoration projects and activities. This application is to fund the continuation of
the project, with the following objectives;

 To continue to support Ta’an Kwach’an in the Fox Creek salmon restoration project through
provision of salmon fry and expertise (2011 priority - #6 Stock R&E – continue to support
stock restoration projects that are underway; JTC 2.3.2, 3.2.2, 3.2.3 );

 To continue to develop, test and evaluate various techniques and methods for salmon
incubation and release strategies, including the monitoring of returning adults (2011 priorities
#3 Determine quality of stock escapement – Collect data for Chinook escapement & #6 Stock
R&E – Continue to support stock restoration projects that are underway; JTC 1.4.3).

 To continue support to educational services for salmon programs in Yukon schools, Yukon
College, StreamKeepers and the public (2011 priorities #4 – Community Education and
Stewardship – Advancing information, education and training – Priority areas – Youth
oriented education and hands on projects, community education, and community special
events and celebrations; JTC 3.2.1, 3.4.1).

PROJECT SUMMARY: The MCIP will incubate, rear, and tag Yukon River Chinook from the
Whitehorse Rapids Fishway and Tatchun Creek. Eggs will be provided to Yukon Schools in support of
“Salmon in the Classroom” and hands on school activities will take place at the facility. Tests of thermal
marking of otoliths and heath tray investigations will continue. Tatchun fry will be returned and released
to Tatchun Creek, and Fishway fry will be released to Fox Creek in support of the TKC Chinook stock
restoration plan. Surveys will be conducted on Takhini and Tatchun to evaluate adult salmon returns
from past years’ releases. Yukon College students will be trained in salmon egg-takes, incubation,
tagging, rearing, enumeration and hatchery and field sampling of juvenile and adult Chinook salmon.
The facility will serve as an educational and outreach destination for StreamKeepers, visiting and local
research institutes, management agencies and the public
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LIFE OF PROJECT: Project Ongoing

ESTIMATED BUDGET:
Project Budget

Amount $
Capital
Operation & Maintenance 25000
Admin/Indirect/Overhead 6000
Personnel 15000
Total Request 46000

Total In-kind/other 28,000

ON-GOING PROJECTS:
The Northern Research Institute (NRI) managed the MCSIF for the 2009/2010 season with funding from
the Yukon River Panel. NRI provided administrative support while working in partnership with Yukon
College, Fisheries and Oceans Canada (DFO), Yukon Youth Conservation Corps (Y2C2), StreamKeepers
North Society, as well as Whitehorse and various community schools, to carry out the educational and
salmon culture objectives of the project.

School and public participation in the project was encouraged throughout the year. Seven Yukon College
students in their first year of the Renewable Resources Management program carried out monitoring and
maintenance. High School students and Y2C2 worked and volunteered during the tagging in June 2009.
In early summer 2009, students from 9 Whitehorse school visited the MCSIF as part of their fry release
field trips and conducted aquatic studies in a nearby channel. Other Yukon classes released salmon fry
that had been incubated from MCSIF eggs back into their natal streams. This program helps Yukon
students gain experience and understanding of salmon life cycles and habitat requirements and develop a
stewardship ethic.

Most of the Chinook fry (48,800) from WRF reared at the MCSIF from the 2008-2009 broodstock were
coded-wire tagged, all were clipped (53,500), and then released between July 3, 2009 and July 10, 200
into Fox Creek. A total of 2,749 Chinook fry were marked and released back into Tatchun.

Approximately 32,000 Chinook eggs were collected for incubation at the MCSIF in 2009. An estimated
22,000 Tatchun eggs were collected and incubated in MCSIF heath trays. An estimated 10,000 WRF
Chinook eggs were transferred to MCSIF in November 2009 to be incubated in heath trays. The Tatchun
collection was completed between August 20, 2009 and August 23, 2009. Eggs and milt were collected
on-site and transported with ice packs back to the MCSIF. At the MCSIF, each batch of eggs was mixed
with the milt of at least two Chinooks, and then planted into the heath stack incubation trays.

Ponding and rearing of fry began in mid-March, 2010 and volumetric counts were completed. There were
1902 Tatchun fry, and 8,715 Chinook fry from WRF at the commencement of ponding.

Tatchun Chinook were exposed to three post-hatch warm cycles and WRF have been exposed to four
post-hatch warm cycles to create an otolith thermal mark. Fry will be preserved and examined in 2010 to
determine the success and pattern of the marking.
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YUKON RIVER RESTORATION AND ENHANCMENT FUND
2011 CONCEPTUAL PROPOSAL

NUMBER: CRE-67-11

PROJECT TITLE: Yukon Schools Fry Releases & Habitat Studies

PROJECT PROPONENT: StreamKeepers North Society

CONTACT: Doug Davidge, Treasurer
Phone Number: (867) 668-2233
Fax Number: c/o (867) 667-7962
Mailing Address: 76 Kluane Crescent, Whitehorse, YT Y1A 3G9
Email: ddavidge@northwestel.net

POTENTIAL PROJECT PARTNERS/ADDITIONAL PARTICIPANTS:
Yukon Schools: Ken Taylor (principal, Jack Hulland School), Phone: (867) 667-8496 Email:
Ken.Taylor@gov.yk.ca
Fisheries and Oceans Canada: Education Coordinator Phone: (867) 393-6722 Email: c/o
sean.collins@dfo-mpo.gc.ca
Northern Research Institute: Clint Sawicki Northern Research Institute, Box 2799, Whitehorse, YT
Y1A 5K4 Ph.867-668-8772 Email. csawicki@yukoncollege.yk.ca (operates McIntyre Incubation site
where many eggs are incubated prior to delivery to the schools)

PROJECT LOCATION: This project takes place at the McIntyre Creek Salmon Incubation Facility,
McIntyre Creek, Kluane River, Tatchun Creek, Fox Creek and other salmon habitat field trip destination
sites as selected by Yukon teachers in schools throughout the Yukon.

PROJECT OBJECTIVES:
 To support the “Stream to Sea” program and enable students involved with the program to participate

in an aquatic habitat studies field trip and thus gain a better understanding of salmon habitat.
 To enable classes who incubate salmon in their schools to release their fry back into their natal

streams, and thus make the connection between their classroom studies and the natural habitat of
salmon.

 To give students, teachers and parent volunteers an appreciation of aquatic habitat of the salmon
through participation in these activities and thus to foster stewardship of the salmon and their habitat.

Supporting Yukon students’ participation in aquatic study field trips to salmon habitat helps to meet the
highest ranking objective in the “Stewardship” envelope of “involving and educating users and non-users
to increase their desire to maintain and protect salmon stocks and habitat”. The field trips, particularly in
conjunction with the raising of salmon in the classroom incubators , also fits into the category of priority
projects listed in the 2008 specific R&E priorities include, under “Community Education and
Stewardship”, “youth-oriented education and hands-on projects (youth up to 18 years)”. Goal 3.4 of the
JTC Plan is to “Promote public values of the salmon resource”. A subsidiary goal is to “educate the
public on the values of salmon and salmon habitat” through strategies that include the promotion of
school programs for all grade levels. The objective of bringing the students out to the salmon habitat on
these field trips is to enhance the in-school Stream to Sea program, which includes educating the students
on the values of salmon and salmon habitat.
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PROJECT SUMMARY:
Funds will be made available to classes at Yukon schools involved with the “Stream to Sea” studies to
help enable them to participate in field trips. Students will participate in habitat studies at various Yukon
creeks, guided by teachers and the DFO Education Coordinator. Classes will visit salmon spawning and
rearing streams, and some classes that have incubated fry will be given the opportunity to release their
salmon back to their natal streams in the spring. Some classes will have the opportunity to observe
salmon spawning when they collect their own chum eggs for classroom incubation in October. These
experiences will help to extend the sense of stewardship that the students develop for the salmon fry they
rear in the classroom to include the natural habitat of the salmon, and aquatic habitats in general. The
field trips will also help students to understand the scientific concepts that they have been taught in the
classroom.

LIFE OF PROJECT: This project is ongoing.

ESTIMATED BUDGET:
Project Budget

Amount $
Capital 0
Operation & Maintenance 5000
Admin/Indirect/Overhead 0
Personnel 0
Total Request 5000

Total In-kind/other

ON-GOING PROJECTS: Abstract March 2010:
Yukon students from eighteen schools in eight Yukon communities (Dawson, Old Crow, Ross River,
Pelly Crossing, Destruction Bay, Haines Junction, Whitehorse, Teslin, and Watson Lake) participated in
fry releases and/or aquatic studies field trips in spring 2009. Most schools released Chinook fry back to
their river system of origin. A few returned fry to the McIntyre incubation facility and did their habitat
study activities at the McIntyre site. Others toured the McIntyre site en route to release their salmon. Four
schools released chum fry back to the Kluane River, and one school to the Porcupine River. In October
2009, two schools participated in a chum broodstock collection and egg take field trip, hosted by the
Kluane First Nation. A Yukon college class also collected chum eggs for schools. These field trips
enabled an estimated 265 students and 33 teachers and volunteers to gain a better understanding and
appreciation of Yukon River salmon and their habitat.
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YUKON RIVER RESTORATION AND ENHANCMENT FUND
2011 CONCEPTUAL PROPOSAL

NUMBER: CRE-78-11

PROJECT TITLE: Collection and Analysis of Yukon River DNA Baseline Samples in the Alaska and
Canada

PROJECT PROPONENT: Fisheries and Oceans Canada and the
Alaska Department of Fish and Game

CONTACTS:
Trix Tanner Katie Howard
Fisheries and Oceans Canada Yukon Area Research Biologist
Whitehorse Yukon Alaska Department of Fish and Game
Y1A 3V1 Commercial Fisheries Division
Phone (867) 393-6720 333 Raspberry Road
E-mail trix.tanner@dfo-mpo.gc.ca Anchorage, AK 99518

Phone 907 267 2141
E-mail kathrine.howard@alaska.gov

POTENTIAL PROJECT PARTNERS/ADDITIONAL PARTICIPANTS:
The baseline samples collected will be shared between the project proponents and made available to the
USF&WS Conservation Genetics laboratory. Additional partners/participants will be identified as priority
collection areas are established by the Joint Technical Committee. It is anticipated that there will be both
community interest and community involvement in sample collection.

PROJECT LOCATION: Yukon River tributaries located within the United States and Canada.

PROJECT OBJECTIVES: This project has two objectives:
1) the collection of genetic (DNA) samples, from Chinook and fall chum salmon, primarily from
spawning populations under-represented in current genetic baselines; and,
2) Incorporation of the samples collected into the agency GSI baselines.

It is anticipated that this will be an ongoing program which will address gaps in the existing GSI
baselines. Improvements in Chinook and chum salmon baselines will improve fisheries management
when Stock ID estimates are used in conjunction with abundance estimates to determine stock timing and
stock status.

Meets the following criteria of the 2010 Yukon River Panel R&E Fund Priorities:
2. Stock Identification and In-Season Management

 Supplement existing genetic stock identification baseline data, by obtaining tissue samples from
priority watersheds identified by the Panel’s JTC.

Meets the following criteria of the Budget Priorities Framework 2007:
Conservation/Stocks/Run Assessment

- Improve in-season and post-season resolution of genetic stock identification for Chinook and
chum runs (ranked 1 of 3)
- Improve information on biological composition of run (ranked 1 of 3)
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- Improve in-season stock specific run size estimates at the mouth of the Yukon River (ranked 1
of 3)

Conservation/Stocks/Research
- Improve stock identification and run assessment (ranked 1 of 4)

Meets the following criteria of the US and Canada Yukon River Salmon Committee Joint Technical
Committee Plan:
1.4 Improve management and research capability

- 1.4.3 (Investigate new technology, methods and models)

3.2 Build and maintain community capacity
- 3.2.1 (Utilize capacity of communities)
- 3.2.3 (Increase capacity of communities)

PROJECT SUMMARY: This project will primarily involve the collection of baseline Chinook and fall
chum salmon genetic samples in Alaska and Canada and the subsequent analysis of these samples for
inclusion into existing ADF&G and DFO baselines. The project proponents will allocate the funding in a
manner that addresses specific baseline gaps, in both Alaska and Canada, which will be identified by the
JTC Genetics Sub-committee. DNA collection is challenging logistically due to individual fish
population sizes, large geographic area involved, the difficulties associated with capturing live fish, and a
narrow window of opportunity. Decisions about which populations to address will depend upon both the
prioritized list of required baseline samples and logistical constraints. This proposal provides the
flexibility to approach the most appropriate priorities considering unpredictable conditions such as water
levels and run abundance. Methodology will primarily involve live-capture and sampling of fish in
terminal spawning areas. Project personnel will involve agency staff, professional consultants and people
from the communities. The proponents will periodically, perhaps annually, use the funding to process the
samples collected thus augmenting the baselines.

LIFE OF PROJECT: Ongoing.

ESTIMATED BUDGET:

Project Budget
Amount $

Capital
Operation & Maintenance 60,000
Admin/Indirect/Overhead
Personnel
Total Request 60000

Total In-kind/other 15,000
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YUKON RIVER RESTORATION AND ENHANCMENT FUND
2010 CONCEPTUAL PROPOSAL

NUMBER: CRE-79-11

PROJECT TITLE: Yukon River Salmon Stock Identification

PROJECT PROPONENT: Terry D. Beacham

CONTACT: Terry D. Beacham, Pacific Biological Station, 3190 Hammond Bay Road, Nanaimo, BC,
V9T 6N7, Telephone: 250- 756-7149, email: Terry.Beacham@dfo-mpo.gc.cal

POTENTIAL PROJECT PARTNERS/ADDITIONAL PARTICIPANTS: ADF&G staff

PROJECT LOCATION: Chum and Chinook salmon samples obtained from the mainstem Yukon
River sonar site near Eagle, Alaska, as well as escapement and stock assessment projects in the Yukon
Territory.

PROJECT OBJECTIVES: The Yukon River Salmon Agreement obliges the Parties to manage
Canadian-origin chum and Chinook salmon based on abundance. Stock ID estimates in conjunction with
abundance estimates are required to better manage for the upper Yukon and Porcupine chum spawning
escapement and upper Yukon harvest sharing objectives specified in the Agreement.

Microsatellite variation was used in 2005-2010 to estimate the stock composition for Yukon River chum
and Chinook salmon at test fisheries in the Yukon River drainage. This proposal is to continue this work
through the application of microsatellite DNA variation to:

- to provide stock ID estimates of chum and Chinook salmon sampled at the Eagle sonar site
This project specifically relates to priority 2 of stock identification and inseason management.

PROJECT SUMMARY: The project and will involve the following steps:
- Survey of microsatellite variation at 12-14 microsatellite loci for genetic analysis of Yukon

River salmon including Eagle sonar mixed-stock samples of chum and Chinook salmon, as well
as escapement and stock assessment sampling in the Yukon Territory. It is anticipated that
approximately 2,000 samples of chum salmon and Chinook salmon will be available from the
Eagle sonar site, escapement sampling, and stock assessment sampling for subsequent DNA
analysis.

- Provide estimates of stock composition for mixed-stock to all interested parties;
- Procedures used in estimation of stock composition were outlined in:

Beacham, T. D., J. R. Candy, K. L. Jonsen, J. Supernault, M. Wetklo, L. Deng, K. M. Miller, and R. E.
Withler. 2006. Estimation of stock composition and individual identification of Chinook salmon
across the Pacific Rim using microsatellite variation. Transactions of the American Fisheries
Society 135: 861-888.

Beacham, T. D., M. Wetklo, C. Wallace, J. B. Olsen, B. G. Flannery, J. K. Wenburg, W. D. Templin, A.
Antonovich, and L.. W. Seeb. 2008. The application of microsatellites for stock identification of
Yukon River Chinook salmon. North American Journal of Fisheries Management 28: 283-295.

Beacham, T. D., J. R. Candy, C. Wallace, S. Urawa, S. Sato, N. V. Varnavskaya, K. D. Le, and M.
Wetklo. 2009. Microsatellite stock identification of chum salmon on a Pacific Rim basis. North
American Journal of Fisheries Management 29: 1757-1776.
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LIFE OF PROJECT: Proposal is for a single year, but could be modified for a multi-year proposal if
desirable. The project in various forms has been conducted for each the previous 10 years.

ESTIMATED BUDGET:

Project Budget Amount $K
Capital 0
Operation & Maintenance 40
Admin/Indirect/Overhead 0
Personnel 0
Total request 40

ON-GOING PROJECTS:
Abstract from R&E report for 2009 activities:

Stock identification of chum and Chinook salmon migrating past the Eagle, Alaska sonar site near
the Yukon-Alaska border, as well as of a subsistence Chinook salmon fishery near Eagle, was conducted
in 2009 through analysis of microsatellite variation. Variation at 14 microsatellites was surveyed for 366
chum salmon from the sonar site and variation at 15 microsatellites was surveyed for 917 Chinook
salmon collected from the sonar site and the subsistence fishery. For chum and Chinook salmon, all fish
sampled at the Eagle sonar site were analyzed. Additionally, all Chinook salmon sampled from the
subsistence fishery were analyzed.

The analysis of chum salmon samples indicated that spawning populations from the White River
drainage were estimated to comprise 31% of the fish migrating past the sonar site, while 68% were
estimated to have been from mainstem Yukon River chum salmon spawning populations. The analysis of
Chinook salmon migrating past the Eagle sonar site indicated that the major regional stocks contributing
to the run were the Carmacks area tributaries (19%), Pelly River (18%), Teslin River (16%), mainstem
Yukon River (13%), Stewart River (11%), White River (11%), lower Yukon tributaries (10%), and upper
Yukon tributaries (3%). For the subsistence fishery, major regional stock groups contributing to the catch
were the mainstem spawning stock (19%), lower Yukon mainstem tributaries (18%), Carmacks area
tributaries (16%), Teslin River (14%), Pelly River (10%), Stewart (9%), White River (9%), and upper
Yukon tributaries (5%).
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YUKON RIVER RESTORATION AND ENHANCMENT FUND
2011 CONCEPTUAL PROPOSAL

NUMBER: CRE-113-11

PROJECT TITLE: Miner River Chinook Index (with contracted technical oversight)

PROJECT PROPONENT: Vuntut Gwitchin Government

CONTACT:
Dick Mahoney, Fish and Wildlife Coordinator, Vuntut Gwitchin Government

Box 94, Old Crow, YT, Y0B 1N0
Phone: (867) 966-3261
dmahoney@vgfn.net

POTENTIAL PROJECT PARTNERS/ADDITIONAL PARTICIPANTS:
Fisheries and Oceans Canada, Contact Trix Tanner, phone: (867) 393-6720,
trix.tanner@pac.dfo-mpo.gc.ca
EDI Environmental Dynamics Inc., Contact Ben Snow, Phone: (867) 393-4882,
bsnow@edynamics.com

PROJECT LOCATION:
Old Crow, Yukon Territory, Canada. Porcupine River watershed.

PROJECT OBJECTIVES:
This table lists project objectives while relating them to applicable Panel and JTC documents.

Project Objective R&E Budget
Priorities Framework

JTC Plan 2010 R&E Budget
Priorities

Establish an index of escapement
for Porcupine River Chinook

salmon in Canada

Conservation
Stocks
Escapement Studies

1.1 Monitor or project
escapements by
Conservation

Management Unit

1. Stock
Escapement

Monitoring of
Canadian

Tributaries

Continue development of local
capacity to conduct fieldwork

Stewardship
Technical capacity

building in
communities

3.2 Build and Maintain
Community Capacity

4. Community
Education and
Stewardship

PROJECT SUMMARY:
Chinook salmon patterns of habitat use have been the object of considerable study by the Vuntut
Gwitchin First Nation over the past eight years; however, no indicators of run size or escapement exist.
Run sizes have generally been thought to be small and dynamic, and the Chinook fishery undertaken by
Vuntut Gwitchin members generally results in a total catch of between 100 and 500 fish per year.
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A considerable amount of past R&E work (CRE-15N-01, CRE-15-02, CRE-15-03, CRE-17N-03, CRE-
15-04, and CRE-17-04) conducted by the VGG has indicated that the Miner River hosts the largest
spawning population of Chinook salmon within the Canadian portion of the Porcupine River watershed.
In 2009, an aerial survey of the Miner River was conducted and 319 Chinook salmon were counted (CRE-
113N-09). In 2010 an aerial survey was conducted (CRE-113-10) but only one adult salmon was observed
due to low run size and high water level. It is proposed that an aerial index of Chinook escapement on the
Miner River be conducted again in 2011. This survey will provide an in-season indication of Chinook
salmon run strength in the upper Porcupine River drainage and will provide managers with an important
indicator of run strength and insight into population dynamics. Data collected will be compared with
results from past years in order to help develop and refine the index.

This project will involve the following activities:
 Project planning will include estimation of peak run timing based upon indications from

Yukon River stocks and the Old Crow fishery.
 Two crew members will conduct one helicopter survey of the relevant portion of the Miner

River during estimated peak run timing, generally at the end of July and/or early August.
 Standard aerial Chinook escapement index methodology will be utilized.

LIFE OF PROJECT:
Aerial surveys on the Miner River are expected to be ongoing.

ESTIMATED BUDGET:
Project Budget

Amount $
Capital 0
Operation & Maintenance 10,825
Admin/Indirect/Overhead 2,395
Personnel 5,140
Total Request 18,360

Total In-kind/other 200
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YUKON RIVER RESTORATION AND ENHANCMENT FUND
2011 CONCEPTUAL PROPOSAL

NUMBER: CRE-114N-11

PROJECT TITLE: Porcupine River Sonar Program – Chinook Salmon

PROJECT PROPONENT: Vuntut Gwitch’in Government

CONTACT:
Dick Mahoney, Fish and Wildlife Coordinator, Vuntut Gwitch’in Government

Box 94, Old Crow, YT, Y0B 1N0
Phone: (867) 966-3261
dmahoney@vgfn.net

POTENTIAL PROJECT PARTNERS/ADDITIONAL PARTICIPANTS:
Fisheries and Oceans Canada, Contact Trix Tanner, phone: (867) 393-6720,
Trix.Tanner@dfo-mpo.gc.ca
EDI Environmental Dynamics Inc., Contact Ben Snow, Phone: (867) 393-4882,

bsnow@edynamics.com

PROJECT LOCATION:
Old Crow, Yukon Territory, Canada. Porcupine River watershed.

PROJECT OBJECTIVES:
This table lists project objectives while relating them to applicable Panel and JTC documents.

Project Objective R&E Budget
Priorities Framework

JTC Plan 2011 R&E
Budget

Priorities

Operate a sonar unit on the
Porcupine River for the

purposes of providing in-
season estimates for Chinook

salmon

Conservation
Stocks
Run Assessment
Escapement Studies

1.1 Monitor or project
escapements by
Conservation
Management Unit

1.2 Assess Abundance in-
season
1.4 Improve
management and research
capability

1. Stock
Escapement
Monitoring of
Canadian
Tributaries

Continue development of
local capacity to conduct

fieldwork

Stewardship
Technical capacity

building in
communities

3.2 Build and Maintain
Community Capacity

4. Community
Education and
Stewardship

PROJECT SUMMARY:
The Vuntut Gwitch’in Government (VGG) has carried out numerous Chinook salmon research projects
on the upper Porcupine River and its major tributary streams. This work has included telemetry work on
Chinook salmon (CRE-17N-03, CRE-17-04), as well as aerial index surveys for Chinook salmon (CRE-
113N-09, CRE-113-10) and numerous studies investigating habitat use of juveniles (CRE-15-02 to CRE-
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15-04, CRE-23N-06). Although an aerial index survey has been conducted on the Miner River (a tributary
to the Porcupine River) over the past two years, this program is still in its infancy and cannot yet provide
a robust estimate of Chinook salmon passage in the vicinity of Old Crow. In addition, there is currently
no reliable mechanism in place to provide in-season or post-season estimates for Chinook salmon in the
Canadian portion of the Porcupine River and within the vicinity of the community of Old Crow.

To address these needs, VGG, in conjunction with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, conducted a sonar
site survey in 2009. This survey identified potential sonar sites on the Porcupine River (CRE-114N-09).
The search area extended from the confluence of the Salmon Trout and Porcupine rivers in Alaska to the
village of Old Crow, Yukon. The most suitable site was identified approximately 17 km upstream of the
Yukon/Alaska border.

In 2010, VGG initiated a sonar pilot program during the peak of the Chinook salmon, in order to test the
effectiveness of operating a split-beam sonar unit at the candidate site identified in 2009 (CRE-114-10).
However, during the field trial, more in-depth bathymetric analyses revealed a higher quality site in much
closer proximity to Old Crow. The sonar was therefore deployed at this new site (approximately 2 km
downstream of the Old Crow townsite) and alternately operated on both banks of the Porcupine River for
approximately 60 hours (total for both banks). The sonar deployment was complemented by a test netting
program to apportion the sonar counts between salmonid and freshwater fish species. Results from the
2010 study indicate that the bathymetric profile, river bed and current patterns at the test site are show
excellent potential for the operation of split-beam sonar system.

In 2011, VGG proposes to build on the success of the 2009/2010 sonar investigations and initiate full-
scale operation of a split beam sonar deployment at the test site utilized in 2010. This program would
involve the operation of two split beam sonar transducers on both banks of the Porcupine River at the test
site; the program would operate through the duration of the Chinook salmon run (July through early
August). A complimentary test netting program would also be conducted to allow for species
apportionment of the sonar counts. This test netting program will be more substantial than in 2010 and
will improve the program’s ability to successfully apportion the sonar counts. A successful sonar program
would provide extremely valuable information regarding Chinook salmon abundance and run timing in
the Porcupine River watershed.

The project team for this project will be comprised of two VGG technicians and a qualified fisheries
biologist.

The proposed project would involve operating sonar units to enumerate migrating Chinook salmon and
test netting to apportion the sonar counts. This work would be conducted at the sonar test site identified in
2010, and would involve the following activities:

 A crew of three will set up and operate sonar units on both banks of the candidate site on the
Porcupine River.

 The crew will enumerate passing salmon during the Chinook salmon run (approximately one
month total).

 The crew will conduct test netting (drift or set netting) in order to assess the suitability of the site
for test netting and to provide species apportionment for the collected sonar data.

 Daily counts will be communicated to DFO throughout the season.
 A final report will be compiled and will outline suitability of the site for providing accurate in-

season counts using a sonar unit, as well the suitability of associated test netting.
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LIFE OF PROJECT:

This is the first year of an operational stock assessment project, which may lead to a long term stock
assessment project.

ESTIMATED BUDGET:
Project Budget

Amount $
Capital 0
Operations & Maintenance 26,510
Admin/Indirect/Overhead 7,669
Personnel 24,610
Total Request 58,800

Total In-Kind/other 7,850

*It should be noted that if this project were also to be run during the both the Chinook and fall chum
salmon runs (proposed as a separate conceptual proposals), there would be considerable cost savings to
both projects as Operations & Maintenance costs could be shared across both projects.
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YUKON RIVER RESTORATION AND ENHANCMENT FUND
2011 CONCEPTUAL PROPOSAL

NUMBER: CRE-115N-11

PROJECT TITLE: Porcupine River Sonar Program – Fall Chum Salmon

PROJECT PROPONENT: Vuntut Gwitch’in Government

CONTACT:
Dick Mahoney, Fish and Wildlife Coordinator, Vuntut Gwitch’in Government

Box 94, Old Crow, YT, Y0B 1N0
Phone: (867) 966-3261
dmahoney@vgfn.net

POTENTIAL PROJECT PARTNERS/ADDITIONAL PARTICIPANTS:
Fisheries and Oceans Canada, Contact Trix Tanner, phone: (867) 393-6720,
Trix.Tanner@dfo-mpo.gc.ca
EDI Environmental Dynamics Inc., Contact Ben Snow, Phone: (867) 393-4882,

bsnow@edynamics.com

PROJECT LOCATION:
Old Crow, Yukon Territory, Canada. Porcupine River watershed.

PROJECT OBJECTIVES:
This table lists project objectives while relating them to applicable Panel and JTC documents.
Project Objective R&E Budget Priorities

Framework
JTC Plan 2011 R&E

Budget
Priorities

Operate a sonar unit on the
Porcupine River for the

purposes of providing in-
season estimates for fall

chum salmon

Conservation
Stocks
Run Assessment
Escapement Studies

1.3 Monitor or project
escapements by
Conservation Management
Unit

1.4 Assess Abundance in-
season
1.4 Improve management
and research capability

1. Stock
Escapement
Monitoring of
Canadian
Tributaries

Continue development of
local capacity to conduct

fieldwork

Stewardship
Technical capacity

building in
communities

3.2 Build and Maintain
Community Capacity

4. Community
Education and
Stewardship

PROJECT SUMMARY:
The Vuntut Gwitch’in Government (VGG) has carried out numerous chum salmon research projects on
the upper Porcupine River and its major tributary streams. Foremost among these is a chum salmon mark
recapture/index program that has been in operation since 2003 (CRE-27N-03 through CRE-27-10). While
the chum program provides in-season estimates of run strength, the estimates can be affected by a number
factors including high water (as was experienced in 2009 and 2010). There is also a perception in the
community of Old Crow that the gillnetting required for the chum index is hard on the fish. In addition to
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VGG stock assessment program, the Fishing Branch enumeration weir (operated by DFO) provides an
annual escapement estimate of fall chum salmon on the Porcupine River. However, the weir is over 300
km upstream of the community of Old Crow and does not allow for timely in-season management of the
local Old Crow fishery.

In an attempt to address some of the deficiencies inherent to the weir and index programs, VGG proposed
investigating the possibility of developing a sonar enumeration program downstream of Old Crow. In
conjunction with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, VGG conducted a sonar site survey in 2009. This
survey identified potential sonar sites on the Porcupine River (CRE-114N-09). The search area extended
from the confluence of the Salmon Trout and Porcupine rivers in Alaska to the village of Old Crow,
Yukon. The most suitable site was identified approximately 17 km upstream of the Yukon/Alaska border.

In 2010, VGG initiated a sonar pilot program to test the effectiveness of operating a split-beam sonar unit
at the candidate site identified in 2009. However, during the field trial, more in depth bathymetric analysis
revealed a higher quality site in much closer proximity to Old Crow. The sonar was deployed at this site
(approximately 2 km downstream of the Old Crow townsite) and alternately operated on both banks of the
Porcupine River for approximately 60 hours (total for both banks). The sonar deployment was
complemented by a test netting program to apportion the sonar counts between salmonid and freshwater
fish species. Results from the 2010 study indicate that the bathymetric profile, river bed and current
patterns at the test site are highly suited to the operation of split-beam sonar system.

In 2011, VGG proposes to build on the success of the 2009/2010 sonar investigations and initiate a full-
scale operational trial of a split beam sonar deployment at the test site utilized in 2010. This program
would involve the operation of two split beam sonar transducers on both banks of the Porcupine River at
the test site; the program would operate through the duration of the Chinook salmon run (July through
early August). A complimentary test netting program would also be conducted to allow for species
apportionment of the sonar counts. This test netting program will be more substantial than in 2010 and
will improve the program’s ability to successfully apportion the sonar counts.

A sonar deployment during the fall chum salmon run could provide accurate in-season estimates of fall
chum salmon passage over a range of water levels, thereby replicating the functions of both the chum
mark recapture/index program and the Fishing Branch River enumeration weir. In addition, the program
could also provide a more complete estimate of total escapement of fall chum salmon in the Porcupine
River. The Fishing Branch weir currently only provides an estimate of fall chum spawning in areas of the
Fishing Branch River above the weir site; a sonar program would enumerate fish destined for all
spawning areas of the Porcupine River upstream of the enumeration site. The project team for this project
will be comprised of two VGG technicians and a qualified fisheries biologist.

The proposed project would involve operating sonar units to enumerate migrating Chinook salmon and
test netting to apportion the sonar counts. This work would be conducted at the sonar test site identified in
2010, and would involve the following activities:

 A crew of three will set up and operate sonar units on both banks of the candidate site on the
Porcupine River.

 The crew will enumerate passing salmon during the Chinook salmon run (approximately one
month total).

 The crew will conduct test netting (drift or set netting) in order to assess the suitability of the site
for test netting and to provide species apportionment for the collected sonar data.

 In-season estimates will be communicated to DFO throughout the season.
 A final report will be compiled and will outline suitability of the site for providing accurate in-

season counts using a sonar unit, as well the suitability of associated test netting.
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LIFE OF PROJECT:

This is the first year of an operational stock assessment project, which may lead to a long term stock
assessment project.

ESTIMATED BUDGET:
Amount $

Capital 0
Operations & Maintenance 26,510
Admin/Indirect/Overhead 7,669
Personnel 24,610
Total Request 58,800
Total In-Kind/other 7,850

*It should be noted that if this project were also to be run during the both the Chinook and fall chum
salmon runs (proposed as a separate conceptual proposals), there would be considerable cost savings to
both projects as Operations & Maintenance costs could be shared across both projects.
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YUKON RIVER RESTORATION AND ENHANCMENT FUND
2011 CONCEPTUAL PROPOSAL

NUMBER: CRE-116N-11

PROJECT TITLE: Upper Crow River Watershed Salmon Reconnaissance

PROJECT PROPONENT: Vuntut Gwitch’in Government

CONTACT:
Dick Mahoney, Fish and Wildlife Coordinator, Vuntut Gwitch’in Government (VGG)

Box 94, Old Crow, YT, Y0B 1N0
Phone: (867) 966-3261
dmahoney@vgfn.net

POTENTIAL PROJECT PARTNERS/ADDITIONAL PARTICIPANTS:
Parks Canada, Contact Ian McDonald, phone: (867) 667-3824, Ian.McDonald@pc.gc.ca
EDI Environmental Dynamics Inc. (EDI), Contact Ben Snow, Phone: (867) 393-4882,
bsnow@edynamics.com

PROJECT LOCATION:
Old Crow, Yukon Territory, Canada. Crow River watershed (tributary to Porcupine River).

PROJECT OBJECTIVES:
This table lists project objectives while relating them to applicable Panel and JTC documents.

Project Objective R&E Budget
Priorities Framework

JTC Plan 2011 R&E Budget
Priorities

Collect baseline data on and
juvenile Chinook, fall chum and

coho Salmon habitat utilization and
distribution, and abundance in

Timber Creek, Blackfox Creek, and
the upper Crow River.

Conservation
Habitat
Assessment
Research

2.1 Identify
Important Features
of habitat

5. Habitat
Monitoring,
Restoration and
Enhancement

Continue development of local
capacity to conduct fieldwork

Stewardship
Technical capacity

building in
communities

3.2 Build and
Maintain
Community
Capacity

4. Community
Education and
Stewardship

PROJECT SUMMARY:
The upper reaches and tributary streams of the Crow River represent the northern most known limit of the
range of the Chinook salmon species. The community of Old Crow lies at the mouth of the Crow River;
its residents practice subsistence hunting and fishing in its watershed (within 80 km of the community of
Old Crow). A large portion of the Crow River watershed also lies within the Vuntut National Park. Due
to the unique location of this habitat, both Parks Canada and Vuntut Gwitch’in Government have a keen
interest in both assessing the presence/absence of juvenile salmon in this watershed and determining the
habitat quality for spawning/rearing Chinook, coho and chum salmon. Parks Canada has agreed to
provide in-kind assistance to the projects to assist with logistics, field personnel and helicopter sharing, as
available.
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The Crow River watershed is known to have suitable areas of habitat for salmonids; notable open water
habitat was documented in 2007 during winter aerial surveys for tagged coho salmon (CRE-18-07). This
is a strong indication of groundwater inputs, which are critical to the production of salmon in this harsh
climate.

To date, no specific investigations of this area related to salmon have been made. However, in 2003 two
radio tagged Chinook salmon, as well as visual evidence of spawning, were located in the Crow River
mainstem (CRE-17-03). In 2004, one radio tagged Chinook salmon was located in the Crow River
mainstem, as well, one radio tagged Chinook salmon was located in Timber Creek, a tributary of the
Crow River (CRE-17-04). To date, no other information regarding Chinook salmon in the Crow River
watershed has been documented.

Little is known regarding Porcupine River coho stocks. Although sampling has been conducted for
juvenile coho in conjunction with sampling for juvenile Chinook salmon in various major tributaries,
none have been captured. Juvenile coho have previously been documented in the Fishing Branch River,
but it is not known if coho currently spawn in any other locations. In 2003, Traditional Knowledge
documented did provide some limited references to coho salmon in the Crow River.

Information from a fall chum salmon mark recapture/CPUE index program that has been operated
downstream of Old Crow, has indicated that approximately 65% of returning salmon spawn in the Fishing
Branch River (CRE-27-09). However, the spawning destination of the remainder of the run is unclear.
Given the available habitat in the Crow River watershed, it is possible that a number of these returning
spawners may utilize habitats in the Crow River watershed.

To attempt to fill the knowledge gaps identified in the preceding sections, VGG proposes to conduct an
inventory of juvenile Chinook, coho and chum in the upper Crow River and its major tributary streams
(Timber and Blackfox Creeks) and will provide important information regarding the presence/absence of
juvenile Chinook, coho and chum salmon in the watershed. A qualified biologist will be contracted to
oversee project operations and report preparation.

This project will involve the following activities:
 A crew of 4 (1 biologist, 1 Parks Staff member [in-kind] and 2 VGG technicians) will conduct the

sampling as follows:
o The crew will fly by helicopter into the upper portions of the Crow River, upstream of the

confluence of Thomas Creek. Zodiacs or similar type motorized inflatable boats will be
ferried to the same location.

o The crew will sample for juvenile salmon by beach seining, minnow trapping and electro-
shocking in the Crow River mainstem and the lower reaches of Timber and Blackfox
Creeks as the crew travels downstream by boat. Once the major tributary streams have
been sampled, the crew will return directly to Old Crow by boat.

o Work will be completed in August and will therefore provide the opportunity to
document Chinook spawning activity.

o Samples for DNA analysis will be collected from any adult salmon and provided to DFO;
 Contingent upon additional funding*:

o A helicopter survey will be conducted during the Chinook and chum spawning period to
further document adult spawning.

 A Project Manager and/or Biologist from EDI will oversee project operations and report
preparation;

LIFE OF PROJECT:

This is year 1 of a 1 year project.
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ESTIMATED BUDGET:
Project Budget

Amount $
Capital 0
Operations & Maintenance *16,010
Admin/Indirect/Overhead 4,483
Personnel 13,880
Total Request 34,373

Total In-Kind/other 4,150

*VGG is in the process of applying to the Polar Continental Shelf Program to secure funding for helicopter usage in
conjunction with the project. If this application is successful, VGG proposes that the additional funding be used to
conduct spawning survey for adult Chinook and chum salmon on the Crow River (as funding permits). This will add
value to juvenile salmonid investigation and provide extremely useful insights into overall salmon usage of the
watershed.
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YUKON RIVER RESTORATION AND ENHANCMENT FUND
2011 CONCEPTUAL PROPOSAL

NUMBER: CRE-117N-11

PROJECT TITLE: Porcupine River Rotary Screw Trap – Juvenile Salmon Outmigration Study

PROJECT PROPONENT: Vuntut Gwitch’in Government

CONTACT:
Dick Mahoney, Fish and Wildlife Coordinator, Vuntut Gwitch’in Government

Box 94, Old Crow, YT, Y0B 1N0 Phone: (867) 966-3261 dmahoney@vgfn.net

POTENTIAL PROJECT PARTNERS/ADDITIONAL PARTICIPANTS:
Fisheries and Oceans Canada, Contact Briar Young, phone: (867) 393-6715 (rotary screw trap lending),
Trix.Tanner@dfo-mpo.gc.ca
EDI Environmental Dynamics Inc., Contact Ben Snow, Phone: (867) 393-4882, bsnow@edynamics.com

PROJECT LOCATION:
Old Crow, Yukon Territory, Canada. Porcupine River watershed.

PROJECT OBJECTIVES:
This table lists project objectives while relating them to applicable Panel and JTC documents.

Project Objective R&E Budget
Priorities

Framework

JTC Plan 2011 R&E Budget
Priorities

Deploy and operate a rotary screw trap in
the Porcupine River near Old Crow, for
the purpose of determining outmigration

timing of juvenile Chinook, chum and
coho salmon.

Conservation
Stocks
Research

1.4 Improve
management and
research capability

5. Habitat Monitoring,
Restoration and
Enhancement

Continue development of local capacity to
conduct fieldwork

Stewardship
Technical

capacity
building in
communities

3.2 Build and
Maintain
Community
Capacity

4. Community
Education and
Stewardship

PROJECT SUMMARY:
The Vuntut Gwitch’in Government (VGG) has carried out numerous salmon research projects on the
upper Porcupine River and its major tributary streams. This work has including telemetry work on
Chinook and coho salmon (CRE-17N-03, CRE-17-04, CRE-18-07 ), aerial index surveys for Chinook
salmon (CRE-113N-09, CRE-113-10) and numerous studies investigating rearing habitat use of juvenile
salmon (CRE-15-02 to CRE-15-04, CRE-23N-06). In addition, a chum salmon mark recapture/index
program has been in operation since 2003 (CRE-27N-03 through CRE-27-10).

Through these projects, VGG has vastly increased the understanding of the distribution, abundance and
timing of juvenile salmon rearing and adult salmon spawning dynamics in the Porcupine River watershed.
However, little is known in regards to the timing of outmigration of juvenile salmonids during the spring.
Determining the outmigration timing windows for Chinook, coho and chum salmon would provide useful
information in regards to the effect of water level on downstream migrating juveniles. Additionally,
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timing windows for activities such as instream construction/excavation could be established using the
data collected. It should also be noted that no data exists in the upper Yukon River drainage in relation to
the outmigration timing window for juvenile coho salmon; a study of outmigration timing on the
Porcupine River could help fill this data gap.

In order to conduct the outmigration timing study, VGG is proposing to deploy a rotary screw trap on the
Porcupine River near the community of Old Crow. The project would involve transporting a rotary screw
trap (loaned from DFO) to the headwaters of the Eagle River, via Eagle Plains. The trap would be
launched as soon as ice conditions and water levels permit (in early spring) and floated downstream to
Old Crow. As the trap will not be required on the Yukon River system, it would be deployed and operated
in the vicinity of Old Crow for the full duration of the open water season (likely late May through to later
September). This would allow for the detection of temporally different outmigration patterns that may
exist for different species/age classes of juvenile salmon. It should be noted that the water conditions in
the Porcupine River mainstem (i.e. turbid and dark color) are very conducive to the operation of a rotary
screw trap.

The project team for this project will be comprised of two VGG technicians and a qualified fisheries
specialist with extensive experience with the rotary screw trap and juvenile fish identification.

The proposed project would involve sampling juvenile Chinook, coho and chum salmon during the
summer open water period, and would consist of the following activities:

 A crew of two will transport the rotary screw trap from Dawson City to Eagle Plains in early
spring. The trap will be stored near the headwaters of the Eagle River, prior to the ice break-up.
The field crew will communicate regularly with staff at the Eagle Plains lodge to determine when
flow conditions will allow for transport of the trap.

 The crew will transport the trap from Eagle Plains to Old Crow by boat.
 When the trap reaches Old Crow, it will be deployed at a suitable sampling site along the margins

of the Porcupine River and fish sampling will begin immediately.
 VGG technicians will assist with the sampling and will be trained by a qualified fisheries

specialist to allow them to undertake the daily operation, data collection and maintenance
associated with the trap.

 The trap will be operated in the vicinity of Old Crow for the full duration of the open water
season (likely late May through to later September) and data will be collected on the outmigration
timing of juvenile Chinook, coho and chum salmon.

 A final report will be compiled and will provide information on the timing windows and relative
densities for the outmigration of juvenile Chinook, coho and chum salmon.

LIFE OF PROJECT:
This is the first year of an operational stock assessment project, which may have potential for
consideration as a long term stock assessment project.

ESTIMATED BUDGET:
Project Budget Amount $
Capital 0
Operations & Maintenance 11,669
Admin/Indirect/Overhead 8,448
Personnel 44,920
Total Request 65,077

Total In-Kind/other 5,000
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YUKON RIVER RESTORATION AND ENHANCMENT FUND
2011 CONCEPTUAL PROPOSAL

NUMBER: CRE-119-11

PROJECT TITLE: Fraser Falls Fish Passage Investigations – Preliminary Engineering Options

PROJECT PROPONENT: First Nation of the Na-Cho Nyak Dun (NNDFN)

CONTACT:
Dennis Buyck, Lands Manager, First Nation of the Na-Cho Nyak Dun (NNDFN)

Phone: (867) 996-2265 e-mail: landsmanager@nndfn.com

POTENTIAL PROJECT PARTNERS/ADDITIONAL PARTICIPANTS:
EDI Environmental Dynamics Inc., Contact Ben Snow, Phone: (867) 393-4882, bsnow@edynamics.com

PROJECT LOCATION:
Stewart River, near Mayo, Yukon Territory, Canada. Fraser Falls are located approximately 45 km
upstream of Mayo.

PROJECT OBJECTIVES:
This table lists project objectives while relating them to applicable Panel and JTC documents.

Project Objective R&E Budget Priorities
Framework

JTC Plan 2011 R&E
Budget

Priorities

Conduct on-site investigation
to collect baseline data on the
physical characteristic and
biological parameters and
Fraser Falls.

Restoration
Habitat
Implementation

Enhancement

2.1 Identify,
characterize and
catalog salmon habitats
2.3 Identify and
implement restoration
opportunities

5. Habitat
Restoration,
Monitoring and
Enhancement

Continue development of
local capacity to conduct
fieldwork

Stewardship
Technical capacity

building in
communities

3.2 Build and Maintain
Community Capacity

4. Community
Education and
Stewardship

PROJECT SUMMARY:
Fraser Falls is a large set of falls on the Stewart River has received attention regarding its impact on
migrating Chinook salmon. The notable high water velocities in this area likely have the ability to restrict
fish passage during some flow conditions. Even when fish can get by, it is likely that the amount of
energy required to pass the area has an impact on mortality and ultimately the number of fish that spawn
in upstream areas. With various stresses on the Yukon River Chinook run (i.e. size selective fishing) it is
likely that the number of fish that can pass obstructions has declined over the years. Modification of
obstructions could potentially make the available habitat more accessible and thus, allow it to be used up
to its potential.

In 2010, NNDFN undertook a study to determine whether community support existed for the
modification of Fraser Falls. Consultations are ongoing at this time; however, in the event that community
supports exists for such a project such, it is proposed that further investigations be conducted in 2011. It
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should be noted that if community members are opposed to any modifications to the falls, no further
investigations will be pursued (i.e. this CP will be withdrawn).

NNDFN proposes that (contingent on community support) further investigations be conducted at the
Fraser Falls site. A site visit will be conducted to the Fraser Falls site by NNDFN in conjunction with an
experienced hydrological engineer with similar past experience and qualified biologists. Baseline data on
the physical characteristics, biological parameters fish passage possibilities of the site will be collected.
Data will be summarized and preliminary design options will be presented in a brief report. Any project
will have to be designed with sensitivities to the existing natural environment and current use of the area.
The project will also outline regulatory requirements that will be required to complete such a project.

Please note that this project has been declined in the past apparently due to a legal precedent from other
jurisdictions. It should be clear this is a feasibility study spearheaded by the First Nation. This logical
community driven approach avoids any legal implications experienced in other situations.

The project team for this project will be comprised of NNDFN Lands and Resources personnel, a
qualified fisheries biologist and an experienced hydrological engineer with similar past experience.

The proposed project would involve one field visit to Fraser Falls to collect baseline fisheries data and
would include the following activities:

 The project team will travel to Fraser Falls by boat. The team will collect baseline data.
 Preliminary design options will be developed.
 A final report will be compiled. This report will summarize collected data and will outline

preliminary options for modifications of the site to improve fish passage. The report will outline
regulatory requirement required for each potential option.

LIFE OF PROJECT:

This is the second year of a potentially ongoing project. If there is reason and desire to move forward on
designing and improving fish passage at this location, additional funding will be required in subsequent
years. It is understood that if NND wishes to proceed further (following this year’s project) in
investigating improving fish passage by Fraser Falls, the Yukon River Panel and the Government of
Canada will require an enduring legal instrument freeing them from all future liabilities.

ESTIMATED BUDGET:
Project Budget

Amount $
Capital 0
Operations & Maintenance 1,400
Admin/Indirect/Overhead 3,600
Personnel 40,000
Total Request 45,000

Total In-Kind/other 1,300
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YUKON RIVER RESTORATION and ENHANCEMENT FUND
2011 CONCEPTUAL PROPOSAL

NUMBER: CRE-120N-11

PROJECT TITLE: Upper Stewart River Chinook Salmon Stock and Habitat Assessment

PROJECT PROPONENT: First Nation of Na Cho Nyak Dun

CONTACT:
Dawna Hope Tel: 867996,226S Ext.138
Lands Policy/Fish & Wildlife Fax: 867.956,2267
Lands and Resources Department Email: landspolicy@nndfn.com
First Nation of Na Cho Nyak Dun
Box 220
Mayo, YT YOB IMO

PROJECT LOCATION: Upper Stewart River watershed- Tributary to the Yukon River
above Fraser Falls

PROJECT OBJECTIVES:
• Assess Chinook salmon stocks and habitat in tributaries of the Upper Stewart River (Year 1- Beaver
River)
• Identify sensitive and degraded habitats, and prioritize restoration and enhancement opportunities
• Expand the NNDFN GIS database with sampling locations and key salmon spawning and rearing
habitats that will be compatible with the Yukon Placer Authorization stream classification
• Provide training and employment opportunities for local people.

PROJECT SUMMARY:
Chinook salmon stocks have been in decline dramatically in the entire Yukon River basin. As tributary to
the Yukon River and historically very important to the Chinook salmon run of the entire Yukon River, the
Stewart River is an essential subsistence fishery for the First Nation of Na Cho Nyak Dun.

The Stewart River sub-basin is a large watershed; and, can be subdivided into an Upper and Lower basin
by Fraser Falls, which is located approximately 35kms upstream from the community of Mayo, Yukon.
While studies have been ongoing within the Lower Stewart River basin, the Upper basin in contrast, has
received minimal, at most very Limited, salmon and salmon habitat assessments to date.

Information on Upper Stewart River tributaries is critical to developing a salmon Management Plan for
the entire Stewart River Sub-basin. This plan will guide the future of the entire Stewart River Chinook
salmon run and the subsistence fishery, which depends on the run. Furthermore, local people have
expressed an interest in gaining a better understanding in regards to the upper Stewart Basin and the
salmon resources and their habitat.

This project is intended to be the first step in salmon and salmon habitat assessment of the Upper Stewart
River sub-basin, The results from Year 1will guide Years 2, 3, and 4. For this initial project we have
Chosen the Beaver River watershed as the study area, as this is a river that has been used historically as a
traditional travel and subsistence corridor for NNDFN people.

This project will involve the following activities;
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• Research (report review and talking with the local people) to assess existing fisheries information and
local knowledge, especially from elders, for the project area;
• Through air photo interpretation, aerial surveys and river trips, perform a survey of the Beaver River
watershed identifying sensitive Chinook salmon spawning and rearing habitats, and collecting physical
and chemical attributes
• Creation of a Beaver River sub-basin management plan to prioritize restoration and research activities
for the watershed, and as part of the overall land use planning for the entire NNDFN Traditional
Territory, currently in progress
• Entering all data on the NNDFN GIS database and producing maps for department, government, and
local use; and,
• Class room and field training to build capacity within the community

LIFE OF PROJECT: Ongoing

ESTIMATED BUDGET: $40, 000.00

Budget for Upper Stewart River Chinook Salmon Stock
Assessment

Amount $
Capital
Operation & Maintenance $18,800
Admin/Indirect/Overhead $4,800
Personnel $16,400
Total Request $40,000

Total In-Kind/other $6,000
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YUKON RIVER RESTORATION AND ENHANCMENT FUND
2011 CONCEPTUAL PROPOSAL

NUMBER: CRE-121N-11

PROJECT TITLE: Stewart River Chum Pilot Project

PROJECT PROPONENT: First Nation of Na Cho Nyak Dun

CONTACT:
Dawna Hope Tel: 867.996.2265 Ext.138
Lands Policy/Fish & Wildlife Fax: 867.996.2267
Lands and Resources Department Email: landspolicy@nndfn.com
First Nation of Na Cho Nyak Dun
Box 220
Mayo, YT YOB MO

PROJECT LOCATION: Stewart River watershed- Tributary to the Yukon River

PROJECT OBJECTIVES:
• Provide information pertaining to dynamics of the chum salmon run within the Stewart River Watershed
• Collect DNA samples from the Stewart River Watershed
• Provide a starting point from which to ensure the long-term conservation by gaining a better
understanding of this little known chum run
• Inspire and build community capacity and stewardship for the conservation, restoration, and
enhancement of the salmon stocks in the Stewart River Watershed

PROJECT SUMMARY:
The Stewart River watershed is home to poorly understood stocks of chum salmon. There is little to no
information to date available regarding run size, timing or spawning destinations of chum salmon in this
region. Numerous local accounts, as well as Traditional Knowledge, suggest that a significant number of
chum migrate up the Stewart River to currently unknown destinations. NNDFN is very interested in
developing a greater understanding of these stocks to assist in decision making with regards to currently
ongoing and future land use planning. An understanding of the dynamics of chum salmon in the Stewart
River watershed is needed to assist local managers with efforts to conserve these unique stocks and their
habitat.
This project will involve the following activities:

 Research (report review and talking with the local people) to assess and determine the most
appropriate capture locations

 During late August- early October; Stewart River chum will be targeted in various locations or
the Stewart River,

o Nets used to capture the fish will be constantly monitored, and once caught, fish will be
measured, sampled for DNA and released to minimize stress;

o This effort will be staggered over a number of weeks of the chum run, to ensure a
representative sample of the population;

o DNA samples will be provided to DFO

LIFE OF PROJECT: Ongoing
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ESTIMATED BUDGET: $12, 500.00

Budget for Stewart River Chum Pilot Project
Amount $

Capital
Operation & Maintenance $2,500
Admin/Indirect/Overhead $1,500
Personnel $8,500
Total Request $12,500

Total In-Kind/other $1,875
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YUKON RIVER RESTORATION AND ENHANCMENT FUND
2011 CONCEPTUAL PROPOSAL

NUMBER: CRE-128-11

PROJECT TITLE: Ta’an Kwäch’än Council Family Fish Camp

PROJECT PROPONENT: Ta’an Kwäch’än Council (TKC) Lands, Resources and Heritage Department
(LRH)

CONTACT:
Rosa Brown, Ta’an Kwäch’än Council
Suite 100-204 Black Street, Whitehorse, YT, Y1A 2M9
Phone: (867) 668-3444 Ext. 228
rbrown@taan.ca

PROJECT LOCATION:
This project will be based at Helen’s Fish Camp, a traditional meeting place for TKC people located on
Lake Laberge (north of Whitehorse, in the Yukon River Upper Lakes Watershed).

PROJECT OBJECTIVES:
The objectives of this project are:

1. To provide TKC youth and their families an opportunity to learn about and experience traditional
values and practices regarding Yukon River Chinook salmon;

2. To improve the understanding of the biology of Yukon River salmon and to educate TKC citizens
on the principles of conservation and resource management of salmon and salmon habitat; and
by doing so, to increase support for management and conservation objectives;

3. To educate First Nation citizens about selective fishing techniques;
4. To provide First Nation citizens with the knowledge and skills required to craft and repair gill

nets and by doing so, ensure the continuation of a viable aboriginal fishery in the Yukon; and,
5. To provide a limited amount of fishing gear to First Nations’ citizens to enable them to begin

selective fishing for Yukon River salmon.

The objectives of this project relate clearly to Point #5 of the 2011 Restoration and Enhancement Fund
Priorities, Community Education and Stewardship, and to the following envelopes of the Yukon River
Panel Budget Priorities Framework: 1) Conservation; 2) Viable Fisheries; and 3) Stewardship. They also
relate well to the Joint Technical Committee’s Goal #3, to build public support and meaningful
participation in the management of salmon and their habitats.

PROJECT SUMMARY:
Family Fish Camp is an amalgamation of two projects previously funded by the YRP R&E Fund; CRE-
127N-10 (Viable Fisheries) and CRE-128N-10 (Summer Culture Camp). As two separate projects we had
a net building workshop geared toward adults and the next week, culture camp for kids. This year, we
would like to combine these events into a 5 day, overnight Family Fish Camp that would offer con-
current educational events for youth and adults, an opportunity for families to participate together.

This event will offer the opportunity for citizens to learn how to craft and repair gill nets, at the same time
promoting the selective fishing technique of using smaller size gill nets.
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The TKC Community Stewards (CRE-54) will assist in delivering the educational component of the
camp, with activities geared toward children and adults including a hands-on demonstration of juvenile
salmon sampling and information about how citizens can contribute to management decisions.

Funding will be used for camp operation, equipment rental, contract staff materials and supplies to
purchase net building materials for 8-10 nets. TKC in-kind support will include staff time, facilities,
equipment and departmental support.

LIFE OF PROJECT:
It is expected this will become an annual event.

ESTIMATED BUDGET:

ABSTRACT OR PROJECT SUMMARY:
In 2010, Ta’an Kwäch’än Council received funding from the Yukon River Panel to host a net building
workshop (CRE-127N) and to increase the salmon fishing component of Summer Culture Camp (CRE-
128N). Both these projects were a great success and from them came the idea for Family Fish Camp.
There is strong demonstrated interest from the TKC community for family oriented educational events on
the land such as we are hoping to achieve through Family Fish Camp and clear direction from TKC
Leadership to continue this type of programming.

Project Budget
Amount $

Capital 5000
Operation & Maintenance 6000
Admin/Indirect/Overhead 1500
Personnel 2500
Total Request 15000

Total In-kind/other 7000
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YUKON RIVER RESTORATION AND ENHANCMENT FUND
2011 CONCEPTUAL PROPOSAL

NUMBER: CRE-130-11

PROJECT TITLE: First Nation of Na Cho Nyak Dun Youth Steward

PROJECT PROPONENT: First Nation of Na Cho Nyak Dun

CONTACT;
Dawna Hope Tel: 867.996.2265 Ext.138
Lands Policy/Fish & Wildlife Fax: $67.996,2267
Lands and Resources Department 140,05.0jicytd)finatil.,c,;Orn
First. Nation of Na Cho Nyak Dun
Box 220
Mayo, YT YOB IMO

PROJECT LOCATION: The Town of Mayo, Yukon: Stewart River watershed

PROJECT OBJECTIVES: The FNNND seeks to build community capacity through encouraging our
youth to learn about salmon and the conservation, management, restoration and enhancement of their
habitats. Our objectives for this project are:
• To involve a local youth in salmon-related activities In our tradition& territory;
• To encourage the youth to pursue such educational opportunities as are available to allow her or him to
lead restoration and enhancement projects in the future.
These objectives meet the 2011 priority #5 -- Community Education and Stewardship, and Budget
Priorities Framework - Stewardship.

PROJECT SUMMARY; The youth steward will be provided with experience in working in the salmon
field, This will include his or her participation in salmon conservation, restoration and enhancement
projects, including such agency projects as may be carried out in the Stewart River Watershed,
Opportunities will be provided for training required to work safely. We will encourage his or her interest
in pursuing an education/career with renewable resources. We propose to hire a local youth for an 8 week
period during the peak salmon season for an estimated employment rate of $12/hour. The youth steward
position is intended to be fulfilled by youth under the age of 18 to help direct youth to pursue educational
direction to involve salmon, enhancement and assist in building current and future capacity within the
community. Dawna Hope will supervise the youth steward position.

LIFE OF PROJECT: Ongoing

ESTIMATED BUDGET;
Project Budget Amount $
Capital
Operation & Maintenance
Admin/Indirect/Overhead 690
Personnel 4,600
Total Request 5,290

Total In-kind/other
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YUKON RIVER RESTORATION AND ENHANCMENT FUND
2011 CONCEPTUAL PROPOSAL

NUMBER: CRE-132-11

PROJECT TITLE: Yukon Fisheries Field Assistant Program: Online Delivery Development and 6th

Offering - “Fish Tech”

PROJECT PROPONENT: Yukon College – Ayamdigut Campus

CONTACTS:

Jeff Wolosewich (interim until
October 29th) or
Shelagh Rowles
Dean Applied Science and Management
500 College Drive, PO Box 2799
Whitehorse, Yukon Y1A 5K4
srowles@yukoncollege.yk.ca

t 867.668-8741
f 867.668-8828

Louis Schilder
Chair, Science, Trades & Technologies
Tel 867 668 8865
Fax 867 668 8805
lschilder@yukoncollege.yk.ca

Darrell Otto
Instructor, Renewable Resources
Management
500 College Drive, PO Box 2799
Whitehorse, Yukon Y1A 5K4
dotto@yukoncollege.yk.ca t 867.668.8868

f 867.668.8828

POTENTIAL PROJECT PARTNERS/ADDITIONAL PARTICIPANTS: Fisheries and Oceans,
Canada. Various Yukon First Nations.

PROJECT LOCATION: Ayamdigut and Community Campuses (online delivery) and Field Camp

PROJECT OBJECTIVES:
1. Continue conversion of classroom-based modules of Fish Tech curriculum to online format to the

largest degree possible to minimize the amount of time students need to be away from their
community while taking the program.

2. To provide an opportunity for a sixth cohort to complete a Yukon Fisheries Field Assistant
certification program within the Territory.

3. To equip students with skills and knowledge of salmonid biology, fish identification, stock
assessment, fish and fish habitat inventories, assessments, and restoration techniques.
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4. To give students an opportunity to acquire skills in planning procedures, permit applications,
project administration, and proposal writing as this pertains to fisheries fieldwork.

5. To draw on local knowledge and expertise to instruct and provide locally relevant material.
6. To build on the knowledge and expertise gained in offering this course to students in Dawson

during August 2003 & May 2004, Teslin in 2006, Pelly Crossing in 2007 and Whitehorse/Dalton
Post in 2010.

PROJECT SUMMARY: The primary focus of this project is to continue to provide relevant educational
training opportunities to members of community stewardship groups throughout the Yukon, including
First Nations and commercial fishers. Continuing to expand the portion of the program delivered via the
internet allows students to remain in their respective home communities for 2 of the 4 weeks. Yukon
Fisheries Field Assistant Program is designed to meet Territorial needs for certified skilled fisheries
assistants. The fieldwork portion will be offered over two weeks (12 days) at a field camp in late May or
early June 2010. Program graduates will be employable in fisheries work with Department of Fisheries
and Oceans, Yukon Territorial Government, Yukon First Nations, and Restoration and Enhancement
Fund Projects.

LIFE OF PROJECT: Single Year

ESTIMATED BUDGET: Provide the following information for the proposed fiscal year.

Project Budget
Amount $

Capital 10,000
Operation & Maintenance 33,000
Admin/Indirect/Overhead 13,500
Personnel 46,500
Total Request 103000

Total In-kind/other 28,000

Note: pending partnership with Fisheries and Oceans, Canada, and projected tuition costs, the $28000
mentioned above would reduce the request to approximately $75,000.

ABSTRACT OR PROJECT SUMMARY: The fifth offering of the Yukon Fisheries Field Assistant
Certification Program was conducted in Whitehorse and Dalton Post, Yukon between April 16 and June
11, 2010. The first portion of the course April 16 – May 21 was in online format, originating from the
Ayamdigut Campus in Whitehorse, with the remainder delivered in a field camp format over a 3 week
period at Dalton Post. The number of applications by qualified candidates exceeded the 16 seats made
available for the program. Of the 16 students registered in the course 14 completed the program
successfully. The online format seemed to be popular with students and allowed those with full-time
employment to complete a significant portion of the program from their respective home communities.
The majority of project objectives were met.
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YUKON RIVER RESTORATION AND ENHANCMENT FUND
2011 CONCEPTUAL PROPOSAL

NUMBER: CRE-137-11

PROJECT TITLE: Collection and Comparison of Chinook Salmon Age, Length, Sex and Genetic data using
Fish Wheel.

PROJECT PROPONENT: Gaetan Beaudet4, Dawson City

CONTACTS:
Gaetan Beaudet
PO Box 742
Dawson City, YT Y0B 1G0
Phone: n/a (for messages (867) 393-6720)
Email: gaetan_beaudet@yahoo.ca

Trix Tanner
Fisheries and Oceans Canada
Whitehorse, YT Y1A 3V1
Phone (867) 393-6720
E-mail Trix.Tanner@dfo-mpo.gc.ca

POTENTIAL PROJECT PARTNERS/ADDITIONAL PARTICIPANTS:
The samples collected will be shared between the project proponents and made available to other interested
parties and the Joint Technical Committee. It is anticipated that there will be both community interest and
community involvement in sample collection.

PROJECT LOCATION: Mainstem Yukon River near Eagle Alaska and Canadian border

PROJECT OBJECTIVES: This project has three objectives:
1) The collection of Age Sex Length (ASL*) to develop the relationship between historical fishwheel ASL and
Eagle sonar test netting ASL to be able to make better use of historical data in determining changes in run
composition over time
2) To provide data that will be used to determine the best sampling methods for run reconstruction of Canadian-
origin Chinook salmon
3) To collect ASL data at wheels in the first year of reduced mesh size regulations in Alaska to compare to the
wealth of data from past years to help determine the impact of the mesh size change on run composition
4) Possibly to provide another year of mark recapture (spaghetti tagging) data to provide data that contributes to
the development of a better relationship between the mark recapture population estimates and the Eagle Sonar
passage estimate
5) To collect genetic samples to help determine the run composition
Meets the following criteria of the 2010 Yukon River Panel R&E Fund Priorities:
2. Stock Identification and In-Season Management

 Supplement existing genetic stock identification baseline data, by obtaining tissue samples from priority
watersheds identified by the Panel’s JTC.

3 Determine the quality of stock escapement.
 Refine the understanding of effects of fishing techniques and gear selectivity on the quality of Chinook

salmon escapement.
Meets the following criteria of the Budget Priorities Framework 2007:
Conservation/Stocks/Run Assessment
- Improve in-season and post-season resolution of genetic stock identification for Chinook and chum runs (ranked
1 of 3)
- Improve information on biological composition of run (ranked 1 of 3)

4 The project proponent has a total experience of 20+ years, working with fish wheels in this and other DFO-locations.
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Conservation/Stocks/Research
-Improve stock identification and run assessment (ranked 1 of 4)
Meets the following criteria of the US and Canada Yukon River Salmon Committee Joint Technical
Committee Plan:
1.4 Improve management and research capability
- 1.4.1 Improve run assessment capacity
- 1.4.2 Improve escapement assessment capacity
- 1.4.3 (Investigate new technology, methods and models)
1.7 Investigate and implement precautionary management
- 1.7.1 Assess limitation of management tools
3.2 Build and maintain community capacity

- 3.2.1 (Utilize capacity of communities)

PROJECT SUMMARY:
There has been a recent shift from mark-recapture to sonar to estimate Canadian border escapement. ADF&G and
DFO biologists found that the Eagle test fishery (gillnet) age composition is significantly different from that
estimated from mark-recapture (fish wheel) such that the two data sets are not comparable. This finding
highlights the need to 1) develop a Gold Standard for monitoring the age composition of the escapement and 2) to
develop a conversion factor such that past and future age data are consistent and comparable through time. These
data have implications for the development of brood tables and run size projections.

There are now three years of paired data when both test fishery and fish wheel5 are operated. The development of
a conversion factor and the determination of appropriate sampling methods would be improved with additional
years of paired data. This project would allow the comparison of historically operated fish wheel sampling data
with sonar test fishing data and other concurrent sampling programs to help determine the relationship between
sample composition and run composition. This will also help determine which sampling programs will be most
useful in characterizing the ASL and genetic composition of Canadian-origin fish. Due to biases associated with
nets, fish wheels, and other sample methods, its desirable to compare test fishery (gillnet) data collected at Eagle
with fish wheel, carcass sampling and weir data. It is anticipated that this program will be used to work out
potential sources of gear bias as well as assist with the finalization of previous run reconstruction tables which are
based on ASL data to make the data set consistent through time. This program will also allow the comparison of
ASL composition of past runs to the run composition with the mesh size restrictions.

The addition of a mark-recapture component to this program would help to develop the relationship between mark
recapture estimates and sonar passage estimate data for better comparison of future and historic run sizes.
Retrieval of spaghetti tags at upstream assessment projects will further contribute to the knowledge of stock
migration timing.

LIFE OF PROJECT: anticipate one or two years.

5 The fish wheel at this location has been operating for most of the years from 1982 to 2010, but not in 2009
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ESTIMATED BUDGET:
Project Budget Amount
Capital6 2,500 Tag return (1/3 of 1,500 fish=500x$5)
Operation & Maintenance 30,000 50 days (includes setting up and storage near White

Rock site: 6 days) x $600
Admin/ Indirect/Overhead 3,500 2,000 insurance, 1,000 admin, 500 YWCB

contribution
Personnel
Subtotal 36,000
GST @5% 1,800
Total 37,800

ABSTRACT OR PROJECT SUMMARY: Fish Wheel Operation 2010
In 2010, the fish wheel on the Yukon River near Eagle Alaska and Canadian border (‘White Rock’ site) was
operational from July 19 to August 8, 2010 (21 days). The data collected included sex of sample, DNA sample,
scales for aging and Fork length and POHL length data. Daily numbers varied from 3 to 122 per day for males
and from 1 to 29 for females. Total numbers varied from 6 to 147. The average fork length of male Chinook was
70.93 centimetres; the average fork length of females was 85.2 centimetres. Average handling time per fish was
45 seconds, during which the fish was submerged in a water filled tagging box. Tagging (as proposed to be added
in 2011) would add 10 seconds per fish.

6 DFO will provide ASL sampling gear, spaghetti tags and needles. DFO fish wheel components stored nearby will be used.
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YUKON RIVER RESTORATION AND ENHANCMENT FUND
COMMUNITY BASED STREAM STEWARDSHIP PROJECTS

2011 CONCEPTUAL PROPOSAL

NUMBER: CRE-141-11

PROJECT TITLE: LSCFN River Crew Program

PROJECT PROPONENT: Little Salmon Carmacks First Nation

CONTACT: Mike Vance Tel: 867-863-5576
Director Fax: 867-863-5710
Nan, Nena Dan Do K’anete (NNDDK) E-mail: mike.vance@lscfn.ca
Little Salmon/Carmacks First Nation, Box 135, Carmacks, Yukon, Y0B 1C0

POTENTIAL PROJECT PARTNERS/ADDITIONAL PARTICIPANTS:
Selkirk First Nation – Lands and Resources Department and Elders Council
Fisheries and Oceans Canada, Yukon Region, Habitat Section

PROJECT LOCATION: Yukon River and its tributaries in LSCFN Traditional Territory, near
Carmacks, Yukon.

PROJECT SUMMARY: Objectives
*This project proposal meets YRP 2011 R&E Priorities #4, 5 and some of 2 and 6.
1. Building Capacity

The hiring of two LSCFN River Crews, including two youth, provision of hands on habitat assessment
training and safety training will build significant capacity for these six individuals. Each LSCFN River
Crew will be made up of three generations (Elder in training, adult and youth)
2. Monitor local salmon resources and habitats and provision of access;

The focus of the LSCFN River Crews will be to link community, traditional knowledge and science;
monitor, assess and understand local salmon resources and their habitats; document barriers to salmon
access; and look for future enhancement opportunities in LSCFN Traditional Territory.
3. Collection of biological or other samples or data;

Samples and biological data will be collected as part of habitat assessments. In future years, samples of
spawning fish may be able to be taken during visits to fish camps.
4. Increase the knowledge of salmon distribution and utilization of habitats

This project combines the Traditional Knowledge and Scientific understanding of Salmon habitat use in
LSCFN Traditional Territory gathered during the 2010 project, to help focus where habitat assessments
should take place. The information gathered through the implementation of this project will significantly
increase the knowledge of salmon habitat for LSCFN and its Citizens, other Northern Tutchone
Communities and for the scientific and regulatory community.
5. Maintain a record of annual stream related activities.

All activities of the LSCFN River Crew will be recorded; data sheets will be completed for each habitat
assessment and will be entered into a database. This information will be able to inform future stewardship
activity, study and the drafting of a LSCFN River Management Plan.
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Project Steps:
1. Hire LSCFN River Crews for 15 weeks work during summer 2011.
2. Provide Training to LSCFN River Crews in habitat assessment, swift water rescue, boat safety, etc.
3. River Crews to conduct habitat assessments through the summer. Other duties… fish camp
visits/interviews, and general stewardship work when on the land/river.
4. Assessment data to be compiled and entered into database.
5. LSCFN to host a Northern Tutchone Elders and Harvesters meeting after data gathering and
compilation is complete, to share results of the years work, provide community education, learn other
areas to focus future work and look for enhancement opportunities. (IN KIND COSTS)
6. Yearly Report to YRP and DFO.

• Hire - 6 staff to make up two crews, 90 weeks direct LSCFN employment, two youth positions
• Training - 5 days intensive training on conducting fish habitat assessments (1 day classroom, 4 days
assessments); 5 separate follow up trips by biologist to continue habitat assessment training and quality of
work
• Coordination/Supervision - The overall project will be coordinated by a project manager and the lead
biologist, direct supervision of the LSCFN River Crews by NNDDK Director Mike Vance
• Time - Approximately 45 days per crew member will be spent o conducting habitat assessments,

o collection of biological samples and data,
o visiting fish camps to assess the current harvest, interview Elders and Harvesters about areas to

focus habitat assessments and provide community education,
o increasing the knowledge of baseline salmon distribution in LSCFN Traditional Territory with

particular focus on juvenile Chinook habitat, and
o assessing the access for salmon on Yukon River tributaries for barriers to fish passage
o documenting future enhancement opportunities

The remaining days will be office days for notes compilation, data entry and reporting.

ESTIMATED BUDGET: LSCFN would like to apply for 3yrs worth of funding for this project to gather
the data needed on Chinook salmon habitat, fish passage barriers and future enhancement opportunities.
Once the first year is complete, LSCFN will have a better idea of how long assessment of the Yukon
River and its Tributaries will take. It is expected in future years the training $$$ need will drop and this
will provide for more assessment work completion in years 2 and 3. This data will be used to inform land
use decisions, harvest levels, the drafting of a Yukon River Management Plan (includes a Restoration and
Enhancement Plan) in LSCFN Traditional Territory.

Project Budget Amount $
Training 23,000
Operation & Maintenance 6,000
Admin/Indirect/Overhead In Kind
Personnel 75,600
Total Request 104,600

Total In-kind/other 59,000

ABSTRACT OR PROJECT SUMMARY: N/A
2010 Project (CR-141N-10) update completed in mid November 2010
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YUKON RIVER RESTORATION AND ENHANCMENT FUND
2011 CONCEPTUAL PROPOSAL

NUMBER: CRE-142N-11

PROJECT TITLE: McQuesten River Sonar – Chinook Enumeration Program

PROJECT PROPONENT: First Nation of the Na-Cho Nyak Dun (NNDFN)

CONTACT:
Dennis Buyck, Lands Manager, First Nation of the Na-Cho Nyak Dun (NNDFN)

Phone: (867) 996-2265 landsmanager@nndfn.com

POTENTIAL PROJECT PARTNERS/ADDITIONAL PARTICIPANTS:
Fisheries and Oceans Canada, Contact Trix Tanner, phone: (867) 393-6720,
Trix.Tanner@dfo-mpo.gc.ca
EDI Environmental Dynamics Inc., Contact Ben Snow, Phone: (867) 393-4882,

bsnow@edynamics.com

PROJECT LOCATION:
McQuesten River, Yukon Territory, Canada. Stewart River watershed.

PROJECT OBJECTIVES:
This table lists project objectives while relating them to applicable Panel and JTC documents.

Project Objective R&E Budget Priorities
Framework

JTC Plan 2011 R&E Budget
Priorities

Operate a sonar unit on the
McQuesten River for the
purposes of providing in-
season estimates for Chinook
salmon

Conservation
Stocks
Run Assessment
Escapement Studies

1.1 Monitor or
project escapements
by Conservation
Management Unit

1. Stock
Escapement
Monitoring of
Canadian
Tributaries

Continue development of
local capacity to conduct
fieldwork

Stewardship
Technical capacity

building in
communities

3.2 Build and
Maintain Community
Capacity

4. Community
Education and
Stewardship

PROJECT SUMMARY:
The Stewart River is large tributary and significant contributor to the Yukon River Chinook salmon run.
There is currently no index of Chinook salmon in this watershed. The McQuesten River is one of the
largest tributaries to the Stewart River, and likely the largest producer of Chinook and chum salmon in the
Stewart River drainage. A First Nation fish camp was located near the mouth of the McQuesten and
recorded catches of salmon ranged from 3,334 pounds in 1909 to 14,000 pounds in 1914 (Seigel and
McEwen 1984). In 1990, an aerial survey during favourable flow conditions documented 833 adult
Chinook (DFO Stream Files 1992). There has been past desire to establish a Chinook salmon index on
this stream; however, both aerial surveys and the establishment of a weir would be compromised during
moderate to high flows which have been common in this region in recent years. There also has been a
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local desire from the NNDFN to learn more on the significance of the both the Chinook and (especially)
chum runs in the Stewart River drainage.

In an attempt to address both stock assessment needs and the local desire to investigate the abundance and
timing of returning salmon, NND initiated a pilot program in 2010 to investigate the feasibility of
deploying a DIDSON multi-beam sonar unit in the lower reaches of the McQuesten River. A site search
identified a suitable site approximately 2 km upstream of the river mouth. The DIDSON sonar was
deployed at the site and ran continuously for approximately four and half days (105 hours). Field crew
members were able to successfully apportion the sonar counts visually using a counting tower and
Chinook salmon were counted at a rate of approximately 50 fish per day during the field trial. The current
patterns, bathymetric profile and smooth cobble bed material at the trial site are highly suited to the
operation of a sonar unit.

In 2011, the NNDFN proposes to build on the success of the 2010 trial program and initiate full-scale
operation of a DIDSON sonar at the trial site through the duration of the Chinook salmon run. This
program would involve the operation of a DIDSON multi-beam sonar, to be deployed on the McQuesten
River at the 2010 trial site. Sonar counts will be apportioned visually using a counting tower. A successful
sonar program will provide extremely valuable information regarding Chinook salmon abundance and
run timing in the McQuesten River; as more data is collected it is expected that this program could be
developed into an effective index for the Stewart River watershed.

The project team will be comprised of two NND technicians and a qualified fisheries biologist with
experience operating and setting up a sonar unit.

The proposed project would involve operating a DIDSON sonar unit at the 2010 trial site and would
include the following activities:

 The three crew members will deploy a DIDSON sonar on the right downstream bank of the
McQuesten River at the 2010 trial site. The crew will set up a counting tower to apportion the
sonar counts visually.

 A qualified fisheries biologist will oversee the initial setup of the sonar equipment and will
provide on-site training to NND / local technicians to allow them to undertake daily operation,
data collection and maintenance activities. The NND / local technicians will enumerate passing
salmon throughout the Chinook run (approximately 1 month).

 The biologist will oversee program operation remotely, with site visits to be conducted as
required.

 Daily counts will be communicated to DFO throughout the season.
 A final report will be compiled and will outline the methods, results and recommendations for the

program.

LIFE OF PROJECT:
This is the first year of an enumeration project which may lead to a long term stock assessment project.
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ESTIMATED BUDGET:
Project Budget Amount $
Capital 0
Operations & Maintenance 28,435
Admin/Indirect/Overhead 6,382
Personnel 24,750
Total Request 59,567

Total In-Kind/other 8,000

REFERENCES CITED:

DFO Stream Files 2002. Fisheries and Oceans Canada Habitat Stream Files. Located at Fisheries and
Oceans Canada, Whitehorse, Yukon Territory. Miscellaneous Memos and letters pertaining to
the McQuesten River, Reviewed in 2002.

Seigel, N. and C. McEwen. 1984. A Historical Overview of Fishing in the Yukon. Prepared for
Department of Fisheries and Oceans, Pacific Rim Division. Prepared by Northern Biomes Ltd.,
Whitehorse, Yukon Territory.
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YUKON RIVER RESTORATION AND ENHANCMENT FUND
2011 CONCEPTUAL PROPOSAL

NUMBER: CRE-143-11

PROJECT TITLE: Little Salmon Chinook Salmon Spawning Grounds Survey

PROJECT PROPONENT: G.Sandone Consulting, LLC

CONTACT: Gene J. Sandone, G.Sandone Consulting, LLC, 4950 W. Clayton Ave., Wasilla, AK
99654. 907-631-6033, gjsandone@gci.net

POTENTIAL PROJECT PARTNERS/ADDITIONAL PARTICIPANTS: Department of Fisheries
and Oceans Canada, Little Salmon Carmacks First Nation, Yukon Delta Fisheries Development
Association; CAN-NIC-A-NICK Environmental

PROJECT LOCATION:
Nearest Community: Carmacks, Yukon, Canada
Watershed: Little Salmon River drainage

PROJECT OBJECTIVES: The specific objectives of this project are to:
1) describe the ASL composition of the Chinook salmon that spawn in the Little Salmon River;
2) collect genetic samples of the Chinook salmon sampled for ASL, if necessary, and
3) provide a conservation and stewardship experience for rural local residents and/or local students.

PROJECT SUMMARY: G.Sandone Consulting, LLC in cooperation with the Little Salmon First
Nation, CAN-NIC-A-NICK Environmental, Yukon Delta Fisheries Development Association (YDFDA)
and the Department of Fisheries and Oceans, (DFO) Canada will sample spawned out dead and live
Chinook salmon within the Little Salmon River drainage, Yukon, Canada. The Little Salmon is a
tributary to the Yukon River with the confluence with the Yukon River near the village of Carmacks,
Yukon. This is the second year of a ongoing study to define the Chinook salmon spawning population
within the Little Salmon River drainage, with regard to age, sex, and size.

The project will commence in late August or early September after peak spawning. A 18.5 ft jet boat will
be used to transport the crew and equipment within the drainage. A 4-person crew will sample Chinook
salmon carcasses and live spent Chinook salmon throughout the drainage. In addition to hand picking
carcasses, gillnets and fishing rods and reels will be employed to capture live Chinook salmon for
sampling. Location of redds will be recorded in degree decimal notation. Approximate number of
Chinook associated with each redd will also be also be recorded.

Five scale samples will be collected from the preferred area from each Chinook salmon for subsequent
age determination. Sex will also be will be determined from each captured Chinook salmon from the
extrusion of sex products, examinations of external characteristics, and/or possibly from the examinations
of gonads of spawned out dead fish, where necessary. Two length measurements (nearest 5mm) will be
taken from each fish. Length measurements will include mid-eye to fork of tail (MEFT) and from the
posterior edge of the eye socket (orbit) to the plate at the posterior end of the spinal column (POHL). A
genetic tissue sample will be collected from all Chinook salmon captured, if necessary. Each sampled fish
will be marked and tagged to ensure that fish will not be sampled again. After marking/tagging, all fish
will be released or returned to the river. All data, including scale and genetic samples, will be provided to
DFO biologist in the Whitehorse office at the end of the sampling trip. DFO will age the scales.
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Data from this project, in conjunction with ASL data collected at the Eagle sonar site, will allow a
comparison of Chinook salmon ASL between these two projects within the same year, and may provide
additional insight into the historic ASL information collected from the DFO fish wheels and previous
carcass sampling information from the historic spawning ground database. Further, data collected from
the spawning grounds in 2011 will be used to assess the effectiveness of the new maximum 7.5 inch
stretch mesh gillnet regulation implemented in the Alaska portion of the Yukon River drainage in 2011.
This regulation was implemented at the January 2010 Arctic-Yukon-Kuskokwim (AYK) Alaska Board of
Fisheries (BOF) meeting to specifically allow more older and larger Chinook salmon to escape the fishery
and arrive on the spawning grounds.

Budget Priority Framework 2007:
Conservation: Stocks: Run Assessment: Improve stock ID
Conservation: Stocks: Escapement Studies: Scientifically-based escapement goals (rated 1); Quality of
Escapements (rated 1), identify and monitor escapements to key spawning streams (rated 3)
Conservation: Habitat: Assessment: Locate and document productive spawning habitat (rated 1);
Conservation: Habitat: Research: Characterize habitats used by different life stages of salmon (rated 1)
Stewardship: involve and educate users and non users… (rated 1) Support technical capacity building in
communities (rated 2)
US and Canada Yukon River Salmon Committee Joint Technical Committee Plan:
1.1.2 Estimate the stock, biological or other composition of escapements;
1.2.2 Estimate CMU composition of abundance;
1.3.4 Establish or improve harvest strategies; compile and evaluate age composition data
1.5.2 Estimate the stock composition, biological or other composition of harvest: Build database to
analyze genetic/ASL data and to correlate with escapement…
3.2.1 Utilize capabilities of communities
3.2.2 Identify capabilities and needs of communities
3.2.3 Increase capabilities of communities
Budget Priorities for 2011 & Near Term Priorities:

6. Stock Escapement monitoring of the Canadian tributaries;
7. Stock Identification and In-Season Management
8. Determine the quality of stock escapement
9. Community Education and Stewardship
10. Habitat Monitoring, Restoration and Enhancement (Chinook habitat being the priority)

LIFE OF PROJECT: Ongoing.

ESTIMATED BUDGET:

Project Budget
Amount $

Capital 0
Operation & Maintenance 6500
Admin/Indirect/Overhead 500
Personnel 12500
Total Request 19500

Total In-kind/other
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ABSTRACT OR PROJECT SUMMARY:

Dead and live Chinook salmon were sampled for age, sex, size and genetics during a 5-day period
between August 27 and August 31, 2010 within the Little Salmon River drainage near Carmacks, Yukon.
A four person crew, consisting of personnel from The Little Salmon First Nation, CAN-NIC-A-NICK
Environmental and G. Sandone Consulting, LLC, sampled fish on a daily basis. Various methods were
used to capture 149 dead and live Chinook salmon from this spawning tributary. Of the 146 live fish
captured and sampled, 143 were captured using snagging gear. Of the total sample, 24.2% were female.
The average length (MEFT) of Chinook salmon sampled for length was 736mm (30.1 inches). Average
length of male salmon was 710mm (29.0 inches); average length of female salmon was 819mm (33.4
inches). Salmon over 900mm (35.4 inches) accounted for 6.1% of the sampled fish. Additionally, 148
genetic samples were obtained from live and recently deceased Chinook salmon. Live fish were found in
association with redds. The vast majority of female salmon sampled were spent; most males were
classified as ripe. All sampled redds were located by longitude and latitude.
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YUKON RIVER RESTORATION AND ENHANCMENT FUND
2011 CONCEPTUAL PROPOSAL

NUMBER: CRE 144N-11

PROJECT TITLE: Little Salmon River Chinook Salmon Escapement Monitoring Site Exploration
Survey

PROJECT PROPONENT: G.Sandone Consulting, LLC

CONTACT: Gene J. Sandone, G.Sandone Consulting, LLC, 4950 W. Clayton Ave., Wasilla, AK
99654. 907-631-6033, gjsandone@gci.net

POTENTIAL PROJECT PARTNERS/ADDITIONAL PARTICIPANTS: Department of Fisheries
and Oceans Canada, Little Salmon Carmacks First Nation,

PROJECT LOCATION:
Nearest Community: Carmacks, Yukon, Canada
Watershed: Little Salmon River drainage

PROJECT OBJECTIVES: The specific objectives of this project are to:
4) Locate a suitable site for a tower project from so that counts of migrating Chinook Salmon into

the Little Salmon River drainage could be obtained 2012, and
5) provide a conservation and stewardship experience for rural local residents and/or local students.

PROJECT SUMMARY: G.Sandone Consulting, LLC in cooperation with the Little Salmon First
Nation, and the Department of Fisheries and Oceans, (DFO) Canada will identify a suitable location for a
salmon counting tower within the lower portion of the Little Salmon River near the village of Carmacks,
Yukon, Canada. The Little Salmon is a tributary to the Yukon River with the confluence with the Yukon
River near the village of Carmacks, Yukon.

The project will commence in late August or early September after peak spawning. A 18.5 ft jet boat will
be used to transport the crew and equipment within the drainage. A 3 or 4-person crew will be used to
explore for the counting tower site. Potential sites will be identified with latitude and longitude
coordinates. Only sites in the lower portion of the river, below the majority of the spawning Chinook
salmon will be considered. Field time for this project is anticipated to be 2 days.

Budget Priority Framework 2007:
Conservation: Stocks: Run Assessment: Improve stock ID
Conservation: Stocks: Escapement Studies: Scientifically-based escapement goals (rated 1); Quality of
Escapements (rated 1), identify and monitor escapements to key spawning streams (rated 3)
Stewardship: involve and educate users and non users… (rated 1) Support technical capacity building in
communities (rated 2)

US and Canada Yukon River Salmon Committee Joint Technical Committee Plan:
1.1.2 Estimate the stock, biological or other composition of escapements;
1.2.2 Estimate CMU composition of abundance;
1.5.2 Estimate the stock composition, biological or other composition of harvest: Build database to
analyze genetic/ASL data and to correlate with escapement…
3.2.1 Utilize capabilities of communities
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3.2.2 Identify capabilities and needs of communities
3.2.3 Increase capabilities of communities

Budget Priorities for 2011 & Near Term Priorities:
11. Stock Escapement monitoring of the Canadian tributaries;
12. Stock Identification and In-Season Management
13. Determine the quality of stock escapement
14. Community Education and Stewardship
15. Habitat Monitoring, Restoration and Enhancement (Chinook habitat being the priority)

LIFE OF PROJECT: Ongoing.

ESTIMATED BUDGET:

Operation & Maintenance 2000
Admin/Indirect/Overhead 200
Personnel 3600
Total Request 5800

Total In-kind/other
0
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YUKON RIVER RESTORATION AND ENHANCMENT FUND
2011 CONCEPTUAL PROPOSAL

NUMBER: CRE-145N-11

PROJECT TITLE: McQuesten River Sonar – Chum Enumeration Pilot Program

PROJECT PROPONENT: First Nation of the Na-Cho Nyak Dun (NNDFN)

CONTACT:
Dennis Buyck, Lands Manager, First Nation of the Na-Cho Nyak Dun (NNDFN)

Phone: (867) 996-2265
landsmanager@nndfn.com

POTENTIAL PROJECT PARTNERS/ADDITIONAL PARTICIPANTS:
Fisheries and Oceans Canada, Contact Trix Tanner, phone: (867) 393-6720,
Trix.Tanner@dfo-mpo.gc.ca
EDI Environmental Dynamics Inc., Contact Ben Snow, Phone: (867) 393-4882,

bsnow@edynamics.com

PROJECT LOCATION:
McQuesten River, Yukon Territory, Canada. Stewart River watershed.

PROJECT OBJECTIVES:
This table lists project objectives while relating them to applicable Panel and JTC documents.

Project Objective R&E Budget Priorities
Framework

JTC Plan 2011 R&E
Budget

Priorities
Operate a pilot program on the

McQuesten River to employ a
sonar unit to test the feasibility
of enumerating fall chum
salmon

Conservation
Stocks
Run Assessment
Escapement Studies

1.1 Monitor or
project escapements
by Conservation
Management Unit

1. Stock
Escapement
Monitoring of
Canadian
Tributaries

Conduct gillnetting for the
purpose of collecting DNA
samples from spawning Chum
salmon

Conservation
Stocks
Run Assessment
Research

1.4 Improve
Management and
Research Capability

2. Stock
Identification and
In-season
Management

Continue development of local
capacity to conduct fieldwork

Stewardship
Technical capacity

building in
communities

3.2 Build and
Maintain Community
Capacity

4. Community
Education and
Stewardship
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PROJECT SUMMARY:
The Stewart River is large tributary and significant contributor to the Yukon River Chinook salmon run.
There is currently no index of chum salmon in this watershed. The McQuesten River is one of the largest
tributaries to the Stewart River, and likely the largest producer of chum salmon in the Stewart River
drainage. A First Nation fish camp was located near the mouth of the McQuesten and recorded catches of
salmon ranged from 3,334 pounds in 1909 to 14,000 pounds in 1914 (Seigel and McEwen 1984). There
also has been a local desire from the NNDFN to learn more on the significance of the chum runs in the
Stewart River drainage.

In an attempt to address both stock assessment needs and the local desire to investigate the abundance and
timing of returning salmon, NND initiated a pilot program in 2010 to investigate the feasibility of
deploying a DIDSON multi-beam sonar unit in the lower reaches of the McQuesten River, during the
Chinook salmon run. A site search identified a suitable site approximately 2 km upstream of the river
mouth. The DIDSON sonar was deployed at the site and ran continuously for approximately four and half
days (105 hours). Field crew members were able to successfully apportion the sonar counts visually using
a counting tower and Chinook salmon were counted at a rate of approximately 50 fish per day during the
field trial. The current patterns, bathymetric profile and smooth cobble bed material at the trial site are
highly suited to the operation of a sonar unit.

In 2011, the NNDFN proposes to build on the success of the 2010 trial program and initiate a pilot
program to enumerate chum salmon (using a sonar) at the trial site. This program would involve operating
the DIDSON multi-beam sonar to enumerate fall chum salmon for one week during the peak of the run.
Sonar counts will be apportioned visually using a counting tower. A successful sonar program will
provide extremely valuable information regarding chum salmon abundance and run timing in the
McQuesten River.

This project also allows for the opportunity to collect DNA samples from McQuesten River chum. While
on-site the crew will spend some time collecting DNA samples from carcasses or by capturing migrating
fish using continuously monitored nets. Netting results can be also used to gain greater certainty with
species apportion for the sonar unit.

The project team will be comprised of two NND technicians and a qualified fisheries biologist with
experience operating and setting up a sonar unit.

The proposed project would involve operating a DIDSON sonar unit at the 2010 trial site and would
include the following activities:

 The three crew members will deploy a DIDSON sonar on the right downstream bank of the
McQuesten River at the 2010 trial site. The crew will set up a counting tower to apportion the
sonar counts visually.

 A qualified fisheries biologist will oversee the initial setup of the sonar equipment and will
provide on-site training to NND/local technicians to allow them to undertake daily operation, data
collection and maintenance activities. The crew will enumerate passing salmon for one week
during the peak of the fall chum salmon run.

 DNA will be collected from chum salmon in the McQuesten.
 A final report will be compiled and will outline the methods, results and recommendations for the

program.
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LIFE OF PROJECT:

This is the first year of a pilot project which may lead to a long term stock assessment project.

ESTIMATED BUDGET:
Project Budget Amount $
Capital 0
Operations & Maintenance 8,965
Admin/Indirect/Overhead 2,426
Personnel 11,255
Total Request 22,646

Total In-Kind/other 500

REFERENCES CITED:

Seigel, N. and C. McEwen. 1984. A Historical Overview of Fishing in the Yukon. Prepared for
Department of Fisheries and Oceans, Pacific Rim Division. Prepared by Northern Biomes Ltd.,
Whitehorse, Yukon Territory.
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YUKON RIVER SALMON RESTORATION & ENHANCEMENT FUND
COMMUNICATIONS

2011 Conceptual Proposal

NUMBER: CC-01-11

PROJECT TITLE: Yukon River In-Season Management Teleconferences

PROJECT PROPONENT: Jason Hale, Communications Director, Yukon River Drainage Fisheries
Association (YRDFA), 725 Christensen Drive, Ste 3-B, Anchorage, Alaska 99501, Phone: (907) 272-
3141, Fax: (907) 272-3142, Email: jason@yukonsalmon.org

PROJECT PARTNERS / ADDITIONAL PARTICIPANTS: Jill Klein, Yukon River Drainage
Fisheries Association, (907) 272-3141. jill@yukonsalmon.org

PROJECT LOCATION: This program will be promoted to every community within the Yukon River
drainage, and calls will be open to the public in the U.S. and Canada.

PROJECT OBJECTIVES
1. Promote, coordinate, facilitate, and summarize weekly in-season management teleconferences in

the summer of 2011 for fishermen, managers, processors, and other stakeholders in Yukon River
drainage fisheries.

2. Provide a forum for sharing information and ideas, building understanding and capacity, among
all user groups in the Yukon River drainage.

2011 Specific R&E Funding Priorities
Community Education and Stewardship

2006 Budget Priorities Framework
Communications envelope, outreach and information sharing level

US and Canada Yukon River Salmon Committee Joint Technical Committee Plan Goal 3: Build and
Maintain Public Support of, and Meaningful Participation in, Salmon Resource Management.
 3.1 Promote mutual understandings between agencies and the public

o 3.1.1 Promote understanding and participation in the development of management
plans, methods, and strategies

o 3.1.3 Document and utilize traditional and local knowledge following protocols
o 3.1.4 Educate the public on agency missions and mandates

PROJECT SUMMARY: The Yukon River Drainage Fisheries Association (YRDFA) proposes to
continue the Yukon River In-Season Management Teleconference program. Teleconference calls are a
practical and useful method for discussing the complexities of salmon management and for gaining
immediate real-time information from fishermen along the expanse of the Yukon River. The
teleconference calls, promoted in the spring and held every Tuesday at 1 p.m. (Alaska time) through the
summer, are a means to exchange information on run timing, abundance, and escapement data; discuss
management strategies; facilitate open dialogue between users and management entities; and enable
salmon resource users drainage-wide, including Canadians, to communicate. In addition to reports of
local observations, the calls also provide information to fishers regarding research and escapement
monitoring projects operated by State and Federal entities, thereby allowing a two-way street for
information sharing and capacity building.
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This sharing of information allows subsistence fishermen along the river to better anticipate, plan for, and
harvest their subsistence catch. It also provides them with a simple, viable means of informing and
influencing management. Teleconference calls are an effective and rapid means to extend real-time
knowledge about the salmon fishery across hundreds of miles.

Prior to the 2011 teleconferences, YRDFA will meet with managers and fisheries stakeholders to ensure
that the structure of the teleconferences will lead to the most productive outcomes possible.

LIFE OF PROJECT: single year

ESTIMATED BUDGET
Capital $930
Operation 5,500
Admin/Indirect/Overhead 1,570
Personnel 3,000
Total Requested $11,000

PROJECT SUMMARY (2010):
Promotion
In May, YRDFA designed flyers and updated business cards with details about the teleconferences. These
items were mailed to more than 2,000 Yukon River fisheries stakeholders in the U.S. and Canada. They
were also emailed to more than 550 stakeholders through YRDFA’s monthly electronic newsletter and
posted on YRDFA’s website. In addition, advertisements were run in Delta Discovery, Tundra Drums,
and Yukon Fisheries News. Further, YRDFA designed and printed 200 decks of promotional playing
cards, which were handed out at meetings and during community visits throughout the summer. Lastly, in
an effort to bolster participation from every community, prior to nearly every teleconference in June and
July YRDFA called Tribal Councils from every community that did not participate in the previous week’s
call and reminded them of the opportunity.

Teleconferences
From the first week of June through the last week in August, teleconferences were held every Tuesday at
1 p.m. Alaska time (2 p.m. Yukon time). In all, fourteen teleconferences were held, each moderated by
YRDFA and lasting roughly 75 to 90 minutes. Participation is typically highest in June and early July,
and in that time period phone line usage was up 12 percent over the four year average, though it was
down 12 percent relative to last year (which was the busiest year on record). The busiest teleconference,
which always occurs toward the end of June, boasted 133 phone lines in use this year. While this is down
from last year’s record number—156 lines in use on one call—it is still higher than participation on any
one call in any year on record besides last year.

Summaries
YRDFA wrote and distributed summaries within three days of each teleconference. The summaries were
sent out by email and posted to the YRDFA website.

Budget
The project was completed on budget.
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YUKON RIVER SALMON RESTORATION & ENHANCEMENT FUND
2011 Conceptual Proposal

NUMBER: CC-02-11

PROJECT TITLE: Yukon River Educational Exchange

PROJECT PROPONENT: Jason Hale, Communications Director, Yukon River Drainage Fisheries
Association (YRDFA), 725 Christensen Drive, Ste 3-B, Anchorage, Alaska 99501, Phone: (907) 272-
3141, Fax: (907) 272-3142, Email: jason@yukonsalmon.org

PROJECT PARTNERS / ADDITIONAL PARTICIPANTS: Jill Klein, Yukon River Drainage
Fisheries Association, (907) 272-3141. jill@yukonsalmon.org

PROJECT LOCATION: The exchange will visit a minimum of three communities in the Canadian
portion of the Yukon River drainage. Important fishermen and/or other stakeholders from three to five
communities in the Alaskan portion of the drainage will participate in the program.

PROJECT OBJECTIVES:
1. Plan and execute a trip bringing 5 Alaskans with strong ties to Yukon River fisheries to

representative fishing spots in Canada to gain and share knowledge, both during and after the trip.
2. Build cross-border understanding and cooperation among Yukon River drainage individuals and

communities.
3. Evaluate effectiveness of the program by surveying all past participants.

2011 Specific R&E Funding Priorities
Community Education and Stewardship

2006 Budget Priorities Framework
Communications envelope, outreach and information sharing level

US and Canada Yukon River Salmon Committee Joint Technical Committee Plan Goal 3: Build and
Maintain Public Support of, and Meaningful Participation in, Salmon Resource Management.

 3.1 Promote mutual understandings between agencies and the public
o 3.1.1 Promote understanding and participation in the development of management

plans, methods, and strategies
o 3.1.3 Document and utilize traditional and local knowledge following protocols
o 3.1.4 Educate the public on agency missions and mandates

 3.2 Build and maintain community capacity
o 3.2.1 Utilize capabilities of communities
o 3.2.3 Increase capabilities of communities

 3.4 Promote public values of the salmon resource
o 3.4.1 Educate public on the values of salmon and salmon habitat

PROJECT SUMMARY: The Yukon River Drainage Fisheries Association (YRDFA) proposes to
continue the Yukon River Educational Exchange program that has taken place annually since 2002. The
purpose of this exchange is to provide an opportunity for diverse groups of people involved in salmon
fisheries along the Yukon River to experience regional and cultural differences regarding fisheries issues,
understand fisheries management techniques, and appreciate the various concerns of people that rely on
Canadian-origin Chinook and fall chum salmon. The Educational Exchange helps to bridge differences
among upriver and downriver fishers and increase understanding and support for stewardship of wild
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Yukon River salmon stocks. Understanding differences in culture, lifestyle, and opinion proves to
strengthen one’s ability to think and act on a cooperative basis.

During this year’s exchange, Alaskans will visit important fishing locations in the Canadian portion of the
Yukon River drainage. Participants will share their knowledge with fishers, managers, and other
stakeholders while on the exchange and with people in their home communities after the exchange. They
will be chosen based on their ties to Yukon River fisheries and their connection with their home
communities.

After the exchange, YRDFA will evaluate the format and success of the program by surveying past
participants. The goal of this effort will be to maximize the effectiveness of future exchanges.

LIFE OF PROJECT: single year

ESTIMATED BUDGET
Capital $900
Operation 18,820
Admin/Indirect/Overhead 4,550
Personnel 7,630
Total Requested $31,900

PROJECT SUMMARY (2010):
Itinerary
This year’s exchange lasted 9 days. It began on June 24 and ended on July 2. Each day was packed with
activities from first thing in the morning until well into the evening. Participants visited Fairbanks,
Emmonak, the ADF&G Pilot Station sonar, Galena, Koyukuk, and Eagle. They attended presentations
from agency staff, toured 2 processors, boated to fish camps in the lower, middle, and upper river,
witnessed drift netting, attended potlucks, tasted salmon, spoke with fishers, elders, Panel members, and
community members, and also shared the views of their own people. They later reviewed the trip and all
agreed that it was a very worthwhile experience from which they learned a great deal.

Participants
As in past years, participants were chosen based on recommendations from Yukon River Panel members
and other fisheries leaders. This year 11 candidates were approached and 5 were ultimately selected to
join the exchange. They were:

 Betsy Jackson, Ta'an Kwach'an
 Bonnie Huebschwerlen, DFO
 Dawna Hope, Na-Cho Nyak Dun First Nation
 Frances Woolsey, Ta'an Kwach'an
 William "Bill" Henry, Tr'ondek Hwech'in

Budget
The project was completed on budget.
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YUKON RIVER PANEL
2011 Conceptual Proposal

NUMBER: CC-03-11

PROJECT TITLE: Yukon River Summer Season Preparedness Process

PROJECT PROPONENT: Jason Hale, Communications Director,
Yukon River Drainage Fisheries Association (YRDFA), 725 Christensen Drive, Ste 3-B, Anchorage,
Alaska 99501, Phone: (907) 272-3141, Fax: (907) 272-3142, Email: jason@yukonsalmon.org

PROJECT PARTNERS / ADDITIONAL PARTICIPANTS:
Jill Klein, YRDFA
Alaska Department of Fish & Game
U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service

PROJECT LOCATION: Alaskan portion of the Yukon River drainage.

PROJECT OBJECTIVES:
3. Plan, promote, coordinate, facilitate, and summarize one in-person meeting for representatives

from the entire Alaskan portion of the Yukon River drainage.
4. Provide a forum for sharing information and ideas, and building understanding and strategies,

among all user groups in the Alaskan portion of the Yukon River drainage concerning the 2011
Chinook and fall chum salmon run.

5. Develop a narrowed list of management approaches for responsibly and equitably managing the
2011 Chinook salmon run.

6. Provide educational sessions on current fisheries topics of interest for meeting attendees.

PROJECT SUMMARY: In preparation for the 2011 Chinook salmon fishing season, YRDFA proposes
to host a Summer Season Preparedness Process for Alaskans.

More specifically, YRDFA proposes to host a river-wide meeting to discuss the 2011 Chinook salmon
run and best approaches for handling it. Representatives from every Tribal Council in the Alaskan portion
of the drainage, intertribal consortiums, YRDFA board members, Panel members, Regional Advisory
Council members, and other stakeholders will be invited and encouraged to participate. ADF&G and
USFWS will be involved throughout the planning and implementation process. YRDFA will also work
with tribal entities to include their input in the location selection and agenda creation.

Agenda items will include:
 2011 Chinook salmon run projection and implications for fishers,
 Presentation of the draft preseason plan by management,
 Public comments on the plan,
 Public questions and concerns
 Discussion of future Summer Season Preparedness processes and how to work together across

regions, and
 Educational break-out sessions on at least three current fisheries topics of interest.

Given the breadth of communications efforts on this topic over the past two years, stakeholders are
already well informed and well versed in the issue at hand. As such, reducing the public preseason plan
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development process to this one riverwide meeting is the most efficient way of reaching the objectives
and providing for riverwide input. YRDFA will send out a summary of the meeting in the YRDFA
newsletter, electronic newsletter, social media, and directly to entities along the Yukon River. YRDFA
will coordinate this meeting with other regional Yukon River meetings to discuss these same topics and
agenda items with more people who participate in Yukon River salmon fisheries.

Pending Panel approval, this project will begin in January 2011 with planning and promotional efforts.
The meeting will be held the first week of April.

YRDFA has coordinated meetings with Yukon River fisheries stakeholders for more than 20 years and
hosted the 2009 and 2010 Summer Season Preparedness Processes.

LIFE OF PROJECT: single year

ESTIMATED BUDGET:

Capital $450
Operation 43,000
Admin/Indirect/Overhead 8,550
Personnel 8,000
Total Requested $60,000

Note: This budget covers most of the project, but an additional $15,000 of related expenses will be
covered by current R&M grant funds.

PROJECT SUMMARY (2010):
YRDFA hosted two teleconferences and an in-person meeting to give fishers, Tribal Council
representatives, and other stakeholders from the Alaskan portion of the drainage the opportunity to learn
more about the 2010 Chinook salmon run and to discuss the best strategies for resource harvest and
conservation. Through an initial teleconference information was exchanged and ideas were shared.
During the in-person meeting, stakeholders engaged in more in-depth discussions and with the assistance
of Alaskan fisheries managers developed recommendations for managing the run. Following the meeting,
YRDFA held another teleconference during which Alaskan fisheries managers presented the preseason
management plan and noted how it reflected the views shared during the initial teleconference and in-
person meeting. Finally, YRDFA promoted the initial fishing schedule through newspaper ads and a
mailer.

The project was completed on budget.
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YUKON RIVER RESTORATION AND ENHANCMENT FUND
2011 CONCEPTUAL PROPOSAL

NUMBER: CC-04N-11

PROJECT TITLE: Science and Salmon Education Outreach Series

PROJECT PROPONENT: Dr. Kathrine Howard

CONTACT: Kathrine Howard, Alaska Department of Fish and Game, Commercial Fisheries Division,
333 Raspberry Road, Anchorage, AK 99518; 907-267-2141; kathrine.howard@alaska.gov

POTENTIAL PROJECT PARTNERS/ADDITIONAL PARTICIPANTS:
Heather Leba, Alaska Department of Fish and Game, Commercial Fisheries Division, 333 Raspberry
Road, Anchorage, AK 99518; 907-267-2385; heather.leba@alaska.gov
Jason Hale, Yukon River Drainage Fisheries Association, 725 Christensen Drive, Suite 3-B, Anchorage,
AK 99501; 907-272-3141; jason@yukonsalmon.org

PROJECT LOCATION: Various communities within the Yukon River Basin

PROJECT OBJECTIVES:
6) Develop lesson plans to present complex scientific topics to Yukon River fishermen that are

relevant to Yukon River fisheries and accessible to non-scientific audiences. Potential topics
include: sonar, salmon biology, genetics, and current Yukon River-related scientific research.

7) Coordinate with regional fishermen’s meetings to teach up to 2 topics at 4 or more meetings
throughout the Alaska portion of the Yukon River drainage.

8) Build the framework to expand on this education outreach program by investigating the potential
to develop lessons for K-12 students and provide supplementary information, and by receiving
feedback from participants.

Budget Priority Framework 2006:
Communications - Outreach and Information Sharing: Conduct public outreach and education projects for
people who fish on the river, youth, communities, and the public to increase their desire to maintain and
protect salmon stocks and habitat, ranked 1

Stewardship: Involve and educate users and non-users in communities to increase their desire to maintain
and protect salmon stocks and habitat, ranked 1

Joint Technical Committee Plan:
3.4.1 Educate public on the values of salmon and salmon habitat

Budget Priorities for 2011 & Near Term Priorities:
4. Community education and stewardship: Advance information, education and training – including

traditional knowledge – to: enable more effective community participation in the management of
Yukon River salmon stocks and habitats; and increase salmon users and non-users desire to
maintain and protect salmon stocks and habitat.

PROJECT SUMMARY: This project aims to develop a science education outreach program in the
Alaska portion of the Yukon River by creating a series of workshops/seminars. In the initial year of this
project, 2 or more topics will be chosen for lesson development. Lessons will be presented to at least 4
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groups of fishermen in conjunction with regional meetings in rural Alaska (e.g. RAC meetings) to limit
travel costs for project proponents and encourage the greatest participation of fishermen. Variations to
lesson plans presented to adults could be modified for students and classroom teachers, or presented in the
classroom by the proponents. Lessons would cover special topics related to fish biology, habitat ecology,
current scientific research, and scientific methodology of Yukon River research projects. Examples
include: sonar, marine life of salmon, genetics. Other topics could be covered on request. Lessons would
be interactive and dynamic and would include demonstrations, PowerPoint presentations, handouts and
other activities to engage the participants and facilitate discussion and information exchange.
Supplementary information could be distributed through radio, newsletters, and email announcements
(e.g. YRDFA newsletter, YRDFA e-news, handouts at ADF&G offices etc.). Workshop participants will
assess the workshops in order to improve and expand the program in the future. In upcoming years,
additional lessons would be developed and Yukon River-specific standards-based science education
modules would be created and available for K-12 teachers. Partnerships with other organizations (such as
TCC, UAF GK-12 program, UAF SeaGrant) may also be possible in the future to expand the number of
participants and reach a wider range of villages.

LIFE OF PROJECT: 1 year, with potential for expansion

ESTIMATED BUDGET:
Project Budget Year 1

Amount $
Capital 700
Operation & Maintenance 4000
Admin/Indirect/Overhead 938
Personnel 2000
Total Request 7638

Total In-kind/other 7000

ABSTRACT OR PROJECT SUMMARY: For ongoing projects, include an abstract or a project
summary from the most recent year the project was conducted.


